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1.1 Submission of the Annual Report to the Executive Authority 

In accordance with the provision of the Public Finance Management Act (1 of 1999 ), we have the pleasure in 
submitting for tabling to Parliament this report of the activities of Robben Island Museum for the financial year ended 
on31 March 2015. 

� 
Mr Sibusiso Blessing Buthelezi 
Chairperson of the Council 
31 July 2015 

1.2 Robben Island Museum's general information 

Robben Island Museum Registered name 
Registered office address Nelson Mandela Gateway to Robben Island 

Clocktower 

Postal address 

V &A Waterfront 
Cape Town 

8002 

P.O. Box 51806 
Waterfront 

8002 

021 413 4200 Telephonic contact number 
Email address 
Website address 
External auditors 
Bankers information 
Company secretary 

i nfoi@robben-island.org.za 
www.robben-island.org.za 
Auditor-General of South Africa 
Nedbank and Standard Bank 
Statucor (Pty) Ltd 

1 .3 List of Abbreviations 

AFS Annual Financial Statements 
AGSA Auditor-General South Africa 
APMHS African Program in Museum 

and Heritage Studies 
APP Annual Performance Plan 
AWHF African World Heritage Fund 
CDF Conservation Development Framework 
CEO Chief Executive Officer 
CFO Chief Financial Officer 
CHO Chief Heritage Officer 
CLM Cultural landscape unit 
coo Chief Operations Officer 
DAC Department of Arts and Culture 
DCS Department of Correctional Services 
DEA Department of Environmental Affairs 
DAFF Department of Agriculture, 

Forestry and Fisheries 
DPW Department of Public Works 
EIA Environmental Impact Assessment 
EPP Ex-Political Prisoner/s 
EPPA Ex-political prisoners association 
GRAP Generally Recognised Accounting Principles 
HD High definition 
HIA Heritage Impact Assessment 
ICMP Integrated Conservation Management Plan 
IP Interpretation Plan of the ICMP 
METT Management Effectiveness Tracking Tool 
MoU Memorandum of Understanding 
MSP Maximum Security Prison 
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NDT National Department of Tourism 
NEMP Natural Environment Management Plan 

of the ICMP 
NMG Nelson Mandela Gateway to Robben Island 
OP Operational Plan of the ICMP 
PFMA Public Finance Management Act 
PHED Public Heritage Education Department 
PMS Performance management system 
PMU Project Management Unit 
PR Public Relations 
RI Robben Island 
RIM Robben Island Museum 
RIWHS Robben Island World Heritage Site 
SAHRA South African Heritage Resource Agency 
SAMSA South African Maritime Safety Authority 
SAMA South African Museums Association 
SARS South African Revenue Services 
SCM Supply Chain Management 
SETA Sector Education Training Authority 
SLA Service level agreement 
SMART Specific, measurable, achievable, 

realistic and timed 
UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific 

and Cultural Organization 
us University of Stellenbosch 
UCT University of Cape Town 
uwc University of the Western Cape 
VAT Value Added Tax 
VMP Visitor Management Plan of the ICMP 
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1.4 Foreword by the Chairperson of Council 

On behalf of the Council of Robben Island Museum World Heritage Site, I am pleased 
to submit the Annual Report for the year ended 31 March 2015. This report is submitted 
in accordance with the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act 108 of 1996; 
the Cultural Institutions Act of 1998; the Public Finance Management Act, Act 1 of 
1999; Treasury Regulations, 2001 and other applicable Acts and Regulations. 
I am pleased to report that Robben Island Museum has obtained an unqualified audit 
report from the Auditor-General. This is testament to the uncompromising determination 
by Council and Management in entrenching a culture of good corporate governance. 

The 2014/2015 financial year was another particularly cha I lenging year for Robben 
Island Museum. Three areas required attention of Council, namely, Organisational 
Review, Ferry Operations, Infrastructure Management and funding for the implementation 
of the Integrated Conservation Management Plan (ICMP). There are ongoing efforts 
to normalize the relations between Robben Island Museum and Robben Island ex-political prisoners in South Africa 
and Namibia. As was reported in the previous annual reports, this matter has been challenging for the museum 
because its configuration as a cultural institution does not make it easy to address the question of expectations and 
beneficiation. The above matters were part of a discussion between the Minister of Arts and Culture and the Council 
of Robben Island Museum which took place on 3 September 2014. 

In line with Council's legislative mandate of providing strategic oversight, my foreword report provides a high level 
overview of the annual performance of Robben Island Museum. The detailed report by the Chief Executive Officer 
contextualizes the performance information and the financial statements which form part of this Annual Report. 
While the museum recorded some strong performance in respect to revenue generation, its performance was negatively 
impacted by the breakdown of the main ferry, Sikhululekile, during the peak season from December 2013. The main 
ferry has not been operational since then and this was a serious setback because management had done a good 
job in stabilizing operations since their arrival in 2010. The problem was compounded by the fact that the museum's 
fleet consist of two seriously old passenger boats, the Susan Kruger and the Dias, which are no longer suitable for 
the museum's new business model. Council recognizes that the current state of hiring external boats is unsustainable 
and has initiated process for the purchasing of a new ferry which is planned to arrive before the 2015/2016 peak 
season. 

This is the second year of Council's three year term. The term of office of the Council will expire at the end of 
March 2016. The Council has already corresponded with the Minister on this matter. In addition to reporting to 
the Minister of Arts and Culture, the Council of the Robben Island Museum reports to the Minister of Environmental 
Affairs on its status as a World Heritage Site. The Minister of Environmental Affairs has appointed the Council of 
Robben Island as a management authority for a period of five years. Robben Island Museum interacted with the 
Department of Environmental Affairs in respect of the 2011 Unesco Reactive Monitoring Mission's recommendations. 
RIM also ensured that the necessary reporting framework is developed so as to be able to report on the progress 
of implementing the Integrated Conservation Management Plan, 2013-2018. As a way of highlighting the organisation's 
world heritage status as section of this Annual Report is specifically dedicated to the State of Conservation as required 
by Unesco. 

In 2013 RIM Council and management embarked on a process of developing a new Business Model for Robben 
Island Museum. The key elements of the new Business Model were incorporated into the Annual Performance Plan 
for 2014/2015. With this new model, Robben Island Museum seeks to position itself as a world class heritage site 
offering inspirational tourism experience, diversified offerings, standardized narrative, dynamic products, a reliable 
and consistent ferry service, and maximize the use of the island's facilities for conferences and events. In engaging 
in the above initiatives the museum will seek to partner with other organizations and government departments. 

The new Business Model recognizes that Robben Island Museum is a hybrid institution, playing significant roles 
in both the heritage and tourism sectors. The model also takes into account that RIM has to diversify its revenue 
generation sources, more particularly by taking advantage of its facilities. Plans are already underway to procure 
a new ferry so as to be able to diversify tour offerings. In May 2014 procurement processes were initiated in respect 
of the ferry operative model, and the Adaptive Reuse of Robben Island's facilities. Recognizing the funding challenges 
and the fact that the grant from DAC is not sufficient to fund the delivery of the ICMP, RIM has initiated partnerships 
with the National Department of Tourism, the Department of Correctional Services, MTN 
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Foundation (SA) and Google. The aim of these partnerships is to enhance the visitor experience and improve the 
narrative of Robben Island, with MTN Foundation and Google assisting in using technology to narrate the story of 
multi-layered heritage landscape of Robben Island. In enhancing its stakeholder and partnership management, RIM 
has engaged in the process of reviewing its relationship with the University of Western Cape so as to ensure that 
it is mutually beneficial, more especially with regards to collections management and the African Programme and 
Museum and Heritage Studies. 

During the 2013/2014 financial year RIM achieved an unqualified audit opinion for the fourth consecutive year. 
Together with the Executive Management and the Audit Committee, the RIM Council invested resources towards 
addressing matters which were raised as audit findings during 2013/2014, particularly performance reporting and 
compliance with laws and regulations in respect of safeguarding of assets. In view of the concerns regarding the 
weak control environment, Council initiated a Business Review process which was aimed at investigating the extent 
of the disclosure or non-disclosure of business interests by staff members. The findings of the investigation confirmed 
that there was a culture of non-compliance among staff which had a way of negatively affecting the museum's supply 
chain processes. Plans have been put in place to take appropriate action against those implicated. 

I wish to state that Council and Management are still working hard on achieving a proper governance arrangement 
concerning the infrastructure and maintenance of Robben Island. The challenges which arose following the department 
of Public Works' failure to maintain the island were highlighted in my previous reports. During the financial year 
Council engaged the Minister of Arts and Culture with a view to achieve a solution to this challenge, particularly 
the fact that the infrastructure maintenance function was not properly transferred to Robben Island and that no 
funding was allocated to the museum. This lack of certainty negatively affected the museum's ability to deliver on 
its core mandate of heritage conservation as it had to divert its resources towards infrastructure maintenance, especially 
provision of municipal services such as power generation, water desalination and waste removal. 

I would like to reiterate the point I raised in the previous annual reports regarding the personnel situation at Robben 
Island Museum. Council recognizes that the current structure is not aligned to the new Business Model and the 
ICMP. In order to address this problem Council will initiate a process of Organisational Review during the 2015/2016 
financial year. The process might negatively affect the achievement of some of the museum's strategic objectives 
during the financial year. However, Council understands that this process is long overdue and that the current problem 
of having a personnel expenditure which exceeds its grant from the Department of Arts and Culture is unsustainable. 

I wish to thank all the stakeholders who have been pivotal in supporting the museum. A special word of gratitude 
goes to the Department of Arts and Culture, the Portfolio Committee of Arts and Culture, the Department of Environmental 
Affairs, the National Department of Tourism, the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, the Department 
of Correctional Services, the African World Heritage Fund, the South African Heritage Resources Agency, the City of 
Cape Town, the University of the Western Cape, Stellenbosch University, the MTN Foundation (SA), Google SA and 
the Consulate of the Republic of Namibia. 

I am grateful to the staff of Robben Island Museum, without whom the museum would not have achieved its strategic 
objectives. Lastly, I would like to sincerely thank my fellow members of Council for their diligence and dedication. 

Mr Sibusiso Blessing Buthelezi 
Chairperson of the Council 
30 July 2015 
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1.5 Chief Executive Officer's Overview 

Introduction 
I have great pleasure in presenting the Annual Report of the Robben Island Museum 

World Heritage Site for the year 2014/2015. During the year under review management 

continued to focus on organizational renewal, with particular focus on the implementation 

of the Integrated Conservation Management Plan (ICMP) 2013-2018 and the new 

Business Model. This report expands on the Chairperson's Report by paying particular 

attention to the operational programmes of the museum. 

This is the fifth unqualified audit report for Robben Island Museum under the current 

Council and executive management. In the previous years' reports I mentioned that Council 

and management placed particular attention to the stabilization of the organization. Although 

significant progress has been made in strengthening the control environment, serious challenges are still experienced 

due to the inappropriate organizational structure, lack of a culture of performance, misalignment between the strategy 

and the organizational structure, lack of clarity regarding the museum's relationship with ex-political prisoners, and the 

governance arrangements with the Department of Arts and Culture and the Department of Public Works. 

Although the business environment has slightly improved, the ferry operating model, which has proved to be 

inconsistent and unreliable, had a significant impact in undermining some of the successes. 

1. Corporate Governance Arrangements
During the period under review Council had six meetings and its four Council subcommittees Audit Committee,

and the Finance and Risk Subcommittee, Governance Subcommittee and Heritage Subcommittee had no less than

2 meetings each.

The Audit Committee's composition is in compliance with the Public Finance Management Act. It consists of three 

external and independent members and three members of RIM Council. It operates in accordance with the Audit 

Committee Charter which was approved by the Council of RIM. A new Audit Committee was appointed from 

1 December 2012, and will serve for a period of three years. Council has already engaged with the members of the 
Audit Committee with a view to renew their term. 

Internal Audit is performed by an independent external audit firm, Sizwe Ntsaluba Gobodo, who were appointed 

in August 2013 for three years. The Internal Auditors report operationally to the Chief Executive Officer and functionally 

to the Audit Committee. They perform their audit in accordance with a three-year strategic plan and a rolling one 

year operational plan. 

In addition to the ordinary meetings Council had Strategic Planning and Governance workshops in November 2014. 
The purpose of these workshops was to give Council an opportunity to provide input on the Strategic Plan and 

Annual Performance Plan 2014/2015 as well as to enhance their skills in governance so as to equip them with 

the necessary skills to carry out their fiduciary responsibilities. 

2. Financial Performance
The finances of the museum are managed in accordance with the Public Finance Management Act. As was mentioned

above the museum's internal audit is conducted by a private company and its work has assisted Council and

management in strengthening the control environment and risk management.
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Although the museum's bank balance appears to have substantially increased, it is important that this is understood 
within a particular context. The amount includes Rl 9,2 million which the Department of Arts and Culture (DAC) 
deposited in February and March 2015 for infrastructure and facilities management. It is still a matter of serious 
concern that the museum had to redirect its resources during the 2014/2015 financial year to fund facilities maintenance. 
The procurement systems were also adversely impacted as a result of the increase in the demand for goods and 
services related to infrastructure. Furthermore, it is important that the museum's balance sheet is not interpreted 
within the same framework of government departments. As a public entity the museum is expected to generate 
income in order for it to be able to spend money on its projects. The uncertainty regarding the funding of infrastructure 
and maintenance, especially municipal services, creates a serious challenge for the museum. 

The breaking down of the main ferry in December 2013 to March 2014, which is the tourist peak season, and the 
unreliability of the historic boats dealt a significant blow to the museum's ability to generate sufficient revenue to 
carry out its programmes as outlined in the APP 2014/2015. The museum management was compelled by these 
circumstances to have to rely heavily on hired boats and this has caused a huge dent on the museum's revenue. 
More than R38 million was spent on the hire of boats during the 2014/2015 financial year, a seriously unsustainable 
situation. Despite this problem and the constant exposure to fluctuating ferry maintenance and diesel prices which 
pose a threat to commercial viability, the museum has consciously kept its ticket prices affordable taking into account 
its developmental imperatives and the need to remain accessible to South Africans. 

As in the previous years, RIM management has continued to intensify cost containment measures and to strengthen 
the control environment. A myriad of efforts are always employed to identify and quantify existing commitments 
to ensure that these are matched with RIM's income generating capabilities. 

As was reported in the 2013/2014 Annual Report the unpredictable nature of RIM's operations in the recent past 
has also created a need for management to make material provisions within its budget for all known possible financial 
obligations. By the end of the financial year RIM's obligations towards Compensation of Employees exceeded the 
subsidy received from DAC. This increase in the personnel expenditure negatively impacted on the museum's core 
business, more particularly heritage, education and tourism. The increase in the non-core functions of the museum 
resulted in the museum's inability to make resources available to employ specialists in heritage, interpretation, tourism 
services and public heritage education. Council is engaged in a process to address these challenges through diversifying 
income streams and organizational redesign. 

3. Planning and Performance Reporting
During the period under review the museum Council and management continued to pay particular attention to
the matters raised by the Auditor-General around unauthorized expenditure and performance reporting. The Senior
Manager: Risk and Performance Reporting, who joined RIM at the beginning of the financial year, ensured that
planning and quarterly reporting is done in line with the National Treasury Framework. RIM has established a tracking
system to ensure that the AG's findings are given serious attention to avoid them being raised again in the next
audit. Special attention has been given to compliance with the National Treasury's SMART criteria.

4. Risk Management
The appointment of the Senior Manager: Risk and Performance Reporting has strengthened RIM's risk management
capacity and ensured that risks are assessed regularly. Risk Management is a standing item at management and
Council meetings as well as its statutory committees. The Audit Committee and the Council's Finance, Risk and
Procurement Committee monitor risks and report to Council on a quarterly basis. During the year under review,
management held two Risk Review workshops which were facilitated by the Risk Manager. As part of Risk Management
the RIM Executive from time to time instructed internal auditors to test the museum's internal controls.

Since 2011 the RIM executive has consistently reported to Council their concern about a generally weak control 
environment. Management was concerned that some of the staff were engaged in businesses which had not been 
declared and such conduct might have undermined RIM's supply chain processes. In August 2014 Council approved 
the appointment of Horizon Forensics to conduct an investigation on conflicts of interest. The investigation showed 
that many of the sampled senior staff had failed to declare their interests. 
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Council is in the process of initiating disciplinary proceedings against those staff members who failed to declare 

their business interests and the management team is in the process of strengthening the financial disclosure process. 

5. Human Resources
RIM continues to face a serious challenge of aligning the museum's strategic plan with the structure, the budget,
the new Business Model and the Integrated Conservation Management Plan (ICMP).

The prevailing business environment is not geared towards the achievement of strategic goals. The current staff 
establishment and configuration of departments needs to be reviewed in order for the museum to achieve its strategic 

objectives. 

The museum's resource capacity is not properly aligned to enable it to deliver on its mandate. Although efforts have 

been made to strengthen the managerial level by appointing staff in line with the new Business Model, it is apparent 

that an organization-wide restructuring is required. Previous years' decisions regarding the suspension of organizational 

restructuring and the absorption of casual and temporary employees has resulted in a misaligned organization, with 

very little attention being given to the core business. 

Council has resolved to embark on a process of organizational restructuring. It is envisaged that the process would 

result in an appropriately configured RIM, with particular focus to reducing employee costs, aligning the structure 

with the strategy, particularly the new Business Model. The organizational re-design is scheduled to be implemented 
and completed during the 2015/2016 financial year. 

6. Overview of Departmental Performance
The performance objectives and targets of the various departments of RIM are detailed in the Performance Information

Section of this Annual Report. For the first time this year RIM has also included a section on the implementation

of the ICMP.

The RIM executive management has identified the need to improve on performance and to ensure that the museum's 

programmes pay particular attention to the Annual Performance Plan, Strategic Plan and the ICMP. In order to address 

this problem museum management has prioritized performance monitoring and evaluation. As the performance 
reports against predetermined objectives demonstrate, there has been a significant improvement in reporting performance 

and achievement against targets. Management has taken steps to address challenges in the service delivery departments 

that were attributed to lack of accountability and culture of non-performance. 

However, more work is still required to address challenges in Ferry Operations, Estates and Built Environment, as 
well as the revenue lost due to improper conduct. Furthermore, Council has prioritized the enhancement of the 

Robben Island narrative and the enhancement of the visitor experience. The holding of the Research Agenda workshop 

in March 2015 was an attempt to address this concern regarding the narrative and visitor experience, more particularly 

paying attention to the multi-layered history of Robben Island as a heritage landscape. 

7. Visitor Numbers
The annual visitor number for 2014/2015 was 325 816, against last year's 305 910. The visitor numbers are constant

rather than showing an upward trend and this could be attributed to the challenges with ferry operations which
were experienced during the financial year, the most devastating being the breaking down of Sikhululekile from
December 2013 to March 2014. This problem caused both financial and reputational risks for the museum.

Council has prioritised this matter and plans are underway to develop a new ferry operating model during the 

2015/2016 financial year. It is envisaged that RIM would have procured a new ferry by the end of the 2015/2016 

financial year. The plan is for the new ferry to start operating during the 2015/2016 peak season. 
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Although Sikhululekile was earmarked for disposal during the 2014/2015 financial year advice from the new Senior 
Manager was that the boat could still be used to complement the new one. A project plan is being finalised to 
conduct a scientific survey of the Murray's Harbour on the island with a view to eliminating obstacles which might 
have caused the damage to Sikhululekile in 2013. 

• 2011 /2012 302 229
• 2012/2013 284 216
• 2013/2014 305 910
• 2014/2015 325 816

Council has prioritised the need to diversify the museum's sources of revenue instead of relying on ticket sales. 
In line with the new Business Model a more reliable ferry system, events and conferencing programme, and a visitor 
management plan will help in increasing the number of visitors to the island. 

8. Maintenance of Robben Island
The Council and management of Robben Island Museum has since 2010 identified as an area of particular concern
the inadequate strategic alignment between maintenance/capital works projects and the strategy of Robben Island
Museum. This matter has again been highlighted in the chairperson's report as one of those that require priority attention.

The challenges regarding the failure by the Department of Public Works (DPW) to maintain the island were articulated 
in previous reports. Council and management had interactions with the officials of the DAC and DPW with the 
aim of finding a lasting solution. 

During the year under review RIM took responsibility for the maintenance of the island and aimed to gradually 

build capacity. However, the uncertainty regarding long-term funding for the infrastructure, especially the provision 
of water, electricity and waste removal, continued to pose problems and affected the museum's ability to achieve 

its strategic objectives, especially those outlined in the ICMP. Robben Island is the only museum in South Africa 
that had to assume responsibility for municipal services, and it is vitally important to highlight that this mandate 

was not accompanied by the requisite resources. In September 2014, RIM entered into a partnership with the 
Department of Correctional Services, to assist with the maintenance and enhancement of Robben Island's narrative. 

In February 2015 RIM was informed by DAC and DPW Directors General that DPW intends to resume its responsibility 
of facilities maintenance on the island. RIM management has participated in discussions regarding the new maintenance 
arrangement. A Tripartite Agreement outlining the relationship between RIM and the two departments has been concluded. 
It is envisaged that DPW and its implementing agent, Coega Development Corporation, will execute maintenance 

responsibilities on the island from the beginning of the second quarter of the 2015/2016 financial year. Given the 
past experience on the failure of DPW to support RIM, the Council and management are cautiously optimistic. 
Meanwhile, Council has resolved to strengthen RIM's infrastructure management capacity. Senior Managers will be 
appointed during the 2015/2016 financial year. The aim is to ensure that RIM's facilities are maintained with a view 
to supporting the New Business Model, particularly the diversification of revenue through the Adaptive Re-use Project. 

9. New/Proposed Activities
In line with the new Business Model plans are underway to finalise the implementation of the new Ferry Operating
Model, which will include the purchasing of a new ferries, and the Adaptive Reuse of Robben Island's facilities
in order to maximize on business opportunities.

Although the 2013/2014 Annual Report had suggested that two new ferries will be purchased, Council and management 
reviewed the decision in view of the new information regarding the usability of Sikhululekile which had previously 
been condemned. RIM will engage with the DAC and the Department of Trade and Industry with regarding to the 
legal requirements for procurements of high value and local content. The outcome of that interaction will determine 
whether or not the ferry could be procured in a short space of time. 
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10. World Heritage Site
RIM completed its report to the World Heritage Committee on the progress which has been made in line with the

recommendations of the 2011 Reactive Monitoring Mission. The museum also participates in all Site Managers

meetings which are organised by the Department of Environmental Affairs and has constant interactions with the

African World Heritage Fund (AWHF). RIM's partnership with the AWHF resulted in RIM hosting a seminar on the

NARA Declaration on 8 and 9 July 2014 which was attended by world heritage practitioners from various African
countries. Plans are underway to secure partnerships with other world heritage sites, particularly on the African

continent. The Le Morne Cultural Landscape, a world heritage site in Mauritius, is the latest institution that has

approached Robben Island with view to forging a partnership. The ICMP implementation progress report which is

annexed to this Annual Report will provide an indicator of the State of Conservation. The Chief Heritage Officer

participated in world heritage conferences and this served to strengthen UNESCO's confidence in Robben Island.

Council has noted the slow progress in implementation of the ICMP which was caused mainly by the challenge 

of having to divert resources towards performing functions related to municipal services on the island. Furthermore, 
Council intends to approach the Minister of Arts and Culture to request a review of the museum's baseline funding 

to take into account its compliance requirements as a world heritage site. 

11. Performance Information
Detailed performance information as required by the PFMA is included elsewhere in detail in the body of the Annual 

Report. 

12. Acknowledgements
I wish to acknowledge the Council of RIM for the role they played in supporting executive management and guiding

it on a positive growth path. Individually and collectively members of Council carried out their fiduciary responsibilities

in order to strengthen the fundamental principles of good corporate governance to ensure that RIM achieves an
unqualified audit opinion.

A special word of gratitude goes to the personnel of RIM for their dedication to the institution. Their determination 

to assist RIM to achieve its strategic objectives in the face of extreme challenges is a true embodiment of the "Triumph 

of the Human Spirit against adversity". 

The museum would not have managed to survive and strive without the support of its partners in tourism sector, 

especially tour operators and tourism bodies. I echo the chairperson's sentiments in acknowledging the roles played 

by government departments, heritage agencies, the local municipality, local and international universities and the 

private sector. 

Lastly, I wish to thank the Department of Arts and Culture for the support given to Robben Island Museum. 

Dr Sibongiseni Mthokozisi Mkhize 
Chief Executive Officer 
31 July 2015 
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1.6 Statement of responsibility and confirmation of the accuracy of the annual report 

To the best of my knowledge and belief, I confirm the following: 
All information and amounts disclosed in the annual report is consistent with the annual financial statements audited 
by the Auditor General. 

The annual report is complete, accurate and is free from any omissions. 

The annual report has been prepared in accordance with the guidelines on the annual report as issued by National 
Treasury. 

The Annual Financial Statements (Part E) have been prepared in accordance with the Standards of Generally Recognised 
Accounting Practice (GRAP) including any interpretations, guidelines and directives issued by the Accounting Standards 
Board which are the standards applicable to the public entity. 

The accounting authority is responsible for the preparation of the annual financial statements and for the judgements 
made in this information. 

The accounting authority is responsible for establishing, and implementing a system of internal control has been 
designed to provide reasonable assurance as to the integrity and reliability of the performance information, the 
human resources information and the annual financial statements. 

The external auditors are engaged to express an independent opinion on the annual financial statements. 

In our opinion, the annual report fairly reflects the operations, the performance information, the human resources 
information and the financial affairs of the entity for the financial year ended 31 March 2015. 

Yours faithfully 

Dr Sibongiseni Mthokozisi Mkhize 
Chief Executive Officer 
31 July 2015 

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 

Mr Sibusiso Blessing Buthelezi 
Chairperson of the Council 
31 July 2015 
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1.7 Robben Island Museum in the Spotlight 

The President of Burundi, His Excellency Pierre Nkurunziza 
with Minister of Arts and Culture, Mr N. Mthethwa. 

18 July 2014 Mandela Day at NMG. 

2014 APMHS students with Professor Ciraj Rassool. 
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Ukusela ekapa Exhibition displayed on the Island 
October - November 2014. 

Masa Soko interpreting her exhibition. 
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ACSA Student programme attended Mandela Day Open Day 
on the 18 July 2014. 

ACSA Marketing Manager addressing students on 
Mandela Day 18 July 2014. 

Research Agenda Workshop (March 2015). Guests standing in front of the maximum security prison entrance. 

Ahmed Kathrada taking delegation from the World Tourism 
Organisation (WTO) on a tour. 

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 

Protocol Visit by President of Republic of Chile - August 2014 
From the left: Sello Hatang(Nelson Mandela Foundation CEO), Ms Bathabile 
Dlamini(Minister of Social Development), Michelle Bachelet(President of 
Chile), Ahmed Kathrada, Professor Njabulo Ndebele, Dr Sibongiseni 
Mkhize(RIM CEO) and Pascall Taruvinga(RIM CHO). 
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1.8 Strategic overview 

Core Business of Robben Island Museum 
The core business of Robben Island Museum is: 

• To conserve and act as a custodian of the multi-layered tangible and intangible heritage of Robben Island;

• To offer an inclusive, holistic and balanced interpretation of the island to the visitors and showcase many of

its possible experiences; and

• To present a responsible, ethical, environmentally-sensitive and inspirational tourism experience.

Government Department 
Department of Arts and Culture 

Legal form 
The entity is established in accordance with the Cultural Institutions Act, 1998, is a schedule 3A public entity in 

terms of the Public Finance Management Act, 1999; and is also governed by the National Heritage Resources Act, 

1999. 

Vision 
To develop and promote Robben Island as an inspiring world-class heritage site that symbolizes the triumph of the 

human spirit over adversity and injustice. 

Mission 
The Robben Island Museum vision will be achieved through: 

• Recruiting, retaining and developing the best talent;

• Acquiring and utilizing the best operational resources;

• Responsible conservation and maintenance of the World Heritage Property;

• Healthy stakeholder relations;

• Enhanced marketing and public relations;

• Delivering transformational experiences to all visitors;

• High quality intellectual input in research, interpretation and representation to enhance the narrative; and

• Establishment of an Interpretation Centre in order to deliver an effective interpretation of an authentic multi

layered world heritage site.

Values (HEART) 

In order to deliver a service-minded culture which focuses on excellence and quality customer experience, the 

following are RIM's values; 

Honesty 

Excellence 

Accountability 

Respect 

Transparency 

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 

I 
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1. 9 Legislative and other mandates

The mandate and core business of Robben Island Museum is underpinned by the Constitution and other relevant 
legislation and policies applicable to government departments. In addition, Robben Island Museum performs its 

functions in accordance with its Integrated Conservation Management Plan (ICMP), a UNESCO compliance document 
which the museum updates every five years. 

The specific mandate of Robben Island Museum is derived from the following Acts, Policies, Treaties and Conventions: 

• National Heritage Resources Act, 1999

• The Cultural Institutions Act, 1998

• The National Monuments Act, 1969

• The South African World Heritage Convention Act, 1999

• The Public Finance Management Act, 1999 and National Treasury Regulations

• The National Environmental Management Act, 1998

• Cape Nature and Environmental Conservation Ordinance, 1974

• Conservation of Agriculture Resources Act, 1983

• Marine Living Resource Act, 1998

• Environment Conservation Act, 1989

• Sea-shore Act, 1935

• National Veld and Forest Fire Act, 1998

• National Water Act, 1998

• The South African Constitution Act 1 08 of 1996

• Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000

• Cultural Institutions Act 119 of 1998

• National Archives of South Africa Act 43 of 1996

• Ships Registration Act 58 of 1998

• Marine Pollution Intervention Act 64 of 1987

• Tourism Act 72 of 1993

• Government Immovable Asset Management Act

• Consumer Protection Act 1 of 2011

• Intellectual Property Laws Amendment Act

• Dumping at Sea Control Act 73 of 1980

• Admiralty Jurisdiction Regulation Act 1983

• Merchant Shipping Act 57 of 1951

• Maritime Zones Act 1 5 of 1 994

• Disaster Management Act 57 of 2002

• Sea Birds and Seals Protection Act 46 of 1973

• International: The World Heritage Convention, 1972

• Basic Conditions of Employment Act No 75 of 1997

• Occupational Health and Safety Act No 85 of 1993

• Use of Official Languages Act, No 12 of 2012

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 17 ANNUAL REPORT 2014-15 
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1.10 Organisational structure 

Executive Officers 

- .,_ ..... - � .. -

.... ·�, .. 1�·1• '1111"" ...... lillil:l,I UC• ... It. •i!,11 I r�tl 
.. .. 

SM Mkhize Chief Executive Officer 1 November 2010 

MC Llale Chief Financial Officer 13 January 2011 

PP Taruvinga Chief Heritage Officer 1 September 2013 

High level organisational structure as at 31 March 2015: 
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2.1 Auditor-General Report: Predetermined objectives 

The AGSA currently performs the necessary audit procedures on performance information to express a conclusion 
on the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance information for selected programmes, and report the 
material findings in the auditor's report. Refer to the Report of the Auditor-General. 

2.2 Overview of Robben Island Museum's performance 

This section of the Annual Report provides a detailed overview of Robben Island Museum's (RIM) performance by 
highlighting the activities and involvement in projects, initiatives and partnerships during the 2014/2015 financial 
year, whicn contributed to meeting RIM's strategic objectives as a declared cultural institution and a World Heritage 
Site. The Performance Information Report presents strategic objectives, targets and achievements of RIM's programmes. 

To realise the Integrated Conservation Management Plan (ICMP) strategic objectives, RIM had four programmes which 
guide the implementation of the ICMP, detailed as follows: 

u ... 11!.Jr.1 , ... I I lllfl!.lr.1 Ill 
.. .:. .. .:. 

Programme1: Stakeholder perspective Sub programme: 51: Financial sustainability 
Sub programme: 52: Corporate Governance 
Sub programme: 53: Conservation 
Sub programme: 54: Brand /image 

Programme 2: Processes perspective Sub programme: Cl: Customer satisfaction (visitors) 
Sub programme: C2: Expand visitor base (new and repeat customers) 

Programme 3: Customer perspective Sub programme: P1: Integrated operations management 
Sub programme: P2: Reliable ferry operation 
Sub programme: P3: Agile responsive product development 
Sub programme: P4: Optimised conservation programmes 
Sub programme: PS: Marketins, communication and public relations 
Sub programme: P6: Partnership management 
Sub programme: P7: Stakeholder management 
Sub programme: P8: Research 
Sub programme: P9: APMHS 

Programme 4: Resources perspective Sub programme: R1: Attract, develop and retain best talent 
Sub programme: R2: Create HEART culture 
Sub programme: R3: Infrastructure and equipment 
Sub programme: R4: Heritage assets 

2.3 Strategic outcome orientated goals 

The core business of Robben Island Museum as a heritage institution is outlined in the Integrated Conservation 
Management Plan (ICMP). The Strategic Goals/Objectives from the ICMP guide RIM's Strategic Plan and the APP 
2014/2015: 

.. 
I • llt I IUII 

Strategic Goal/Objective 1: 

Strategic Goal/Objective 2: 

Strategic Goal/Objective 3: 

Strategic Goal/Objective 4: 

Strategic Goal/Objective 5: 

Strategic Goal/Objective 6: 

Strategic Goal/Objective 7: 

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 

- ...

.. ,.,. IU!.JIM 
.:. 

I• 

Develop RIM as a world-class, sustainable and fully capacitated and motivated WHS 
management institution, which makes use of the full array of appropriate financial and 
operational management and reporting systems. 
Develop a siportive institutional framework for sustained cooperative governance across
stakeholder ivisions, departments, units and the RIM Executive Office and Council. 
Develop an improved holistic and inte�rated understanding and interpretation of the
RIWHS as an integrated and layered cu tural and natural landscape, including previously 
neglected heritage elements. 
Protect and enhance the Island as a WHS, its overall OUV and all aspects of the multi-
layered cultural and natural landscape, through appropriate and systematic conservation, 
maintenance and protection measures. 
Promote the WHS thr0t�t the development of appropriate tourism products and
infrastructure, supporte by a holistic narrative of the multi-layered cultural heritage of 
the Island and sensitive use of the Island's heritage resources. 
Develop pro-active and creative herita

1
e research, interpretation, and critical scholarship 

supported by accessible, digitised and inked collections, archives, integrated databases, 
records and information about the Island and its heritage. 
Promote universal access to the Island, and improved outreach and public education to 
all sectors of society, transmitting the core values of the Island as a WHS and National 
Heritage Site. 
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2.4 Situational analysis 

Service delivery environment: 
Robben Island Museum (RIM) is a public entity responsible for managing, maintaining, presenting, developing and 
marketing Robben Island as a national estate and World Heritage Site. RIM was established by the Department of 
Arts and Culture in 1997 and is declared as a cultural institution per the Cultural Institutions Act, No 119 of 1998 
and a public entity by the Public Finance Management Act No 1 of 1999. RIM is governed by a Council appointed 
by the Minister of the Department of Arts and Culture with duties prescribed in the Cultural Institutions Act. 

A business model was developed to implement the ICMP 2013 - 2018 and to achieve the Robben Island Museum 
vision and take the organization positively into the future. 

The business model aims to promote the conservation of the Island in line with the ICMP Strategic Objectives as 
well as deliver more income. 

The model was inspired by an International Study Tour conducted by the RIM Council in September 2013. Council 
members visited World Heritage Sites in East and West Africa. 

The business model is characterised by: 
Providing world-class inspirational customer experiences through upgrading the maintenance of the Island, offering 
more diversified tour offerings (with a ferry every hour), and authentic interpretation of the multi-layered world 
heritage site (inclusive, holistic and balanced). Customers will experience the triumph of the human spirit over

adversity and injustice. 

A focus will be placed on: 

• Professional customer services and quality interaction;

• Efficient public relations;

• Pro-active communication;

• Repeat visits of customers (through varied offerings);

• Maintenance of positive relationships with clients, stakeholders, and suppliers;

• Interactive and effective professional "meet and greet" services will be introduced;

• Professional ticketing and guiding services provided;

• Diversified interpretation built into the product design (e.g. customised tours, light-hearted side of RI);

• Use of technology for self guided tours;

• Consistency and availability of the boat service will be improved;

• Media and social media in public relations and marketing, to ensured that RIM has an effective and modern
website; and

• Identification of brand ambassadors, including strategic partnerships to promote RIM.

The result will be more visitors, more diversified tours bought by visitors, more repeat visitors, and visitors prepared 
to pay higher prices for premium services. This will lead to higher income for RIM. Furthermore, sponsorships, events 
and new partnerships will further increase the income. 

As far as the costs are concerned, certain investments will have to be made in maintenance of the Island, organisational 
refinement, filling key positions, training, marketing, PR, stakeholder relations, new partnerships and better systems. 
This is necessary to improve effective customer services, effective operations management, effective ticketing system, 
effective public relations, diversification tour offering, consistent ferry operations, performance management, quality 
control, and original and applied research for conservation and heritage purposes. 
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Most importantly, resources will have to be aligned to deliver according to the demands of the business model. 

This will entail the following: 
• A professional and qualified staff complement is needed.

• The organisational structure needs to be aligned to the value proposition.

• Human resources need to be effectively utilized.

• Professional tour guiding services must be offered with authentic tour packages/ tour offerings.

• The NMG building, Jetty 1 and the Mayibuye Archives (located at UWC) must be effectively utilized.

• An effective operations office

• An effective infrastructure management office

• Effective marketing and public relations office

• Effective heritage and conservation services

• Ferries to provide consistent ferry services

• Assets on the Island properly maintained (e.g. land, flora and fauna, historical buildings and other structures,
collections, and exhibitions).

Additional costs will therefore have to be incurred in the short term - but in the long term these would be more 
than offset by the increased income and increased reputation of RIM that would result from this proposal. 
Adaptive re-use of facilities at Robben Island. 

Adaptive re-use of facilities of Robben Island 
Robben Island Museum issued an Expression of Interest (EOI) to prospective investors on sustainable adaptive reuse 
of Robben Island infrastructure, spaces and facilities in order to improve and diversify product offering to the public 
in line with the 2nd Integrated Conservation Management Plan (2013-2018) and the business model. Adaptive reuse 
is defined as the process of reusing a building (s) for a purpose (s) other than which it was built or designed for 
but without comprising its integrity, significance and the architectural values. RIM is looking for creative proposals 
around the alternative sustainable use of the heritage facilities and landscape on the island. 

The adaptive reuse of Robben Island will take into consideration: 
(i) the legal framework applicable to the site as national heritage and World Heritage site, in particular maintaining

the significance/outstanding universal value, authenticity and integrity of the site as a cultural landscape;

(ii) the need to position RIM as a competitive tourism destination of national and international significance but
creating a synergy with the current and similar activities of RIM;

(iii) the expectations and needs of local communities and visitors to the Island;

(iv) beneficiation framework for local communities, and in particular the ex-political prisoners towards contributing
to national imperatives on socio-economic development; and

(v) the possibility of integrating green technology into the proposed adaptive reuse(s) of the Island and in particular
promoting zero diesel on the island.

Integrated Conservation Management Plan 
Robben Island Museum is a World Heritage Site which creates additional responsibilities for management in terms 
of compliance and reporting on performance, not only to the Department of Arts and Culture, but also to the 
Department of Environmental Affairs and UNESCO. The implementation of the ICMP requires dedicated funding 
and resources to ensure compliance to the World Heritage Convention Act, No.49 of 1999. 

Ferry operating model 
Public access to Robben Island is greatly dependent on a reliable ferry operating model and having the appropriately 
skilled and trained employee compliment to ensure maritime regulations are complied with. 
RIM has faced serious challenges over the past year with regards to the suitability of vessels for conditions and 
maintenance down-time. 

Management is currently in the process of procuring a new appropriate vessel best suited to the environment and 
which could assist with faster and more flexible access to Robben Island. 
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Infrastructure and built environment 
Since the inception of the museum in 1997, Department of Public Works have been responsible for the maintenance 
of infrastructure and bulk services on Robben Island. Due to the serious state of neglect of the municipal and build 
environment the Department of Arts and Culture in December 2013 suspended the services of Department of Public 
Works. During the financial year 2014/2015 RIM was responsible for the maintenance of the Robben Island faciliaties 
and for providing bulk services on Robben Island. 

To prevent further deterioration of the facilities and the infrastructure on Robben Island management has implemented 
the following interim measures: 

• Service providers with the appropriate skills and technical knowledge were brought on board to assist with the
management of the electricity plant, water desalination plant and the sewage treatment plant;

• A property manager and estates team daily attend to general maintenance issues;

• A User Asset Management Plan (UAMP) has been drafted with business plans for infrastructure to DAC;

• The Environmental Management Unit has ensured that seven public spaces/gardens are maintained; and

• RIM has also engaged in negotiations with the Department of Correctional Services with a view to establish a
partnership that will result in obtaining working labour from their correctional services available to assist in
maintaining the Island.

The technical ability and skills required to maintain the municipal services on Robben Island (power generation 
plant, water desalination plant and sewage plant) comes at a cost, as these skills are not readily available in the 
market and skilled service providers are required to maintain these services. 

In February 2015, RIM was informed by DAC that DPW would be returning as a service provider to maintain the 
infrastructure on Robben Island and to provide bulk services. DAC, DPW and RIM are currently in the process of 
finalising the relationship and the service level agreement which will ensure that Robben Island is maintained and 
conserved as a World Heritage Site. 

Matching performance to funding 
RIM receives an annual grant from DAC which only covers a portion of the operational costs. RIM thus has to 
generate a significant portion of revenue to ensure costs are adequately covered for the entire financial year. Due 
to the seasonality of revenue (peak season falls in quarter 3 and 4), projects related to APP targets are sometimes 
deferred until the last quarter when management can determine whether there is sufficient funding to execute on 
the deferred targets. 

The significant strain placed on the budget during the financial year due to infrastructure maintenance and bulk 
services costs has had a negative impact on the performance of some of the targets. Funding related to infrastructure 
could not be secured until the last quarter of the year and thus RIM has to defer some of its performance targets 
to the next financial year. 

Organisational environment: 

Employees 
RIM was required to absorb a significant number of temporary employees into its permanent structure in the 2010/2011 
financial year at the insistence of the Minister of the Department of Arts and Culture in May 2009. 
The absorption of temporary employees without the necessary skills is the foundation of the inefficient and ineffective 
organisation structure which RIM currently has. The current subsidy grant received from DAC is not sufficient to 
cover the employee expenditure of RIM. 

As a consequence RIM management is embarking on an organisational restructuring exercise within the next year 
to ensure that the RIM organisational structure supports the implementation of the ICMP. The process is likely to 
impact the organisational performance for 2015-2016 financial year. 

RIM management also ensures on-going professional development for the employees of in order to develop and 
retain talent within the entity. 
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Relationship with Ex-Political Prisoners (EPP's) 
The Council of RIM has prioritised the finalisation of the museum's relationship with structures representing Ex
Political prisoners. This matter has been the subject of contestation between RIM and its stakeholders. The clarification 
of this relationship will ensure that the museum delivers on its mandate and enhance the narrative and the interpretation. 
The RIM Council has had meetings with the Ex-Political Prisoners' Association(EPPA) and the Reference Group Sub
Committee in an effort to clearly define the relationship. Council recognises that Robben Island Ex-Political Prisoners 
from South Africa and Namibia are vital to the conservation of the multi-layered heritage of Robben Island. 

Key policy developments and legislative changes: 

Policy 
RIM management has identified outdated organisational policies and procedures and has embarked on a project 
to review and update all RIM policies within a one year period which imitated in November 2014. 

Legislative changes 
It should be noted that the Use of Official Languages Act, No 12 of 2012 will have a possible impact on the 
organisational structure for RIM as a language practitioner and two translators shall be required to implement the 
Act. 

2.5 Performance information per programme 

Overall performance: 

During the financial year 2014/2015 RIM had a total of 67 performance targets per the APP. 

The overall performance for RIM was as follows: 

• 31 targets were achieved;

• 12 targets were partially achieved; and

• 24 targets were not achieved.

When performance is compared to 2013/2014 performance 
the following performance improvement can be detected: 

• RIM has achieved 33% more of its targets than the

Robben Island Museum Overall 

Performance 

Achieved 

Partially Achieved 

• Not achieved 

Expressed in terms of targets 

Robben Island Museum Overall 
Performance 

prior year. In the prior year only 13% of targets were Achieved Pamally Achieved • Not achieved 

achieved.
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Programme 1: Stakeholder perspective 

The Stakeholder perspective fulfils the following strategic objectives of the ICMP: 1, 2, 3 and 4 by providing strategic 
guidance and allocating resources for the implementation of the ICMP through the Strategic Plan. 

The Stakeholder perspective programme aims to: 
• develop RIM as a sustainable and fully capacitated World Heritage Site, which makes use of effective internal

controls and financial and operating systems;

• ensure effective office services, registry and archiving;

• guide the organisation in disseminating accurate and timely information about the organisation's programmes
and projects;

• execute the core functions of the Robben Island Museum for the protection and conservation of the World
heritage site; and

• ensure the successful branding and image promotion to increase first time and repeat visitors to the island.

The performance for Programme 1: Stakeholder perspective was as follows: 
• 7 targets were achieved;
• 2 targets were partially achieved; and
• 3 targets were not achieved.

Programme 1: Stakeholder perspective 

The significant achievements for the programme related to: 

Achieved 

Partially 

Achieved 

• Not achieved

• The evaluation of the RIM financial position, compliance with quarterly financial reporting requirements and
the development of an approved SCM policy which contributed towards RIM being developed as a sustainable
and fully capacitated World Heritage Site, which makes use of effective internal controls and financial and
operating systems.

• RIM Council and Executive attending an annual governance workshop which contributed to the effective and
efficient strategic management and compliance to relevant legislation.

• The attendance of a training session on World Heritage Conservation and the finalisation of the RIM State of
Conservation report which contributed to the protection of South Africa's cultural heritage and the conservation
of Robben Island as a national estate and World Heritage Site.
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Sub programme: S1: Financial sustainability 

To diversify the Evaluation of 1 00% recovery of Achieved Not applicable Not applicable New target, not 
service lines of the revenue generated annual cost incurred Four quarterly measured in prior 
Robben Island from functional areas per functional area profitability reports year 
Museum in order to as a percentage of 

Revised SMART 
were submitted to 

ensure continued related cost incurred 
target: 

the Financial 
growth and Executive 
sustainability of the 

Submission of a 
commenting on the 

museum through 
quarterly profitabi I ity 

profitability of RIM's 
identifying and functional 
creating opportunities 

report to executive 
operational centres 

to expand the market 
commenting on 

base, increase tourism 
profitability of RIM's 

and public education 
operations 

related to the Monitoring of the 4 Quarterly Financial Achieved Not applicable Not applicable New target, not 
National Heritage site approved budget Statements measured in prior 

against revenue and Revised SMART Quarterly year 
expenditure per vote target: management 
on a quarterly basis. accounts were 

Evidence of quarterly prepared including

management a comparison of

accounts prepared. budgeted and actual 

Management performance per 

accounts which quarter. 

includes a 
comparison of 
budgeted and actual 
performance for the 
year. 

Development and Approved Supply Achieved Not applicable Not applicable New target, not 
implementation of a chain management measured in prior 
Supply chain policy and procedure The Supply Chain year 
management policy manual. Management Policy 
specific to the needs Revised SMART was developed 
of the Robben Island target: during the financial 
museum in order to year in accordance 
avoid Irregular, An approved Supply with the Public
Unauthorised, Chain Management Finance
Fruitless and Policy System in Management Act 
Wasteful terms of section 51 and approved by
expenditure. (1) (a) (iii) of the Council. 

Public Finance
Management Act
reviewed and
developed to keep
abreast of new
legislative and policy 
requirements in 
place by 31 March
2015
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Sub programme: S2: Corporate Governance 

To ensure the effective Review, workshop Six (6) reviewed Partially achieved The Council and the The Council and Prior year target: 
and efficient Strategic and approval of six Council committee four sub-committee sub-committee Annual Review of 
management and (6) committees' charters The Company charters could only charters shall be Committees' 
compliance to charters and 

Revised SMART 
Secretary has with be drafted once the presented for Charters and the 

relevant legislation approved delegated 
target: 

the approval of Governance approval at the Governance 
functions. Council updated the Structures were next Council Manual. 

The Company 
Governance discussed and meeting of the 

Secretary shall draft, 
Structures of RIM to approved by 2015/2016 year. Partially achieved 
ensure sub- Council. The 

update, work shop 
committees of structure was A review of the 

and seek approval 
Council are formed approved late during council and the 

from Counci I for the 
Council and all sub-

with specific the financial year Governance 

committee charters. 
governance and thus there was Committee 
responsibilities and a time constraint on Charters was 
duties. having all the conducted by Cliffe 

charters Dekker Hofmeyr 
The Company workshopped and on behalf of the 
Secretary has approved by 31 council secretariat 
updated the Council March 2015 which was 
charter and has submitted to the 
drafted new charters Council for review. 
for the four 
committees: Audit & 
Risk Committee, 
Heritage, Education 
& Marketing 
Committee, Finance 
and Remuneration 
Committee and HR, 
Governance, Ethics 
& Integrity 
Committee. 

Attend Annual Attend one (1) Achieved Not applicable Not applicable New target, not 
Governance governance measured in prior 
workshop as workshop A Governance year 
presented by the 

Revised SMART 
Workshop was 

Department. 
target: 

presented by the 
Company Secretary 

The Council and the 
on 26 November 
2014 and Council 

Executive shall attend 
members and the 

one (1 ) governance 
Executive attended 

workshop annually 
the meeting 
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Sub programme: S3: Conservation 

To protect South Planned number of One (1) training Achieved Not applicable 
Africa's cultural training sessions to session to be 
heritage and conserve be conducted on conducted. One (1) training 
Robben Island as a World Heritage 

Revised SMART 
session was 

national estate and conservation. 
target: 

conducted on World 
World Heritage Site Heritage 

One (1) training 
Conservation by 
DEA in November 

session to be 
2014 

conducted on World 
Heritage 
Conservation 

Development of the Approved Annual Achieved Not applicable 
Annual state of state of conservation 
conservation report report The State of 
for approval by 

Revised SMART 
Conservation report 

UNESCO. 
target: 

was drafted during 
the year and was 

Approved Annual 
approved by the 

state of conservation 
CEO 

report 

Maintain Global and 1 World Heritage Partially achieved RIM submitted a 
national links with Committee and 3 Site favourable report 
World Heritage Managers' Forum 3 site managers' and therefore did not 
compliance organs sessions forums sessions have to attend the 

Revised SMART 
were initiated by World Heritage 

target: 
DEA which RIM Committee 
attended. RIM was 

1 World Heritage 
not asked to attend 

Committee and 2 Site 
the World Heritage 

Managers' Forum 
Committee meeting 

sessions initiated by 
by DEA 

DEA to be attended 
annually by RIM 

Develop an Approved Integrated Not achieved This target is of a 
Integrated Disaster Disaster Risk Plan complex nature and 
Risk Plan for Robben 

Revised SMART 
An approved project has been 

Island 
target: 

concept for the deferred to 
Integrated Disaster 2015/2016 after 

Approved Concept 
Risk Plan could not internal audit 

for the Integrated 
be fully and provided guidance 

Disaster Risk Plan 
developed during on considerations to 
the year be taken into 

account for the plan. 

Obtain permit from Xx permits obtained Not achieved Although the 
the South African from SAHRA. original target per 
Heritage Resources 

Revised SMART 
2 permits were the APP provides 

Agency (SAHRA) 
target: 

obtained from confusion in terms 
SAH RA to perform of the number of 

Obtaining a permit 
repairs to the Built permits required (xx 

from SAHRA to 
Environment. vs. 16), this target 

perform repairs to 
cannot be measured 

the Built 
as partially 

Environment 
achieved. 
Lack of capacity in 
the built 
environment unit 
has resulted in this 
function not being 
attended to and the 
focus of the 
department has 
been on the 
provision of bulk 
services which was 
a necessity. 
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Not applicable New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

Not applicable New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

Not applicable New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

During 2015/2016 New target, not 
an Integrated measured in prior 
Disaster Risk Plan year 
shall be 
developed by the 
Disaster Risk 
Management 
Committee. 

Information and New target, not 
reports have been measured in prior 
gathered which year 
will enable 
application of 
permits in the next 
financial year. The 
unit will work 
closely with 
SARHA to obtain 
the permits in the 
next financial year. 
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Sub programme: S4: Brand /image 

To promote the Development and One (1) approved Not achieved To develop a 
Robben Island approval of a Robben RIM marketing plan marketing plan 
Museum as a Local Island Museum 

Revised SMART 
A marketing plan historical marketing 

and International marketing plan. 
target: 

was not developed data and trends need 
World Heritage site during the year to be recorded. The 

Develop one 
marketing plan 
could not be 

approved marketing 
developed during 

plan 
the financial year 
due to the lack of 
previous marketing 
data and trends. 
Further to the above 
constraints, RIM 
experienced budget 
constraints during 
the financial year 
and this target was 
thus deferred to the 
next financial year. 

Number of marketing Twelve (12) Achieved Not applicable 
campaigns launched. marketing campaigns 

launched (products) During the year 12 

Revised SMART marketing projects 

target: were launched. 

Twelve marketing 
projects launched for 
the fi nancia I year 
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A marketing plan 
to be developed 
in the following 
financial year. 

Not applicable 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

Prior year target: 
2 high impact cost 
effective campaigns 

Achieved 

2 high impact cost 
effective campaigns 
were launched, 
one with the Cape 
Talk radio live 
broadcast on 
Freedom Day and 
another with the 
Big6 Educational 
Tour staff from 
hotels, bed and 
breakfast 
hospitalities, which 
resulted in 
increased RIM 
tours and a ticket 
sales percentage 
increase of 7% in 
November. 
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Programme 2: Processes perspective 

The Process perspective fulfils the following strategic objectives of the ICMP: 3, 4, 6 and 7 developing an improved 
holistic integrated understanding and interpretation of the RIWHS and protecting it in order to retain its authenticity. 

The Process perspective programme aims to: 
• provide a unique experience to local and international tourists; and
• increase the new and repeat customer base.

The performance for Programme 2: Process perspective was as follows: 
• 2 targets were achieved;
• Nil targets were partially achieved; and Programme 2: Process perspective 
• 2 targets were not achieved.

Achieved 

Partially Achieved 

• Not achieved

0 

The significant achievements for the programme related to: 
• Receiving more than 75% positive customer rating and attending to customer complaints which contributed

promoting access to Robben Island World Heritage Site and improving customer satisfaction by providing a
relevant and unique experience.

Promoting access to Implement customer Achieving 75% Achieved A positive deviation Not applicable Prior year target: 
Robben Island World satisfaction survey positive customer of 6% occurred as 1 customer survey 
heritage site and assessments ratings 81% positive a result of per quarter 
improving customer 

Revised SMART 
customer rating was improvements being 

satisfaction by achieved made to customer Partially achieved 
providing a relevant target: service at RIM 
and unique 

Achieving 75% 
4 customer surveys 

experience. were planned for 
positive customer the year, 1 for each 
ratings quarter. 2 customer 

surveys were 
conducted in the 
beginning of the 
financial year but 
due to resource 
capacity 
constraints, no 
further surveys 
were conducted. 

Resolution of Resolving 100% of Achieved Not applicable Not applicable New target, not 
complaints logged by complaints logged measured in prior 
customers on 

Revised SMART 
100% of complaints year 

satisfaction surveys. 
target: 

which were logged 
by the Information 

Resolving 100% of 
Unit were resolved 
with the customer 

complaints logged by 
where applicable 

customers 
and directed for 
resolution the 
appropriate 
departments 
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Promoting access to Percentage (%) A 30% annual Not achieved A deviation of 22% A target which is New target, not 
Robben Island World increase in the increase of visitors occurred. The aligned with measured in prior 
heritage site and number of visitors to 

Revised SMART 
An 8% increase of targeted increase of expected tourism year 

expanding the local the Robben Island 
target: 

visitors based on 30% could not growth in the 
and international Museum. (World prior year visitor occur due to ferries Western Cape has 
customer base by heritage site) 

A 30% annual 
numbers were challenges which been set for the 

providing a relevant 
increase of visitors 

achieved RIM faced during 2015/2016 year. 
and unique 

based on the prior 
the year. Most of RIM is aiming to 

experience RIM's own vessels stabilise ferry 
financial year visitor were out of operations by 
numbers. commission for acquiring a new 

extended periods of vessel in the 
time due to repairs 2015/2016 year. 
required. 

Percentage (%) of 25% of visitors repeat Not achieved This target could not This target has New target, not 
repeat visitors to the the Robben island be achieved due to been discontinued measured in prior 
Robben Island museum experience. RIM could not the fact that RIM in favour for year 
Museum. 

Revised SMART 
measure whether does not have a marketing targets 
this target had been system in place which are more 

target: achieved. which measures closely related to 

25% of visitors repeat 
repeat visitors as strategic 
opposed to first time objectives and the 

the Robben Island visitors. Integrated 
museum experience. Conservation 

Management Plan 
in 2015/2016. 

Programme 3: Customer perspective 

The Customer perspective fulfils the following strategic objectives of the ICMP: 5 and 7 by improving public awareness; 
promoting the World Heritage Site and communicating and interpreting heritage values. 

The Customer perspective programme aims to: 
• improve the operation management of the tours to the Robben Island Museum;

• increase reliable tour operation to the Robben Island Museum;

• diversify the operations to increase market base;

• continue to the conservation of world heritage site assets;

• promote Robben Island Museum to increase customer base;

• maintain stakeholder relationships;

• promote Robben Island Museum stakeholder buy in through implementation of new formal Service Level
Agreements;

• Sustain research on the Robben Island World Heritage Site; and

• Align heritage management to global good practices and theoretical developments;

The performance for Programme 3: Programme 3: Customer perspective 
Customer perspective was as follows: 

• 20 targets were achieved;
• 10 targets were partially achieved; and
• 14 targets were not achieved.
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Achieved 

Partially 

Achieved 

• Not achieved
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The significant achievements for the programme related to: 

• A DVD was developed on the E-Section reference group, condition assessments were performed on RIM exhibitions,
3 public seminars were held and the Mandela Cell travelling exhibition was launched and exhibited which
contributed to the diversification of products which will ensure the sustainability and growth of RIM.

• Facilities were restored, firebreaks and public spaces maintained, a faunal count was conducted and a waste
management system plan was developed which contributed to the protection and conservation of Robben Island
facilities and infrastructure.

• A collections policy and standard operating procedures were developed, archival items were digitised, the RIM
Mayibuye Archives website was developed, loan and use agreements managed and a nomination document
was drafted to nominate RIM-Mayibuye Archives for recording on the UNESCO World Memory Register which
contributed to the protection and conservation of heritage assets.

• RIM launched its new interactive website in partnership with MTN and published advertorials/articles on RIM
which contributed to the promotion of RIM through various media to the local and international public.

• RIM entered into four new strategic partnerships during the year which contributed increases stakeholder
relationships.

Sub programme: P1: Integrated operations management 

Promote increased Decrease the 10% annual Not achieved The state of RIM's The following New target, not 
access and reliable deviations from decrease in ferries is interventions will measured in prior 
transport to the published ferry deviations from Deviation of more deteriorating due to be put in place in year 
Robben Island schedules of tours to published ferry than 1 0% on an the age of the the 2015/2016 
Museum in order to the Robben Island schedules annual basis vessels. For this financial year: 
communicate the Museum. 

Revised SMART 
occurred from the reason, the (l)Renewal of 

values of the World 
target: 

standard published unreliability of RIMs ferries 
Heritage site. ferry schedules as a ferries has increased. (2)Implementation 

No more than 1 0% 
result of the three of a maintenance 

deviation on an 
RIM passenger plan 

annual basis from the 
vessels being out of (3)More drills and 

standard published 
commission for monthly tasks to 

ferry schedules as a 
extended periods be conducted 

result of technical 
during the financial onboard to ensure 

difficulties 
year. efficient and safe 

operation of all 
machinery and 
equipment 

Implementation and Implementation of Not achieved A request for A cost benefit and Prior year target: 
monitoring of an one (1) vessel calling quotation has needs analysis A vessel control 
effective vessel system The implementation occurred for the shall be performed and monitoring 
calling system. 

Revised SMART 
of a system which communication as part of the system in place at 
would allow for system, however, a development of RIM harbour office. 

target: communication similar system will the integrated 

Implementation of a 
between Robben be required for disaster risk Not achieved 
Island and vessels disaster risk management plan 

system which would was not management in the for an integrated RIM commenced 
allow implemented during next financial year communication engagement with 
communication the year. and thus the target system for Robben Transnet National 
between Robben has been deferred to Island during Ports Authority to 
Island and vessels by be incorporated as 2015/2016. utilise their control 
the end of the part of the disaster and monitoring 
financial year risk management infrastructure for 

plan. the Island. 
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Sub programme: P2: Reliable ferry operation 

Increase reliable Development and One (1) ferry Not achieved 
functioning and implementation of a maintenance plan 
maintenance of ferry ferry maintenance Revised SMART A ferries 
operations. plan. target: maintenance plan 

has not been 

Develop and developed during 

implement a ferry the financial year. 

maintenance plan 

Obtain twelve (12) Obtain twelve (12) Achieved 
monthly scientific scientific weather 
reports to facilitate reports. The Ferries 
planning for no boat 

Revised SMART 
Department 

days due to weather. obtained 12 
target: scientific weather 

Obtain twelve (12) 
reports to enable 
management to 

scientific weather collate information 
reports to enable for planning 
management to purposes. 
perform predictive 
planning based on 
weather patterns 

Implementation of Implementation of Not achieved 
service level three (3) service level 
agreements with agreements with Three service level 
approved service approved service agreements with 
providers of providers. critical service 
additional boats for 

Revised SMART 
providers of 

tour operations. additional ferries 
target: were not formalised 

Establish critical 
during the financial 

services to the 
year. 

operations. Appoint 
three (3) service 
providers in line with 
critical requirements 

Sub programme: P3: Agile responsive product development 

To diversify the 
products of the 
Robben Island 
Museum in order to 
ensure continued 
growth and 
sustainability through 
identifying and 
creating opportunities 
to expand the market 
base. 

Number of 
specialised tours 
hosted by the 
Robben Island 
Museum 

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 

300 specialised tours Partially achieved 
hosted annually 

Revised SMART 
target: 

300 specialised tours 
hosted annually 

I 

294 specialised 
tours were hosted 
during the year 

33 

There is no record 
of previous history 
or manuals to work 
from to develop a 
maintenance plan 
for the RIM ferries. 
The Department also 
did not have a 
Senior Manager for 
a significant portion 
of the year which 
resulted in this target 
being delayed. 

Not applicable 

The Ferries 
Department was not 
fully capacitated 
during the financial 
year to develop the 
appropriate 
specifications for 
three service level 
agreements. 

The deviation from 
target is 6 
specialised tours 
which could have 
occurred due to 
either bad weather 
or not sufficient 
customer demand. 

The Ferries 
Department is 
currently building 
up a history of 
maintenance 
carried out and 
using information 
from generic 
manuals to start 
producing a 
maintenance plan. 

Not applicable 

A Senior Manager 
was appointed 
during November 
2014 to enable the 
stablisation of the 
department. 
The SCM process 
to appoint a long 
term service 
provider for 
additional ferry 
capacity occurred 
during April and 
May 2015. The 
appointment of a 
long term service 
providers is 
anticipated to be 
completed by July 
2015. 

Products and 
experiences shall 
be developed 
which attract new 
visitors to RIM 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

Prior year target: 
65 specialised tours 

Achieved 

280 specialised 
tours 
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Sub programme: P3: Agile responsive product development 

Number of different 80 different event Not achieved There was a An expression of Prior year target: 
event packages packages hosted deviation of 68 interest has been 35 events and 
hosted by the annually 12 events were events from the sent to the market conferences 
Robben Island 

Revised SMART 
hosted during the target. Events could to enable RIM to 

Museum. 
target: 

year not be marketed as develop events Achieved 
a product during the infrastructure in 

80 different event 
year due to the lack partnership with 39 events and 

packages hosted 
of events and interested parties conferences were 
catering in 2015/2016. This held. 

annually 
infrastructure on will result in an 
Robben Island. Thus increase of events 
there was not which can be held 
sufficient attraction on Robben Island. 
for the events market 
to use RIM for 
events. 

lnstal I the Murray One (1) harbour Partially achieved An electronic copy The Harbour New target, not 
harbour safety safety exhibition of the exhibition is Safety installation measured in prior 
infrastructure on the 

Revised SMART 
A Harbour safety ready for production and exhibition year 

Island. 
target: 

exhibition has been and a Murray Bay shall be 
developed but not Harbour safely implemented 

One (1) harbour 
yet exhibited during concept document during 2015/2016 

safety exhibition 
the financial year has been developed. 

However, the 
developed and 

Harbour Safety 
exhibited by the end 

Barrier could not be 
of the financial year 

constructed due to 
budgetary and 
capacity constraints. 

Develop exhibitions Four (4) exhibitions Partially achieved The exhibitions for The exhibitions Prior year target: 
in communal cells in one section of the MSP (E-Section) shall be exhibited Development of 

MSP (E-section) 4 exhibitions for has been developed during exhibitions in 4 

Revised SMART 
MSP (E-section) has in electronic format 2015/2016. communal cells in 
been developed in and is awaiting the a general section of 

target: electronic format, appointment of a the MSP i.e. D-

Four (4) exhibitions 
however it has not supplier to enable Section 
been exhibited the production and 

in the MSP (E- during the year. printing phase Partially Achieved 
section) developed which will lead to 
and exhibited the exhibition of The revised 

prepared material. document from the 
A service provider Namibians is 
could not be available. (D 
appointed during the Section Namibian 
financial year due to Panels) and the 
budgetary passage wall 
constraints. exhibition was 

completed. The 
final exhibition will 
be completed and 
installed in April 
2014. 

Communicate and One (1) DVD Achieved Not applicable Not applicable Prior year target: 
interpret heritage produced for E- One DVD 
values through Section Reference One (1) DVD produced for D-
production of audio- Group produced for E- Section reference 
visual products. Four (4) new DVDs Section reference group and 

for ferries Group and four (4) disseminated 

Revised SMART 
DVD's have been 

target: 
produced for ferries Achieved 

One (1) DVD 
DVDs were 

produced for E-
produced for the D-

Section Reference 
Section reference 

Group 
group 

Four (4) new DVDs 
for ferries 
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Sub programme: P3: Agile responsive product development 

Implement condition Forty four (44) Achieved 16 additional Not applicable Prior year target: 
assessments of condition conditions 48 site visit reports 
exhibitions on assessments 60 condition assessments were 
Robben Island. 

Revised SMART 
assessments were performed during Partially Achieved 

target: 
performed by the the year due to the 
exhibition additional number 39 site visit reports 

Forty four (44) 
technician on the of exhibitions for were conducted 
exhibitions of Robin which condition 

exhibition condition Island Museum for assessments had to 
assessments to be the year occur and due to 
performed by the some of the 
exhibition technician 

exhibitions being 
during the financial 

moved from one 
year location to another. 

Train Tour Guides for 1 00% of Robben Partially achieved The target could not The remaining Prior year target: 
Robben Island Island Museum tour be achieved due to tour guides shall 4 training sessions 
Museum. guides received 79% of the tour insufficient capacity receive the conducted 

accredited training. guides either within the appropriate 

Revised SMART 
received training to department. training for Achieved. 

target: 
become accredited accreditation 
or were accredited during the 5 training sessions 

The PHED Senior 
through prior years' 2015/2016 year. were conducted 

Manager with the 
certifications. which covered 

Tour Guiding 
tourism guiding, 

Coordinator will 
A RIM tour guiding customer service 

ensure that Tour 
manual was and first aid which 

Guides are trained 
designed and is a prerequisite for 

during the financial 
published. tour guides. 

year 
• 50% in quarter 1

• 45% in quarter 2

• 5% in quarter 3

to ensure that 100% 
Tour Guides are 
accredited by the 
end of the financial 
year. 

To raise awareness Two (2) seminars or Achieved One additional Not applicable Prior year target: 
on heritage through workshops held to significant day could 6 special 
commemorate commemorate RIM hosted 3 events be commemorated educational events 
significant days. significant days. which due to a partnership planned and 

Revised SMART 
commemorated formed with implemented with 

target: 
significant days Freedom Park for an the following 
during the year. The event which themes: 

The PHED Senior 
3 events were: commemorated Intergeneration, 

Manager with the 
1. 26-27 April 2014 Youth Day. dialogue, triumph 

Schools and Public 
Freedom Day of the human spirit 

Programmes 
Celebration and intercultural 

Coordinator will 
2. 15-16 June 2014: symbols of 

ensure that 
Youth Day importance 

significant days are 
Commemoration

commemorated 
with Freedom Park Partially Achieved 

during this financial 
3. 12-13 December 
2014: 5 special 

year: 
Reconciliation and educational events 

1 seminar/ workshop 
Unity were planned and 

in Quarter 1 and the 
other in Quarter 3 

Commemoration held during the 
year: June 16 
seminar, Freedom 
Day Event, 
Mandela Day 
Event, Women's 
Day Empowerment 
Workshop, and, 
Human Rights Day 
Event 
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Sub programme: P3: Agile responsive product development 

To develop a 
travelling exhibition 
on the Mandela Cell. 

Develop and 
implement an 

Achieved 

exhibition on the During the year the 
Mandela Cell. Mandela Cell was 

>-R _e_v-is _e _d_S _M _A_R_T_----1 developed,
launched and target: 
exhibited at various 

The PHED Senior 
Manager and the 
Mandela Project 
Coordinator will 
ensure that the 
Mandela cell is 
developed, launched 
and exhibited in the 
current financial year 

locations as a 
travelling exhibition 

Sub programme: P4: Optimised conservation programmes 

Protection and Development and One (1) Infrastructure Partially achieved 
conservation of the Implement maintenance 
Robben Island infrastructure programme/plan. One (1) 
facilities and maintenance Revised SMART Infrastructure 
Infrastructure to programme/plan. target: maintenance plan 
ensure the continued developed and 
safeguarding of 

One (1) Infrastructure 
submitted to DAC 

heritage assets 
maintenance 
programme/plan to 
be developed and 
implemented by 
financial year end 

Number of Three (3) facilities Achieved 
faci I ities/i nfrastructu renovated/restored 
re restored on annually. Three (3) facilities 
Robben Island Revised SMART renovated/restored 

target: in the year 

Three (3) facilities 
renovated/restored 
annually. 

Reduction of fire Eight (8) fire breaks Achieved 
Risks on Robben maintained 
Island Nine (9) fire breaks 

Two (2) burn projects were maintained. 
conducted. 

Revised SMART Two (2) controlled 

target: burn projects were 
conducted 

Eight (8) fire breaks 
maintained 

Two (2) burn projects 
conducted 
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Not applicable 

The infrastructure 
plan could not be 
implemented due to 
the fact that funding 
was only received in 
the 4th quarter. 

Not applicable 

One additional 
firebreak was 
maintained as part 
of normal fire risk 
mitigation 
procedures 

Not applicable 

RIM was informed 
in the 4th quarter 
that DPW shall 
return to perform 
the infrastructure 
maintenance from 
2015/2016. 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

Prior year target: 

Built Environment 
Conservation 
Manual Complete 

Partially Achieved 

A draft built 
environment 
conservation 
manual was 
completed but the 
plan sti 11 needs to 
be approved 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 
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Sub programme: P4: Optimised conservation programmes 

- � .... 
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Maintain gardens Seven (7) gardens 
and public spaces on and/or public spaces 
Robben Island maintained. 

Revised SMART 
target: 

Seven (7) gardens 
and/or public spaces 
maintained during 
the financial year. 

Maintain sustainable One (1) count of 
populations of fauna fauna on the Island. 
on Robben Island Revised SMART 

target: 

One (1) count of 
fauna on the Island 
to be conducted 
annually. 

.f,Yal 11:.ll.l:.ll [:..J Ill 

Achieved 

Nine (9) gardens 
and/or public spaces 
were maintained 
during the financial 
year 

Achieved 

One (1) count of 
fauna was 
conducted 

- ,,_

.. ,.. .. ., , ... , 

!!•rOllltl:.il 

Two additional 
public spaces were 
maintained as part 
of RIM's aim to 
enhance the visitors' 
experience of the 
Island. 

Not applicable 

Develop an Integrated waste Achieved Not applicable 
Integrated waste management system 
management system developed Integrated waste 
for Robben Island ._R _e_v-is _e _d_S _M _A_R_T _ __, management system

target: plan developed 

Integrated waste 
management system 
developed 

Develop a land Land use/zonation Not achieved 
use/zonation plan for plan developed 
Robben Island 

Review storage 
faci I ities for 
moveable/archival 
collections of the 
Mayibuye 
collections. 

1--------�The landRevised SMART use/zonation plan target: has not been 

Land use/zonation 
plan developed by 
the end of the 
financial year 

developed by the 
year end 

Site feasibility studies Not achieved 
conducted 

1--------� A review of theRevised SMART current storage target: faci I ities for the 
Collections has been 

Site feasibility studies conducted including 
conducted for the a review of the 
storage of the UWC MoU, 
Mayibuye collections however, a site

feasibility study has 
not been conducted. 

The land 
use/zonation plan 
could not be 
developed due lack 
of skills and capacity 

A site feasibility 
study could not be 
conducted as a new 
space has not yet 
been identified for 
the Mayibuye 
Collections. A 
review of the UWC 
MoU was done in 
order to facilitate this 
process. 

Review collections 
policy and 
procedures 

Revise and draft 
policy and 

Achieved Not applicable 

procedures The Collections 
1-----------1 Management Policy
Revised SMART has been drafted as 
target: well as the 

Revise and draft 
collections policy 
and procedures by 
the end of the 
financial year 

Collections Standard 
Operating 
Procedures 
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Not applicable 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

I• •ai.11 • !..laiil 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

The target has New target, not 
been deferred to measured in prior 
the 2015/2016 year 

Once the UWC 
MoU has been 
finalised, the site 
feasibility study 
will be 
undertaken. 

Not applicable 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 
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Sub programme: P4: Optimised conservation programmes 

Implement routine 1 5 OOO collections Achieved 10 920 additional Not applicable Prior year target: 
and special archive digitised and linked items were digitised 
baseline to the database 25 920 items from and linked to Inventory I ists for 
documentation the audio section database during the one third of the 

All new collections was loaded onto the year due to available collections 
accessioned D-space database capacity 

Revised SMART 
Partially achieved 

No new collections 
target: 

were received and Inventory I ists for 

15 OOO archival items 
thus no collections 404 917 
had to be collections was 

digitised and linked 
accessioned achieved 

to the database 

All new collections 
accessioned 

Manage the loans Loans and use Achieved Not applicable Not applicable New target, not 
and use registers of agreements measured in prior 
Mayibuye archives generated Loan and use year 
for collections. 

Revised SMART 
agreements were 
generated for the 

target: financial year to 

Loans and use 
manage the loans 
and use of the 

agreements Mayibuye 
generated to manage collections
the loans and use of 
Mayibuye collections 

Nominate the Draft nomination Achieved Not applicable Not applicable New target, not 
Mayibuye collections document measured in prior 
on the UNESCO 

Revised SMART 
A nomination year 

World Memory 
target: 

document has been 
Register drafted for the 

Draft the nomination 
inclusion of the 

document which will 
Mayibuye 

nominate the 
Collections on the 
UNESCO World 

Mayibuye collections Memory Register
for recording on the 
UNESCO World 
Memory Register 

Implement Design and Achieved Not applicable Not applicable New target, not 
preventive implement measured in prior 
conservation conservation Standard Operation year 
programmes at programmes based Procedures and a 
Mayibuye Archives on selected Collections Policy 

collection typology were prepared to 

Revised SMART 
design conservation 
programmes. 

target: Quarterly reports 

Design and 
have been prepared 
based on 

implement conservation 
conservation programmes 
programmes based implemented.
on selected 
collection typology 
for Mayibuye 
archives 

Develop an New website Achieved Not applicable Not applicable New target, not 
interactive website developed measured in prior 
on the Mayibuye 

Revised SMART 
A website was year 

collections in developed and 
partnership with target: launched for the 
UWC and USA 

Develop and launch 
Mayibuye Archives 
in partnership with

a new website for the University of
Mayibuye archives in Missouri
partnership with 
UWC and University 
of Missouri 
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Sub programme: PS: Marketing, communication and public relations 

Promotion of the Ensuring the Twelve (12) update Achieved A positive deviation Not applicable New target, not 
Robben Island updating of the RIM reports from IT of 1 7 additional measured in prior 
museum through website with relevant 

Revised SMART 
RIM launched a new updates occurred year 

various media to the information and website in the first due the volume of 
local and events by the IT target: quarter of the year. updates which were 
international public. department. 

Twelve (12) update 
In addition to the required related to 
launch, the new jobs and tenders

reports from for website was updated which had to be
changes made to the with 28 items during posted.
website generated the year related to 

posted jobs and 
tenders on the 
website. 

Publishing of Publishing of twelve Achieved RIM had one Not applicable Prior year target: 
editorials/ articles on (12) editorials/ additional news 
Robben Island articles on Robben RIM published 13 worthy media alert 8 adverts targeted 
Museum. island museum. advertorials/articles for the financial year locally, and 4 

Revised SMART 
on activities at RIM targeted 

target: 
internationally 

Publishing of twelve 
Partially Achieved 

(12) advertorials/ 7 adverts were 
articles on Robben successfully placed 
Island museum.

in national 
magazines and 
guide booklets and 
3 international 
targets were 
placed. 

Development and Development and Not achieved To develop a A marketing plan New target, not 
implementation of a implementation of marketing plan to be developed measured in prior 
marketing plan (with one (1) marketing A marketing plan historical marketing in the following year 
metrics). plan was not developed data and trends need financial year 

Revised SMART 
during the year to be recorded. The 

marketing plan 
target: could not be 

Develop one 
developed during 
the financial year 

approved marketing due to the lack of 
plan previous marketing 

data and trends. 
Further to the above 
constraints, RIM 
experienced budget 
constraints during 
the financial year 
and this target was 
thus deferred to the 
next financial year 

Development and Development and Not achieved An electronic system A cost benefit New target, not 
implementation of implementation of which logs all analysis to be measured in prior 
service recovery one (1) service A recovery system complaints has not performed to year 
system. recovery system. which formally logs yet been determine 

Revised SMART 
complaints has not implemented due to whether a 
been implemented budget constraints. electronic 

target: Instead all recovery system 

Development and 
complaints were will be more 
manually logged effective than the 

implementation of and resolved by the manual system 
one (1) service Information Unit 
recovery system during the year. 
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Sub programme: P6: Partnership management 

Review current and 
establish new 
partnerships between 
the Robben Island 
museum and 
stakeholders 

The percentage of 
maintained Service 
level agreements 
with current 
stakeholders 

To maintain 100% of 
current Service level 

Not achieved 

agreements with RIM was unable to 
stakeholders. fully monitor and 

..,_R_ e_v-is_e _d _ S_M_ A_ R_ T _ __, maintain service 
level agreements target: and memorandums 

Monitor and 
maintain all current 
service level 
agreements with 
stakeholders for 
which Memorandum 
of Understanding 
exist at 1 April 2014. 

of understanding 
(MoU) existing at 1 
April 2014. 

Stakeholder 
management is 
currently 
decentralised and 
not controlled by the 
Office of the CEO. 
Each unit at RIM is 
responsible for 
maintaining service 
level agreements 
and MoUs. An 
analysis was 
performed by the 
internal auditors 
during the financial 
year and they have 
recommended that 
a Stakeholder 
Management 
Framework, process 
and policies be 
developed and 
implemented by 
RIM. 

Sub programme: P7: Stakeholder management 

Increase in 
stakeholder 
participation within 
the Robben Island 
Museum. 

Percentage (%) 100% increase in 
increase in entering entering into new 
into new stakeholder stakeholder 

Achieved Not applicable 

100% increase in 
agreements agreements stakeholder 

..,_R_ e_v-is_e _d _ S_M_ A_ R_ T _ __, agreements, as the 
agreements have target: increased from 4 

100% increase in 
entering into new 
stakeholder 
agreements based on 
the baseline of 
stakeholder 
agreements as at 1 
April 2014. 

MoU's in place at 
the beginning of 
year with an 
additional 4 MoU's 
entered into during 
the financial year. 

Sub programme: P8: Research 

Maintaining 
continues research of 
the Robben Island 
World Heritage site 

Development and 
Implementation of 
research agenda. 

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 

Develop and Partially ach ieved The Agenda could 
Implement one (1) not be implemented 
annual research A Research Agenda during the year due 
agenda. has been developed to time and budget 

t-R�e-v-is_e _d _ S_M_ A_ R_ T_--; out of the Research constraints
Agenda workshop target: held during the year. 

Develop and 
Implement one (1) 
annual research 
agenda. 

I 

This Agenda has not 
been implemented 
during the year 

40 

The suggested 
Stakeholder 
Management 
framework, 
process and 
policies shall be 
developed and 
implemented in 
2015/2016 
reporting period. 

Not applicable 

The Research 
Agenda wi 11 be 
workshopped and 
implemented in 
the following 
financial years 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 
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Sub programme: PB: Research 

Faci I itate workshops Facilitate one (1) Achieved Not applicable Not applicable New target, not 
between Robben research workshop measured in prior 
Island Museum 

Revised SMART 
A meeting was held year 

executives and EPP between RIM 
sub committees target: Executives, Council 

Facilitate one (1) 
members and EPPs 
to discuss the 

research workshop relationship in 
between RIM relation to the use 
Executives and EPP of EPP information
sub-committees in research. Further

to the above 
meeting, EPPs were 
invited to the 
research agenda 
workshop. 

Formulation of Formalise nine (9) Not achieved This target will be In future years, New target, not 
academic academic deferred to the new partnerships measured in prior 
partnership with partnerships. RIM management financial year will be formalised year 
universities and 

Revised SMART 
has reviewed this 2015/16, due to the based on the 

colleges to promote target and have fact that the RIM research agenda. 
the research of RIM. target: indicated that Research Agenda 

Formalise nine (9) 
instead of will be 
formalising nine workshopped and 

academic new academic implemented this 
partnerships relationships in the year which directs 

current year, time the type of academic 
would be spent on partnerships 
developing the required. 
depth and quality of 
the existing 
relationships with 
current academic 
partners. 

Thematic analysis of Eight (8) DVDs Partially achieved Only 4 out of the 8 The unit will fast Prior year target: 
the recorded audio produced planned DVDs were track the SCM One DVD 
visuals 

Revised SMART 
4 (Four) thematic produced due to processes to produced for D-
DVDs were delays in procuring ensure that the Section reference 

target: produced for the a service provider for DVDs are group and 

Eight (8) thematic 
year based on the production of the available in the disseminated 
research performed DVD. following financial 

DVDs produced year. Achieved 
annually based on 
research performed DVDs were 

produced for the D-
Section reference 
group 

Erect a memorial in Development of a Not achieved The development of Budget proposal Prior year target: 
honour of all political concept document as a memorial on submission will be Erection of 
prisoners and people informed by A concept Robben Island will followed up. memorial 
banished on the stakeholders document informed be deferred into the Project plan to be 
Island 

Revised SMART 
by stakeholders for outer financial years, implemented Not achieved 

target: 
the erection of a as this will require upon approval of 
memorial in honour significant budget No Memorial was 

Development of a 
of all political engagement, budget erected on Robben 

concept document as 
prisoners and people and design to Island Museum in 

informed by 
banished to Robben implement. Current honour of political 

stakeholders for the 
Island was not financial uncertainty prisoners. Concept 

erection of a 
developed. does not allow for and design were 

memorial in honour 
RIM management to initiated but still 

of all political 
spend on projects need to be 

prisoners and people 
which could impede completed 

banished to Robben 
on the delivery of 

Island 
bulk services to the 
Island. 
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Sub programme: PB: Research 

Conduct life history 
interviews on 
political prisoners 
visiting Robben 
Island 

Sub programme: P9: APMHS 

Academic To curate heritage 
scholarship, research through critical 
and training through scholarship. 
post graduate 
programme 

To facilitate platform 
for critical debates, 
public seminars, 
symposiums and 
workshops 

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 

Forty (40) political 
prisoners interviewed 

Revised SMART 
target: 

Facilitate one (1) 
research workshop 
between RIM 
Executives and EPP 
sub-committees 

13 students, 2 
Graduate research 
Fellows r�istered
with UW ; 

Revised SMART 
target: 

The PHED Senior 
Man�er and the 
APM S Coordinator 
will mana� the 
Diploma, asters 
and PhD programme 
in collaboration with 
UWC during the 
financial year as 
follows: 
Quarter 1,2 and 3: 
will yield 
12 students who will 
graduate, 
13 new students will 
reflister, 2 research
fe ows. 
During quarter 4: 13 
students wi II 
complete the course 
and 13 new students 
will be selected for 
the new academic 
year 

11 seminars, 1 
annual colloquium, 
1 exhibition hosted 
by RIM 

Revised SMART 
target: 
The PHED Senior 
Manager and the 
APMHS Coordinator 
will conduct 11 
seminars, 1 annual 
Colloquium and 1 
exhibition for the 
financial year. 3 
seminars in quarter 
1; 3 seminars in 
quarter 2; 3 seminars 
in quarter 3 and 1 
Colloquium and 1 
exhibition in quarter 
4. 

I 

Not achieved 

7 interviews 
conducted with ex 
political prisoners. 
22 ex Robben Island 
residents and other 
connected persons 
to Robben Island. 
This is to ensure that 
research provides 
the view of the 
multi-layered history 
of Robben Island. 

Partially achieved 

> 1 0 students
instead of the 
planned 12 students 
graduated from 
2013; 
> 11 students
registered instead of
the planned 13 from 
the 2014 APMHS 
programme; 
> 1 research fellow
(master's student 
registered instead of
2 which were 
planned for the 
Master of Arts -
Museum & Heritage 
Studies programme 
in 2014; 
> 9 of the 11
students retstered 
graduated rom the 
programme in 2014; 
> 1 0 students
instead of the 
planned 13 students 
registered for the 
2015 APMHS 
programme 

Partially achieved 

During the year the 
9 out of 11 seminars 
were conducted and 
1 annual 
colloquium and 1 
students' exhibition 
was exhibited 

42 

33 EPPs could not 
be interviewed to 
achieve the target 
due to the lack of 
capacity within the 
department, the 
unavailability of 
EPPs and the Use 
agreement with 
EPP's which still had 
to be finalised. 

> 2 students did not
graduate from 2013 
APMHS programme; 
> 2 students did not 
re�ister for the 2014 
A MHS prowamme 
due to insu icient 
demand for the 
programme; 
> 1 research fellow
did not register for 
the Master of Arts -
Museum & Heritage 
Studies programme 
in 2014 due to 
insufficient demand 
for the programme; 
> Out of a tar�et of
13 students, on y 11 
registered for the 
2014 APMHS 
programme and 2 of 
the 11 did not 
graduate from the 
programme due to 
personal issues; 
> 3 students did not
re�ister for the 2015 
A MHS prowamme 
due to insu icient 
demand for the

ro ramme; 
2 seminars out of the 
planned 11 could 
not be achieved due 
to budget and time 
constraints 

Once the research New target, not 
unit is capacitated, measured in prior 
the unit will be in year 
a position to 
initiate research 
trips at a large 
scale. 

The target is Prior year target: 
dependent on the 10 graduates in 
availability and Museum and 
willingness of Heritage Studies 
students to register 
for the Achieved 
programme. The 
new annual 10 faduates
performance plan ta uated from the 
contains a target useum and 
for the programme Heritage Studies 
which is within programme 
the control of RIM 
to be measured 
on. 

During the next Prior year target: 
financial year RIM 2 seminars 
has planned for 4 /symposiums 
seminars per hosted and 1 
annum instead of colloquium hosted 
11. This will allow 
for greater impact Achieved
during the 4
seminars with a 2 seminars, 1
lower cost per workshop and 1
annum colloquium was 

organised and 
hosted 
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Academic research 
and publication 

Internal heritage 
museum training. 

4 publications 

Revised SMART 
target: 

The PHED Senior 
manager and the 
APMHS Coordinator 
will produce 4 
publications for the 
financial year. 
1 publication will be 
produced in each 
quarter. 

4 courses 

Revised SMART 
target: 

The PHED and the 
APMHS Coordinator 
will provide 4 
internal heritage 
museum training 
courses for the 
financial year. 
1 refresher course 
during quarter 1; 1 
basic heritage and 
museology workshop 
during quarter 2; 1 
induction workshop 
during quarter 3 and 
1 refresher course 
during quarter 4 

Programme 4: Resources perspective 

Partially achieved 

2 publications were 
produced during the 
year: 
1. RIM Tour Guiding 
Training Manual
2. APMHS
Publication

Not achieved 

1 refresher course 
occurred during the 
financial year and 
thus the target is not 
achieved 

2 publications could 
not be completed for 
the financial year 
due to capacity 
constraints in the 
department 

3 out of the 4 
planned course 
were not presented 
due to capacity 
constraints in the 
department 

The department 
will ensure that it 
is sufficiently 
capacitated during 
the next financial 
year to achieve the 
targeted number 
of publications 
planned for the 
year 

The department 
will ensure that it 
is sufficiently 
capacitated during 
the next financial 
year to achieve the 
targeted number 
of courses 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

Human Resources Department is responsible for providing Strategic and Operational Human Resources Support 
to embrace diversity, environmental sustainability, and social justice and contribute towards the delivery of South 
African Qualifications Authority's mandate. The Department supports the implementation of Strategic Objective 1 
and 2 from the ICMP. The effective management of infrastructure and heritage assets contribute towards the conservation 
of RIM as a World Heritage Site. 

The Resources perspective programme aims to: 
• provide sustainable operational management;
• maintain the HEART culture; and
• ensure the continued conservation of Robben Island World

The performance for Programme 4: 
Resource perspective was as follows: 

• 2 targets were achieved;
• nil targets were partially achieved; and
• 5 targets were not achieved.

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 43 

Heritage Site; 

Programme 4: Resource perspective 

Achieved 

Partially 

O Achieved 

• Not achieved
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The significant achievements for the programme related to: 

• The GRAP103 plan was developed and implemented during the year and 14 837 boxes of the Historical Papers
collection was counted which contributed towards the continued enhancement of the Robben Island World
Heritage Site through the appropriate and systematic conservation, maintenance and protection measures.

Sub programme: Rl: Attract, develop and retain best talent 

To maintain the Develop and Develop and Not achieved The managers of The system shall Prior year target: 
Robben Island implement a implement a RIM received be further Performance 
Museum as a world- performance performance A performance performance developed and Management 
class, sustainable and management system management system management system management implemented System 
fully capacitated and implemented in 

Revised SMART 
has not been fully training and a during 2015/2016 

motivated WHS accordance with 
target: 

developed and performance financial year-end. Partially achieved 
management relevant legislation implemented agreement template The department 
institution. 

Develop and 
was provided to has been A performance 
managers. However, capacitated with management 

implement a at year-end the a newly recruited system is not yet in 
performance system was not fully Unit Manager in place as all job 
management system implemented as not Labour Relations profiles have not 

all employees had which will assist been submitted 
signed performance towards the timeously and 
agreements in place achievement of management 
or bi-annual the departments' decided that al I 
performance targets staff and managers 
reviews. The HR need Performance 
department had a Management 
capacity issue training so that they 
during the year can develop their 
resulting in the performance 
system not being profiles, which will 
implemented ultimately feed into 

the Performance 
Management 
system. 

Percentage (%) of 100% of all staff has Not achieved The managers of The system shall New target, not 
employees with signed performance RIM received be further measured in prior 
performance management At year-end 8 performance developed and year 
management contracts employees had management implemented 
contracts. 

Revised SMART 
signed performance training and a during 2015/2016 

target: 
agreements, thus the performance financial year-end 
target was not agreement template which will enable 

1 00% of all staff has 
achieved was provided to all employees to 

signed performance 
managers. However, have signed 
at year-end the performance 

management system was not fully agreements. The 
contracts. implemented as not department has 

all employees had been capacitated 
signed performance with a newly 
agreements in place. recruited Unit 
The HR department Manager in 
had a capacity issue Labour Relations 
during the year which will assist 
resulting in not all towards the 
the performance achievement of 
agreements being the departments' 
signed. targets. 

Perform annual skills Perform annual skills Not achieved An annual skills It is anticipated New target, not 
audit on audit audit was deferred that the service measured in prior 
competencies of all Revised SMART An annual skills due to the provider year 
staff. target: audit was not organisational responsible for 

performed restructuring process managing the 

Perform annual skills which RIM is restructuring 

audit currently entering process will 
into. perform a skills 

evaluation of 
employees as part 
of the restructuring 
process. 
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Sub programme: R2: Create HEART culture 

To maintain the Conduct a quarterly 
values of the Robben staff satisfaction 
Island Museum survey (VOE) 

Conduct four (4) staff 
satisfaction surveys 

Not achieved 

annually One staff satisfaction 
t-R-e-v -is _e _d_S _M _A_R_T

_--; survey was 
conducted during target: 
October 2014, 

Conduct four (4) staff 
satisfaction surveys 
annually 

however the 
response rate was 
very low and thus 
the resu Its were not 
analysed and 
reported, thus the 
target was not 
achieved. 

Sub programme: R3: Infrastructure and equipment 

Continuance 
enhancement of the 
World heritage site 
through appropriate 
through appropriate 
and systematic 
conservation and 
maintenance 

Monitoring of the 
percentage (%) of 
achievement of the 
implementation of 
the infrastructure and 
maintenance plan. 

Sub programme: R4: Heritage assets 

Continuance Annual update of 
enhancement of the heritage asset 
World heritage site database 
through appropriate 
through appropriate 
and systematic 
conservation, 
maintenance and 
protection measures 

Development of an 
implementation plan 
for GRAP 103 

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 

Achievement of 
100% of the 
implemented 
infrastructure and 
maintenance plan 

Revised SMART 
target: 

Achievement of 
100% of the 
implemented 
infrastructure and 
maintenance plan 

14767 boxes 
(Historical Papers 
collection) 

Revised SMART 
target: 

14767 boxes 
(Historical Papers 
collection) to be 
recorded annually 

Develop and 
implement a GRAP 
103 implementation 
plan. 

Revised SMART 
target: 

Develop and 
implement a GRAP 
103 implementation 
plan. 

I 

Not achieved 

The infrastructure 
and maintenance 
plan has been 
developed but not 
yet implemented 

Achieved 

14 837 boxes were 
counted in quarter 
1 and recorded data 
onto the Heritage 
Asset database. 

Achieved 

The GRAPl 03 plan 
was developed and 
implemented during 
the year. Heritage 
Assets have been 
verified and valued, 
and will be 
disclosed in the AFS 
for the year ending 
31 March 2015 

45 

Due to the very low 
response rate from 
employees on the 
first survey 
conducted, no 
further surveys were 
attempted internally 
during the financial 
year. It is assumed 
that employees 
would be 
comfortable with 
responding to a 
service provider on 
an anonymous basis. 

The infrastructure 
plan could not be 
implemented due to 
the fact that funding 
was only received in 
the 4th quarter 

70 additional boxes 
were discovered 
during the counting 
process which led 
to additional boxes 
being counted 

Not applicable 

In the next 
financial year a 
service provider 
will be engaged to 
perform the survey 
and management 
will encourage 
employees to 
participate in the 
survey. 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

RIM was informed New target, not 
in the 4th quarter measured in prior 
that DPW shall year 
return to perform 
the infrastructure 
maintenance from 
2015/2016. 

Not applicable 

Not applicable 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 

New target, not 
measured in prior 
year 
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2.6 Strategy to overcome areas of under-performance 

RIM has faced the following high-level challenges which have had an impact on performance during the financial year: 
• Infrastructure and bulk services funding uncertainty;
• Ferry operation challenges with vessels and lack of management and technical skills within the department;
• Inappropriate organisational structure to execute targets successfully;

The following mitigating actions are currently being implemented to overcome areas of historical under-performance: 
• During the fourth quarter of the financial year RIM was informed by DAC that DPW would be returning as a

service provider to maintain the infrastructure on Robben Island and to provide bulk services. DAC, DPW and
RIM are currently in the process of finalising the relationship and the service level agreement which will ensure
that Robben Island is maintained and conserved as a World Heritage Site.

• RIM is in the process of identifying suitable ferries for acquisition to stabilise the ferry operations. During
November 2014 a Senior Manager Ferries with the appropriate qualifications and competencies was appointment
to execute the turn-around strategy for the department.

• RIM has identified a service provider which will assist RIM in a restructuring process during 2015/2016 to align
the organisational structure to the strategic objectives of the entity.

2.7 Changes to planned targets 

The APP 2014/2015 was developed during 2013 on the balanced scorecard method. The management team of the 
time participated in workshops to develop targets for the APP. During the 2014/2015 numerous new senior managers 
were recruited to the RIM management team. The targets were discussed in the first quarter and an assessment was 
made that the targets did not in all instances meet the SMART criteria. 

The managers then prepared a submission of targets which were aligned with the SMART criteria, approved by the 
Executive and Council, which was submitted to RIM's Executive Authority (DAC). 

The tables per programme in this report indicate both the original target per the APP 2014/2015 and the revised 
SMART target. 

2.8 Linkage performance with budgets 

•• 

EXPENDITURE FOR PROGRAMMES R R R 

Personnel 73 962 474 72 789 854 1 172 620 

Depreciation and amortisation 9 623 648 6 312 922 3 310 726 

Finance costs 842 (842) 

Debt impairment 88 207 (88 207) 

General Expenses 56 349 970 105 529 779 (49 179 809) 

Total expenditure 139 936 092 184 721 604 (44 785 512) 

The Over expenditure of General Expenditure mostly relates to the additional costs related to the hiring of ferries 
and the infrastructure maintenance and municipal services costs incurred. 
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The implementation of Infrastructure Projects, the delivery of Bulk Services (Water and Sewerage, Electricity and 
Refuse Removal) and general maintenance of the Island's Buildings has historically been the responsibility of the 
Department of Public Works (DPW). 

During the past four years, DPW failed to provide RIM's management with an account of their maintenance activities 
at Robben Island. The facilities on Robben Island appeared to be neglected and in a state of deterioration. The lack 
of involvement of DPW with regard to the above has been costing RIM as it was expected that DPW would provide 
logistical support. 

RIM consequently became a subject of adverse reporting from visitors who visited Robben Island on a daily basis 
including being subjected to an investigation by the Office of the Public Protector for poor facility maintenance. 
The reputational risk which emanated from the above has also been impeding RIM's ability to deliver on its mandate 
to conserve Robben Island as a World Heritage Site. 

The Department of Arts and Culture (DAC) assigned the DPW mandate to RIM to attempt to redress the effect of 
the above challenges. Though the directive was not formalized, RIM had no option but to assume the responsibility 
of the provision of Bulk Services at the Island, Project Management of all outstanding projects and all other day 
to day maintenance requirements during the financial year 2014-2015. 

RIM has been in communication with DAC during the past financial year to address the lack of funding commitment 
with regards to the cost of maintenance of infrastructure and bulk services. 

DAC informed RIM in February 2015 that DPW shall be returning to Robben Island to perform the maintenance 
of infrastructure and bulk services from 1 April 2015. It is expected that DPW will achieve its mandate through 
an implementing agent, Coega Development Agency. Over the past few months DAC, DPW, Coega and RIM have 
met several times to agree on the way forward in terms of managing the relationship and developing a service level 
agreement. 

DAC also provided funding in February and March 2015 towards the costs which RIM incurred during the past 
financial year relating to the maintenance of infrastructure and bulk services. 
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2.10 Revenue collection 

- fiiDDOmE 
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REVENUE R R 

REVENUE FROM EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS 

Sale of goods 2 277 384 2 806 016 

Rendering of services(l) 65 732 424 82 207 758 

Rental of facilities and equipment 1 499 526 1 380 076 

Other income 1 087 407 1 491 903 

Finance income 3 875 351 5 908 694 

Total revenue from exchange transactions 74 472 092 93 794 447 

REVENUE FROM NON-EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS 

TAXATION REVENUE 

Government grants and subsidies(2) 65 464 OOO 96 450 095 

Total revenue 139 936 092 190 244 542 

Both of these line items show an over collection due to: 

lt ..... '"--"--"' - -

1 " • ml I r::l'il JTilil 

R 

528 632 

16 475 334 

(119 450) 

404 496 

2 033 343 

19 322 355 

30 986 095 

50 308 450 

(1) the aggressive scheduling of tours during the high demand periods along with increased ticket prices resulted

in higher than budgeted revenue from services; and

(2) the recognition of the conditional ICMP and Infrastructure Grants and the receipt of unconditional grants

related to infrastructure.
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3.1 Introduction 

Parliament, the Department of Arts and Culture, the Council and the Executive of Robben Island Museum are 
responsible for corporate governance. 

Governance of Robben Island Museum is guided by the Cultural Institutions Act of 1998, the Public Finance 
Management Act of 1999, the King Report on Governance for South Africa 2009 ("King Ill") and the World Heritage 
Convention Act. 

3.2 The Council 

The Robben Island Museum is the Accounting Authority. The Council provides strategic direction and is accountable 
for the performance of Robben Island Museum. 

The responsibilities of the Council are as follows: 

• exercise leadership, enterprise, integrity and judgment in directing RIM so as to achieve its objectives and
at all times to act in the best interests of RIM in a manner based on transparency, independence, accountability,
fairness and responsibility;

• ensure the effective use of all the resources of RIM;

• be the vehicle of last resort for complainants both internal and external to RIM;

• continually monitor the exercise of delegated power by management and ensure that effective goal-setting
and programme monitoring is undertaken by management and communicated regularly to the Council;

• set in place mechanisms to monitor and manage all risks to RIM; to review these risks regularly and to
take the necessary steps to contain and alleviate such risks;

• advise on significant financial matters and to ensure that full accountability for all financial matters is
undertaken by management;

• ensure that a comprehensive system of policies and procedures is in place and that appropriate governance
structures exist to ensure the smooth, efficient and prudent stewardship of the Company;

• exercise objective judgment on the business affairs of RIM, independent from management but with sufficient
management information to enable a proper and informed assessment to be made;

• identify and monitor non-financial aspects relevant to RIM and ensure that RIM acts responsibly towards
all relevant stakeholders of the Company; and

• ensure compliance by RIM with all relevant laws and regulations, audit and accounting principles and such
other principles as may be established by the Board from time to time.
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Composition of the Council 
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SB Buthelezi Chairperson 1 S eptember 2012 1 April 2013 

R Abdullah Deputy Chairperson 24 March 2010 1 April 2013 

S Webster Member 24 March 2010 1 April 2013 

M Dada Member 15 March 2010 1 April 2013 

MM Gasela Member 15 March 2010 1 April 2013 8 June 2014 

MS Gwavu Member 30 March 2010 1 April 2013 

GM Masuku Member 15 March 2010 1 April 2013 

SA Mogoba Member 30 March 2010 1 April 2013 

N Motete Member 15 March 2010 1 April 2013 29 May 2014 

L Mpahlwa Member 30 March 2010 1 April 2013 

P Nefolovhodwe Member 30 March 2010 1 April 2013 

08 Nqubelani Member 24 March 2010 1 April 2013 

MO Morata Member 30 March 2010 1 April 2013 31 March 2014 

Council Charter and Sub-Committee Charters 
During the financial year a new governance structure was developed by the Company Secretary in consultation 
with the Council of RIM. A Council Charter and Charters for the new Council Sub-Committees have been developed 
and shall be approved during 2015-2016 financial year. 

The new adopted governance structure is constructed as follows: 

Sub-Committee Structure prior to changes: Sub-Committee Structure after changes: 
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Audit T Mosololi (Independent); T Ntshiza Audit and Risk T Mosololi (Independent) 

(Independent); J Laubscher Committee T Ntshiza (Independent) 

(Independent); M Dada; J Laubscher(lndependent) 

P Nefolovhodwe MDada 

Finance MM Gasela P Nefolovhodwe 

SB Buthelezi Finance and P Nefolovhodwe 

M Dada Remuneration M Gwavu 

08 Nqubelani Committee MDada 

Governance P Nefolovhodwe 
L Mpahlwa (By invitation) 

R Abdullah HR, Governance, RAbdullah 

M Dada Ethics and Integrity 0 Nqubelani 

Heritage R Abdullah 

L Mpahlwa 

Committee L Webster 

SA Mogoba 

S Webster Heritage, Education, L Mpahlwa 

GM Masuku Marketing and Tourism RAbdullah 

MS Gwavu Committee L Callinicos 

Human Resources MS Gwavu G Masuku 

R Abdullah M Gwavu 

08 Nqubelani 

Working SB Buthelezi 

R Abdullah 

L Mpahlwa 

S Webster 

08 Nqubelani 
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Meeting attendance 
Members of Council are required to attend full Council meetings and to attend the meetings of the Council Sub
committees to which they have been appointed. 
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The remuneration of Council members is disclosed as per note 28 of the Annual Financial Statements. 
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3.3 Risk Management 

The Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999 as amended by Act No. 29 of 1999) requires Robben 
Island Museum to ensure it has and maintains effective, efficient and transparent systems of risk management. 

Executive and senior management engaged with the Senior Manager Risk and Internal Audit to document RIM's 
risks to achieving its strategic objectives. 

RIM is also in the process of developing departmental risk registers including mitigating actions to be taken to reduce 
risk to acceptable levels. 

3.4 Internal Audit Unit 

SizweNtsalubaGobodo (SNG) was appointed as the internal auditors on in August 2013 for a period of three years. 

A risk-based three-year and one-year Internal Audit Plan was considered and adopted by the Audit Committee on 
22 November 2013. 

SNG performed the following engagements during the year and delivered reports with findings and recommendations 
for improvements: 

1. Predetermined Objectives Review
2. Stakeholder Management Review
3. Business Model Review
4. Disaster Risk Management Review
5. Supply Chain Management Review (Limited Scope Review)
6. Asset Management Review

3.5 Compliance with laws and regulations 

Robben Island Museum as a World Heritage Site has a significant amount of laws and regulations to comply with. 

RIM has developed a number of policies and regulations in order to ensure compliance. The policies are reviewed 
regularly and where necessary, new policies are developed. RIM endeavours to adhere to the PFMA, Cultural 
Institutions Act, Treasury Regulations, Supply Chain Practise Notes and other relevant prescripts. 

3.6 Fraud and corruption 

Robben Island Museum management actively participates in the Department of Arts and Culture Fraud Awareness 
Campaigns and the Whistle-blowing Fraud and Corruption Hotline posters are visible in the entity's buildings. 
Employees are encouraged to report any instances of suspected fraud or corruption. 

During the past financial year RIM developed a Fraud Prevention Strategy and Fraud Prevention Policies which has 
been submitted to Council for review and adoption. It is expected that Council shall meet to discuss the Fraud 
Prevention Strategy and Policies in June 2015. 

3.7 Minimising conflict of interest 

Procurement 

According to National Treasury Practise Note Number 7 of 2009/2010, accounting officers and accounting authorities 
are required to utilize the attached revised SBD 4 when inviting price quotations, advertised competitive bids, limited 
bids or proposals. This SBD 4 should be used with minimum changes that are necessary to address contract and 
project specific issues. 
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In terms of the National Treasury Regulations, if a supply chain management official or other role player, or any 
close family member, partner or associate of such official or other role player, has any private or business interest 
in any contract to be awarded, that official or other role-player must -

(a) disclose that interest; and
(b) withdraw from participating in any manner whatsoever in the process relating to that contract.

According to the Code of Conduct for Bid Adjudication Committees, all members as well as the secretary of Bid 
Adjudication Committees, (including Bid Evaluation Committee and Bid Specification Committee members) should 
be cleared at the level of - "Confidential" by the accounting officer I authority and should be required to declare 
their financial interest annually. Each member as well as all officials rendering administrative support must sign a 
declaration form at each Bid Adjudication Committee meeting. 

Employees 

Employees are required to annually disclose their financial interests which are reviewed to identify any instances 
of conflict of interest. 

3.8 Code of Conduct 

The Robben Island Museum Code of Good Conduct is a guideline which is intended to formalise Robben Island 
Museum's approach to addressing misconduct and poor work performance and creating sound employee relations. 

3.9 Health, Safety and Environmental matters 

Health and Safety 

Robben Island Museum has a dedicated Health and Safety Officer and a Health and Safety Committee. 

Robben Island Museum has approximately 45 employees who were trained in first aid to ensure that visitors and 
employees are attended to in case of an emergency. Furthermore medical facilities with a dedicated medical team 
are available on Robben Island. 

Environmental matters 

Robben Island Museum has entered into strategic partnerships with academic and government institutions to ensure 
compliance with environmental legislative framework and assist with the site environmental monitoring. 

Partnership with the University of Cape Town, Earthwatch, SANCCOB and Department of Environmental Affairs is 
important for close monitoring of avifuana on Robben Island, particularly threatened species i.e. African penguins. 

Stellenbosch University Department of Conservation Ecology, in partnership with Robben Island Museum, focuses 
on environmental monitoring, particularly vegetation assessment and entomology. 

RIM has mitigated fire hazards on the site through ongoing controlled burn projects that are annually conducted 
in partnership with the City of Cape Town's Fire and Rescue and Biodiversity Units. 

Illegal harvesting of marine living resources around the site buffer zone has been a major concern. RIM has recently 
improved its buffering mechanism through a formal partnership with the Department of Agriculture Forestry and 
Fisheries' Monitoring, Control and Surveillance Chief Directorate, which ensures compliance and prevents illegal 
activities within the buffer zone. 
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3.10 Company Secretary 

Statucor (Pty) Ltd was appointed as the new Company Secretary on 30 May 2014 for a period of 2 years. 

3.11 Social Responsibility 

lnternships 

Robben Island Museum facilitates internships to assist interns in gaining valuable work experience. 

During the year 2014/2015, eleven interns developed new skills by assisting in the Finance Department, Heritage 
Department and Marketing and Tourism Department. 

Concession and complimentary tickets: 

Robben Island Museum annually makes concession and complimentary tickets available to: 
• Academic institutions;
• Schools,
• Adult educational groups,
• Cultural and social stakeholders; and
• Ex-political prisoners;

During 2014/015 Robben Island Museum made a total of 6 868 concession and complimentary tickets available 
which promotes educational and social responsibility initiatives. 

3.12 Implementation of the Integrated Conservation Management Plan (2013 - 2018): 

Implementation of the Integrated Conservation Management Plan (2013 - 2018): 

Robben Island Museum has an entity mandate which supports the implementation of the 2nd Integrated Conservation 
Management Plan (ICMP) which is required when operating a World Heritage Site. 

The ICMP contains the following sections: 

(i) Operational Management Plan,
(ii) Interpretation Plan,
(iii) Visitor Management Plan,
(iv) Natural Environment Management Plan, and
(v) Implementation Plan.

This is in line with the 1972 World Heritage Convention and the South African World Heritage Convention Act 
of 1999. The ICMP (2013 - 2018) informs the Strategic Plan (2013 - 2018) and the Annual Performance Plans 
commencing 2014/15. 

The Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA) provided confirmation on 17 June 2014 that the Robben Island 
Museum ICMP has been submitted in compliance with Chapter IV, section 25(1) of the World Heritage Convention 
Act (Act No.49 of 1999). Also DEA further provided that, the approval of the ICMP implies that the institution 
will be required to report on the implementation of the ICMP in its annual report. 
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Progress in implementing the 2nd ICMP for the financial year 2014/15 

The period under review coincides with the appointment of most Senior Managers to assist with the implementation 
of the 2nd ICMP. For the financial year 2014-2015, only 26% of the set targets were achieved; with 14% being 
once off targets while 12% is for recurring targets every financial year. This performance is below 24% of the overall 
targets of the 2nd ICMP, which is now left with two financial years of implementation. 

Most of the targets not achieved in 2014-2015 due to budgetary limitations have been deferred to 2015-16. In the 
overall, targets to be achieved in the outer years of the 2nd ICMP constitute 67%, while 6% of targets are pending 
and 1 % has been suspended. Efforts have been made to fundraise and implement projects with the support of 
partners such National Department of Tourism, Freedom Park Trust, Department of Correctional Services, City of 
Cape Town, University of Stellenbosch, University of Western Cape, and University of Cape Town. 

During the same period RIM completed the trial run of the METT tool as requested by DEA in November 2014 
and the results are being used to improve the management effectiveness of the site. The Management Authority was 
also pre-occupied with implementing the UNESCO 2011 recommendations to ensure that the site is removed from 
the discussion agenda of the World Heritage Committee, or being placed under further reactive monitoring mission 
for non-compliance, which RIM successfully did in 2014/15. 

The implementation of the 2nd ICMP has faced challenges relating to financial constraints for programmes and 
activities due to the cyclical and seasonal nature of revenue flow for RIM which creates uncertainty and inconsistency 
for implementing the Plan as per schedule. This matter has been consistently raised with Management Authority 
(being the RIM Council) throughout 2014/15. Also, the lack of skills and capacity within the support structures of 
heritage cluster to implement the 2nd ICMP is a problem requiring an organisational review. The combination of 
these factors has serious implications on performance delivery and will undoubtedly impact on the implementation 
of the ICMP in outer years. 

Another challenge is the reporting complexity of the 2nd ICMP for this financial year as RIM's Performance Information 
Report is based on the approved Annual Performance Plan of 2014/15, yet the Statement of Conservation is based 
on the 2nd ICMP as framework approved by DEA and UNESCO. 

The approved Annual Performance Plan of 2014/15 was not 100% aligned to the Implementation Plan of the 2nd 
ICMP. This is a matter that needs to be corrected in outer years of implementing the 2nd ICMP. 

Therefore, the 2014/15 progress report on implementing the 2nd ICMP is being submitted as an annexure to the 
RIM Annual Report for 2014/2015, however, the progress report shall not be audited by the Auditor-General. The 
Auditor-General is responsible for the audit of the Annual Performance Information Report contained in the Annual 
Report 2014/2015. 

The State of Conservation Report is contained in Part G: Appendix: State of Conservation Report. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Overview of H R matters 
The Human Resources Department is responsible for providing Strategic and Operational Human Resources Support 
to embrace diversity, environmental sustainability, and social justice and contribute towards the delivery of South 
Africa's Qualifications Authority's (SAQA) mandate. The Department supports the implementation of Strategic Objectives 
1 and 2 of the Integrated Conservation Management Plan. 

They are further responsible to provide comprehensive HR management processes and systems and support business 
partners in delivering world class service human resources management and training. 

HR priorities for the year under review 
1. Revised Recognition Agreement with Trade Unions
2. Structural Realignment
3. Implementation of a Performance Management System
4. Job Grading

For details on actual performance refer to the Annual Report of Performance Information 2014/2015. 

Employee performance management framework 
Senior and Unit Managers received performance management training during March and April 2014 and have been 
tasked to develop performance agreements in line with the RIM's annual performance plan and strategic objectives. 

Policy development 
RIM is currently in the process of reviewing all policies and procedures. 

Human Resources Policies shall be benchmarked against the relevant legislative requirements and amended where 
necessary with the approval of Council. 

Highlight achievements 
The vacant senior manager position in the Ferry Operations was filled during the year. Two managerial positions 
in the Ferry Operations were created and filled to support the Senior Manager. 

RIM believes that the appointments will enhance the smooth running of the ferries and the museum will rely less 
on hired boats to ferry tourists to the island. 

RIM enabled 55 employees to attend training courses and assisted 22 employees with study bursaries to further 
their education. 

RIM strives towards achieving equity in the work place by promoting equal opportunity and fair treatment in 
employment. 

Challenges faced by RIM 
RIM did not experience any industrial relations challenges; however RIM is still faced with the issue of discipline 
as depicted by the number of warnings issued to employees. Disciplinary cases held and dismissals were less as 
compared to the previous years. 

Future HR plans /goals 
The following targets have been set out for the Human Resources department to meet during 2015-2016 financial year: 

• Facilitate the structural realignment for the organisation.
• Implement a performance management system in accordance with relevant legislation.
• Perform annual skills audit on competencies of all staff
• Conduct two staff satisfaction surveys.
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4.2 Human Resources Oversight Statistics 

4.2.1 Total Employee cost 

Al I RIM Activities 184 721 604 72 789 854 39.41% 263 276 768 

N1 - All employees including the following categories: Council, permanent and non-permanent employees. 

N2 - Total employee costs as per the Annual Financial Statements Note 17. 

4.2.2 Personnel cost by salary band 

Senior Management 4,123,217.60 5.06 3 1,374,405.87 

Professionally qualified and experienced 5,597,433.61 6.87 7 799,633.37 

Professionally qualified 22,814,050.09 28 49 465,592.86 

Skilled 4,811,977.41 5.91 12 400,998.12 

Semi-skilled and discretionary 37,382,119.64 45.88 132 283,197.88 
decision making 

Contract staff 5,968,663.77 7.32 36 165,796.22 

Interns 317,167.31 0.39 11 28,833.39 

Council members 402,840.38 0.49 10 40,284.04 

Audit committee members 68,326.60 0.08 3 22,775.53 

81,485,796.41 100% 263 309,831.93 

N1 - All employees including the following categories: Council, permanent and non-permanent employees. 

N3 - The above employee expenditure per VIP payroll. This amount does not include movements in employee cost 
provisions as per the Annual Financial Statements Note 17. 

4.2.3 Training 

Table 4.2.3.1 Training costs 

All RIM Activities 72 789 854 584 473 0.80% 77 7 590.56 

Please note that training expenditure includes training courses and staff bursaries. 
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Table 4.2.3.2 Skills development 1 April 2014 - 31 March 2015 

L!lii!J. I':;;; Ill I': I I
[W";tl:.l!.lf • [:J...."1 

� 
Legislators, Senior Officials and Managers 

Professionals 

Technicians and Associate Professionals 

Clerks 

Service and Sales Workers 

Skilled Agricultural and Fishery Workers 

Craft and Related Trades Workers 

Plant and Machine Operators and Assemblers 

Elementary Occupations 

a 
3 0 

2 2 0 

0 0 0 

2 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

f/ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Table 4.2.3.3 Training opportunities 1 April 2014 - 31 March 2015 

L!lii!J. r.;;; Ill I': I I
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� 
Legislators, Senior Officials and Managers 

Professionals 

Technicians and Associate Professionals 

Clerks 

Service and Sales Workers 

Skilled Agricultural and Fishery Workers 

Craft and Related Trades Workers 

Plant and Machine Operators and Assemblers 

Elementary Occupations 

4.2.4 Employment and vacancies 

All RIM Activities 320 

a 
3 0 0 

0 0 0 

5 0 0 0 

3 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 

13 6 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

3 0 0 0 

[!] m 

328 

0 

2 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

6 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

263 

- ..

!.•'-'111':"'-' 

a 
0 0 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

ID 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

4 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

ID 

• • 

5 

7 

0 3 

0 5 

0 2 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

• • 

0 5 

2 3 

0 11 

0 12 

0 2 

0 19 

0 0 

0 0 

0 3 

65 19.81% 

N4 - This amount includes Council members and contractors employed specifically for GRAP 103 project not 
reflected on approved posts I ist. 
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4.2.5 Employment changes 

Top Management 3 

Senior Management 6 

Professionally skilled 35 

Skilled 159 

Non-permanent (N 1) 104 

15 

4.2.6 Reasons for employees leaving 

ffi. :,r;i, .. -, f 11 

Death 

Resignation 

Dismissal 

Retrenched 

Ill health 

Expiry of contract/end of contract 

Transfer 

Absconded 

Discharged 

-
Resignation from Council 

0 

3 

7 

6 

25 

--

-�·· 

4.2.7 Labour relations: Misconduct and disciplinary action 

Final written warning 

Written warnings 

Dismissals 

Case in progress 
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4.2.8 Performance rewards 
No performance rewards were paid during the financial year ended 31 March 2015. 

4.2.9 Employment Equity Status 
Table4.2 9.1 Total number of employees in each of the following post levels on 31 March 2015: 

Council and Audit Committee 8 0 0 2 0 0 0 13 

Members 

Top Management 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Senior Management 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 7 

Professionally qualified and 13 9 4 10 6 0 5 0 49 

experienced specialists in 
mid-management 

Skilled technical and 2 4 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 12 

academically qualified workers, 
junior mana3ement, supervisors,
foremen an superintendents 

Semi-skilled and discretionary 64 24 0 0 31 10 0 3 0 0 132 

decision making 

Unskilled and defined decision 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
making 

Contract Staff 18 2 0 0 0 7 9 0 0 0 36 

Interns 5 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 11 

Disabled 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2015 

CONTENTS 

The reports and statements set out below comprise the annual financial statements presented to the parliament: 
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The annual financial statements set out on pages 66 to 98, which have been prepared on the going concern basis, 
were approved by the accounting authority on 31 July 2015 and were signed on its behalf by: 

Mr Sibusiso Blessing Buthelezi 
Chairperson of the Council 
31 July 2015 
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Report of the auditor-general to Parliament on Robben Island Museum 

Report on the financial statements 

Introduction 

1. I have audited the financial statements of the Robben Island Museum set out on pages 71 to 98, which comprise

the statement of financial position as at 31 March 2015, the statement of financial performance, statement of

changes in net assets, cash flow statement and statement of comparison of budget and actual amounts for the

year then ended, as well as the notes, comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other

explanatory information.

Accounting Authority's responsibility for the financial statements 

2. The council, which constitutes the accounting authority, is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation

of these financial statements in accordance with South African Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting

Practice (SA Standards of GRAP) and the requirements of the Public Finance Management Act of South Africa

1999 (Act No.1 of 1999) (PFMA), and for such internal control as the accounting authority determines is necessary

to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud

or error.

Auditor-general's responsibility 

3. My responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on my audit. I conducted my

audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that I comply with ethical

requirements, and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements

are free from material misstatement.

4. An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the

financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgement, including the assessment of

the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those

risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair presentation

of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but

not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. An audit also

includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates

made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation ofthe financial statements.

5. I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my audit

opinion.
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Opinion 

6. In my opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Robben

Island Museum as at 31 March 2015 and its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended,

in accordance with SA Standards of GRAP and the requirements of the PFMA.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements 

7. In accordance with the Public Audit Act of South Africa, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004) (PAA) and the general notice

issued in terms thereof, I have a responsibility to report findings on the reported performance information against

predetermined objectives for selected programmes presented in the annual performance report, non-compliance

with legislation and internal control. The objective of my tests was to identify reportable findings as described

under each subheading but not to gather evidence to express assurance on these matters. Accordingly, I do not

express an opinion or conclusion on these matters.

Predetermined objectives 

8. I performed procedures to obtain evidence about the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance

information for the following selected programme presented in the annual performance report of the public entity

for the year ended 31 March 201 5:

• Programme 3: customer perspective on pages 31 to 43

9. I evaluated the reported performance information against the overall criteria of usefulness and reliability.

10. I evaluated the usefulness of the reported performance information to determine whether it was presented in

accordance with the National Treasury's annual reporting principles and whether the reported performance was

consistent with the planned programmes. I further performed tests to determine whether indicators and targets

were well defined, verifiable, specific, measurable, time bound and relevant, as required by the National Treasury's

Framework for managing programme performance information.

11. I assessed the reliability of the reported performance information to determine whether it was valid, accurate

and complete.

12. I did not identify any material findings on the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance information

for the following programme:

• Programme 3: customer perspective.
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Additional matter 

13. Although I identified no material findings on the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance information

for the selected programme, I draw attention to the following matter:

Achievement of planned targets 

14. Refer to the annual performance report on pages 20 to 48 for information on the achievement of the planned

targets for the year.

Compliance with legislation 

15. I performed procedures to obtain evidence that the public entity had complied with applicable legislation

regarding financial matters, financial management and other related matters. I did not identify any instances

of material non-compliance with specific matters in key legislation, as set out in the general notice issued in

terms of the PAA.

Internal control 

16. I considered internal control relevant to my audit of the financial statements, annual performance report and

compliance with legislation. I did not identify any significant deficiencies in internal control.

Cape Town 

29 July 2015 

AU DI T O R · G� Nl: R AL 

SOUT H AFRICA 

Audiling lo build public confidence 
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Report of the Audit Committee Report 
We are pleased to present our report for the financial year ended 31 March 2015. 

Audit Committee Attendance 

The current Audit Committee consists of five (5) members. Attendance of meetings during the 2014/15 financial 

year was as follows: 

Mr. Thabo Mosololi 4 3 

Dr. Kobus Laubscher 4 4 

Mrs. Thobeka Ntshiza 4 4 

Mr. Mava Dada 4 4 

Mr. Pandelani Nefolovhodwe 4 4 

In addition to the above members persons attending the committee meeting by standing invitation include; 

• The CEO;

• The CFO;

• Representatives of the AGSA; and

• Representatives from the Internal Auditors, SNG.

Audit Committee Responsibility 

The Audit Committee reports that it has complied with its responsibilities arising from Section 51 (1) (a) (ii) of the 

Public Finance Management Act and Treasury Regulation 27.1. The Audit Committee also reports that it has adopted 

appropriate formal terms of reference as its Audit Committee Charter, has regulated its affairs in compliance with 

this charter and has discharged all its responsibilities as contained therein. 
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The Effectiveness of Internal Control 

The system of internal controls is designed to provide cost effective assurance that assets are safeguarded and that 

liabilities and working capital are effectively managed. In line with the PFMA and the King Ill on Corporate Governance 

requirements. Internal audits provide the committee and management with assurance that the internal controls are 

appropriate and effective. This is achieved through a risk management process as well as the identification of corrective 

actions and suggested enhancements to the controls and processes. From the various reports of the Internal auditors, 

the audit report on the Annual Financial Statements, and the management report of the AGSA, it was noted that 

there were certain weaknesses identified and issues relating to performance reporting requiring management attention. 

Other than the issues noted, we can report that the system of internal control over financial reporting for the period 

under review was sufficiently adequate. 

In-Year Management and Monthly/Quarterly Report 

The public entity has reported monthly and quarterly to the Treasury as is required by the PFMA. 

Evaluation of Financial Statements 

We have reviewed the annual financial statements prepared by the public entity and discussed these with the AGSA, 

reviewed the management letter and managements responses thereto, reviewed the entities compliance with legal 

and regulatory provisions and changes to accounting policies and practices. 

The Audit Committee concurs and accepts the conclusions of the Auditor-General on the Annual Financial Statements 

and is of the opinion that the audited annual financial statements be accepted and read together with the report 

of the Auditor-General. 

Mr Thabo Mosololi 
Chairperson of the Audit Committee 
Robben Island Museum 
31 July 2014 
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 MARCH 2015 

2015 2014 
Note(s) R R 

Assets 

Current Assets 

Inventories 3 1 160 978 1 106 763 
Trade and other receivables 4 981 683 1 678 383 
Cash and cash equivalents 5 123 187 721 120 429 440 

125 330 382 123 214 586 

Non-Current Assets 

Property, plant and equipment 6 51 362 290 54 907 950 
Intangible assets 7 105 966 175 047 
Heritage assets 8 107 950 538 107 950 538 
Deposits 9 113 226 

159 532 020 163 033 535 

Total Assets 284 862 402 286 248 121 

Liabilities 

Current Liabilities 

Trade and other payables 10 25 982 575 19 126 710 
Unspent conditional grants and receipts 11 250 OOO 14 445 375 
Provisions 12 128 166 119 502 

26 360 741 33 691 587 

Total Liabilities 26 360 741 33 691 587 

Net Assets 258 501 661 252 556 534 

Reserves 
Revaluation reserve 21 126 270 478 125 848 289 
Accumulated surplus 132 231 183 126 708 245 

Total Net Assets 258 501 661 252 556 534 
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

Revenue 

Revenue from exchange transactions 

Sale of goods 
Rendering of services 
Rental of facilities and equipment 
Other income 
Finance income 

Total revenue from exchange transactions 

Revenue from non-exchange transactions 

Transfer revenue 

Government grants 

Total revenue 

Expenditure 

Employee related costs 
Depreciation and amortisation 
Finance costs 
Debt Impairment 
General expenses 

Total expenditure 

Operating surplus 

Surplus for the year 
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Note(s) 

14 

15 

16 

17 
18 
19 

20 

2015 
R 

2 806 016 
82 207 758 

1 380 076 
1 491 903 
5 908 694 

93 794 447 

96 450 095 

190 244 542 

(72 789 854) 
(6 312 922) 

(842) 
(88 207) 

(105 529 779) 

2014 
R 

2 536 196 
69 824 279 

1 386 961 
1 549 956 
5 059 955 

80 357 347 

76 812 967 

157 170 314 

(75 531 468) 
(5 594 923) 

(272) 

(70 506 714) 

(184 721 604) (151 633 377) 

5 522 938 5 536 937 

5 522 938 5 536 937 
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS 

Revaluation Accumulated Total net 
reserve surplus assets 

R R R 

Opening balance as previously reported 18 396 213 121171 308 139 567 521 
Adjustments 
Prior year adjustments 107 950 538 107 950 538 

Balance at 01 April 2013 as restated* 126 346 751 121 171 308 247 518 059 
Changes in net assets 
Surplus for the year 5 536 937 5 536 937 
Devaluation for the year (498 462) (498 462) 

Total changes (498 462) 5 536 937 5 038 475 

Balance at 01 April 2014 125 848 289 126 708 245 252 556 534 
Changes in net assets 
Revaluation of assets 422 189 422 189 

Net income (losses) recognised directly in net assets 422 189 422 189 
Surplus for the year 5 522 938 5 522 938 

Total recognised income and expenses for the year 422 189 5 522 938 5 945 127 

Total changes 422 189 5 522 938 5 945 127 

Balance at 31 March 2015 126 270 478 132 231 183 258 501 661 

Note(s) 21 
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT 

Cash flows from operating activities 

Receipts 

Sale of goods and services rendered 
Grants received 

Payments 

Employee related costs 
Goods and services 

Net cash flows (utilised) / generated from operating activities 

Cash flows from investing activities 

Purchase of property, plant and equipment 
Purchase of intangible assets 

Net cash flows from investing activities 

Cash flows from financing activities 

Finance income 

Net cash flows from financing activities 

Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents 

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 
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Note(s) 

22 

6 
7 

5 

2015 
R 

88 954 575 
82 254 720 

2014 
R 

76 598 818 
61 586 001 

171 209 295 138 184 819 

(72 819 128) (74 255 303) 
(99 187 019) (68 562 718) 

(172 006 147) (142 818 021) 

(796 852) (4 633 202) 

(2 285 166) 
(7 595) 

(1 275 403) 
(104 458) 

(2 292 761) (1 379 861) 

5 847 894 

5 847 894 

2 758 281 

120 429 440 

4 952 353 

4 952 353 

(1 060 710) 

121 490 150 

123 187 721 120 429 440 
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STATEMENT OF COMPARISON OF BUDGET AND ACTUAL AMOUNTS 

Budget on Accrual Basis 

Approved 
budget 

R 

Statement of Financial Performance 

REVENUE 

REVENUE FROM EXCHANGE 
TRANSACTIONS 

Sale of goods 2 277 384 
Rendering of services 65 732 424 
Rental of facilities and 1 499 526 
equipment 
Other income 1 087 407 
Finance income 3 875 351 

Total revenue from exchange 74 472 092 
transactions 

REVENUE FROM NON-
EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS 

TRANSFER REVENUE 

Government grants 65 464 OOO 

Total revenue 139 936 092 

EXPENDITURE 

Personnel (73 962 474) 
Depreciation and amortisation (9 623 648) 
Finance costs 
Bad debts written off 
General Expenses (56 349 970) 

Total expenditure (139 936 092) 

Surplus before taxation 

Actual Amount on 
Com parable Basis as 
Presented in the Budget and 
Actual Comparative Statement 

Adjustments 

R 

. 

Final Budget 

R 

2 277 384 

65 732 424 

1 499 526 

1 087 407 

3 875 351 

74 472 092 

65 464 OOO 

139 936 092 

(73 962 474) 

(9 623 648) 

Actual 
amounts on 
comparable 

basis 
R 

2 806 016 
82 207 758 

1 380 076 

1 491 903 
5 908 694 

93 794 447 

96 450 095 

190 244 542 

(72 789 854) 
(6 312 922) 

(842) 
(88 207) 

(56 349 970) (105 529 779) 

(139 936 092) (184 721 604) 

5 522 938 

5 522 938 

Difference 
between final 
budget and 

actual 
R 

528 632 

16 475 334 

(119 450) 

404 496 

2 033 343 

19 322 355 

30 986 095 

50 308 450 

1 172 620 

3 310 726 

(842) 

(88 207) 

(49 179 809) 

(44 785 512) 

5 522 938 

5 522 938 

Reference 

27.1 
27.2 
27.3 

27.4 
27.5 

27.6 

27.7 
27.8 
27.9 

27.10 
27.11 
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

1. Presentation of Annual Financial Statements

The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the effective Standards of Generally Recognised 
Accounting Practice (GRAP), including any interpretations and directives issued by the Accounting Standards Board in 
accordance with Section 122(3) of the Companies Act, 71 of 2008. 

These annual financial statements have been prepared on an accrual basis of accounting and are in accordance with 
historical cost convention as the basis of measurement, unless specified otherwise. They are presented in South African 
Rand. 

A summary of the significant accounting policies, which have been consistently applied in the preparation of these annual 
financial statements, are disclosed below. 

These accounting policies are consistent in all material respects with the previous period, except as otherwise stated. 

1.1 Property, plant and equipment 

The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset when: 
• it is probable that future economic benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to the entity:

and
• the cost or fair value of the item can be measured reliably.

Property, plant and equipment is initially measured at cost. 

The bulk of the land on Robben Island on which the Museum operates is not brought to account as it is not the property of the 
Museum but government owned and only managed by the Museum on behalf of government. Improvement costs incurred by 
the Museum with regards to these assets are capitalised and depreciated over the estimated useful lives of these assets. 

The Nelson Mandela Gateway building used by the Museum is recognised as owner occupied property and accounted for at 
cost, and depreciated over the useful lives of the building, Where management has dual usage of a building and has 
commenced use for investment purposes and this use is not material in relation to the total cost of the building, the building 
will be reflected as owner occupied and will not be proportionately split into investment and owner occupied property, 

Costs include costs incurred initially to acquire or construct an item of property, plant and equipment and costs incurred 
subsequently to add to, replace part of, or service it. If a replacement cost is recognised in the carrying amount of an item of 
property, plant and equipment, the carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised. All other repairs and maintenance 
costs are charged to the statement of financial performance during the financial period in which they are incurred, 

Subsequent costs are included in the asset's carrying amount or recognised as a separate asset, as appropriate, only when it 
is probable that future economic benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to the Museum and the cost of 
the item can be measured reliably. These costs are depreciated over the remaining useful lives of the assets. 

All classes of property, plant and equipment except for boats are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and any 
accumulated impairment losses. 

Boats are carried at the revaluation amount less subsequent accumulated depreciation and any subsequent impairment 
losses. Boats are re-valued with sufficient regularity to ensure that the carrying amount does not differ materially from that 
which would be determined using fair value at the reporting date. When boats are revalued the accumulated depreciation is 
eliminated against the gross carrying amount of the asset and the gross carrying amount is restated to the revalued amount. 

Any increase in an asset's carrying amount, as a result of a revaluation. is credited directly to a revaluation surplus, The 
increase is recognised in surplus or deficit to the extent that it reverses a revaluation decrease of the same asset previously 
recognised in surplus or deficit. 

Any decrease in an asset's carrying amount, as a result of a revaluation, is recognised in surplus or deficit in the current 
period. The decrease is debited directly to a revaluation surplus to the extent of any credit balance existing in the revaluation 
surplus in respect of that asset. 

The increases in the carrying amount arising on revaluation of boats are credited to the revaluation reserve in net assets, 
Decreases that offset previous increases of the same asset are charged against the revaluation reserve directly in the 
statement of changes of net assets; all other decreases (depreciation and impairments) are charged to the statement of 
financial performance. The revaluation reserve will be released and transferred to 'accumulated surplus' when the assets are 
disposed of. 
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

1.1 Property, plant and equipment (continued) 

Property, plant and equipment are depreciated on the straight line basis over their expected useful lives to their estimated 
residual value, 

The useful lives of items of property, plant and equipment have been assessed as follows: 

Item 
Buildings 
Plant and machinery 
• Cranes
• Plant, machinery, tools
Furniture and fixtures
Motor vehicles
Computer equipment
Leasehold improvements
Books
Boats
• Hull
• Propulsion system, engine, gear box and propellers
• Deck equipment, rib, winches, cranes and anchors
• Navigation, communication and scientific surveilance equipment
• Television sets, video machines, safety and medical equipment

Average useful life 
40 years 

15 years 
5 - 8 years 
5 - 9 years 
5 - 8 years 
3 - 6 years 
2 years 
5 years 

20 years 
20 years 
5 - 7 years 
5 - 7 years 
5 - 10 years 

The residual value, the useful life and depreciation method of each asset are reviewed at least at each reporting date, If the 
expectations differ from previous estimates, the change is accounted for as a change in accounting estimate. 

Reviewing the useful life of an asset on an annual basis does not require the entity to amend the previous estimate unless 
expectations differ from the previous estimate. 

Each part of an item of property, plant and equipment with a cost that is significant in relation to the total cost of the item is 
depreciated separately. 

The depreciation charge for each period is recognised in surplus or deficit unless it is included in the carrying amount of 
another asset 

Items of property, plant and equipment are derecognlsed when the asset is disposed of or when there are no further economic 
benefits or service potential expected from the use or disposal of the asset 

The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property. plant and equipment is included in surplus or deficit 
when the item is derecognised. The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment is 
determined as the difference between the net disposal proceeds, if any. and the carrying amount of the item, 

Property, plant and equipment which the entity holds for rentals to others and subsequently routinely sell as part of the 
ordinary course of activities, are transferred to inventories when the rentals end and the assets are available-for-sale, These 
assets are not accounted for as non-current assets held for sale. Proceeds from sales of these assets are recognised as 
revenue. All cash flows on these assets are included in cash flows from operating activities in the cash flow statement 

1.2 Intangible assets 

An intangible asset is recognised when: 
• it is probable that the expected future economic benefits or service potential that are attributable to the asset will

flow to the entity; and
• the cost or fair value of the asset can be measured reliably.

Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost. The cost of a separately acquired intangible asset comprises: its purchase 
price, including import duties and non-refundable purchase taxes, after deducting trade discounts and rebates; and any 
directly attributable costs of preparing the asset for its intended use. 

Intangible assets are carried at cost less any accumulated amortisation and any accumulated impairment losses. 

All assets are considered non-cash generating except the boats. 
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

1.2 Intangible assets (continued) 

The entity assesses the probability of expected future economic benefits or service potential using reasonable and supportable 
assumptions that represent management's best estimate of the set of economic conditions that will exist over the useful life of 
the asset. 

Where an intangible asset is acquired through a non-exchange transaction, its initial cost at the date of acquisition is 
measured at its fair value as at that date. 

Reassessing the useful life of an intangible asset with a finite useful life after it was classified as indefinite is an indicator that 
the asset may be impaired. As a result the asset is tested for impairment and the remaining carrying amount is amortised 
over its useful life. 

Amortisation is provided to write down the intangible assets, on a straight line basis, to their residual values as follows: 

Item 
Computer software 

Intangible assets are derecognised: 
• on disposal; or

Useful life 
4 - 5 years 

• when no future economic benefits or service potential are expected from its use or disposal.

1.3 Heritage assets 

Heritage assets are assets that have a cultural, environmental, historical, natural, scientific, technological or artistic 
significance and are held indefinitely for the benefit of present and future generations. 

The entity recognises a heritage asset as an asset if it is probable that future economic benefits or service potential associated 
with the asset will flow to the entity, and the cost or fair value of the asset can be measured reliably. 

If an entity holds an asset that might be regarded as a heritage asset but which, on initial recognition, does not meet the 
recognition criteria of a heritage asset because it cannot be reliably measured, relevant and useful information about it shall 
be disclosed in the notes to the financial statements. 

A heritage asset that qualifies for recognition as an asset shall be measured at its cost. Where a heritage asset is acquired 
through a non-exchange transaction, its cost shall be measured at its fair value as at the date of acquisition. 

Subsequent measurement 

After recognition as an asset, a class of heritage assets is carried at its cost less any accumulated impairment losses. 

After recognition as an asset, a class of heritage assets, whose fair value can be measured reliably, is carried at a revalued 
amount, being its fair value at the date of the revaluation less any subsequent impairment losses. 

If a heritage asset's carrying amount is increased as a result of a revaluation, the increase is credited directly to a revaluation 
surplus. However, the increase is recognised in surplus or deficit to the extent that it reverses a revaluation decrease of the 
same heritage asset previously recognised in surplus or deficit. 

If a heritage asset's carrying amount is decreased as a result of a revaluation, the decrease is recognised in surplus or deficit. 
However, the decrease is debited directly to a revaluation surplus to the extent of any credit balance existing in the revaluation 
surplus in respect of that heritage asset. 

Impairment 

The entity assess at each reporting date whether there is an indication that it may be impaired. If any such indication exists, 
the entity estimates the recoverable amount or the recoverable service amount of the heritage asset. 

Transfers 

Transfers from heritage assets are only made when the particular asset no longer meets the definition of a heritage asset. 

Transfers to heritage assets are only made when the asset meets the definition of a heritage asset. 
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

1.3 Heritage assets (continued) 

Derecogn ition 

The entity derecognises heritage asset on disposal, or when no future economic benefits or service potential are expected 
from its use or disposal. 

The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of a heritage asset is determined as the difference between the net disposal 
proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount of the heritage asset Such difference is recognised in surplus or deficit when the 
heritage asset is derecognised, 

Transitional provision 

According to the transitional provision, the entity is not required to measure heritage assets for reporting periods beginning on 
or after a date within three years following the date of initial adoption of the Standard of GRAP on Heritage assets. The policy 
has been adopted from 1 April 2012 and full compliance with the standard is expected by 31 March 2015, 

1.4 Financial instruments 

An entity shall recognise a financial asset or a financial liability in its statement of financial position when, and only when, the 
entity becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument. An entity recognises financial assets using trade date 
accounting. 

The issuer of a financial instrument shall classify the instrument, or its component parts, on initial recognition as a financial 
liability, a financial asset or residua! interest in accordance with the substance of the contractual arrangement and the 
definitions of a financial liability, a financial asset and a residua! interest. 

When a financial asset or financial liability is recognised initially, an entity shall measure it at its fair value plus, in the case of 
a financial asset or a financial liability not subsequently measured at fair value, transaction costs that are directly attributable 
to the acquisition or issue of the financial asset or financial liability. 

An entity shall measure all financial assets and financial liabilities after initial recognition using the following categories: (a) 
Financial instruments at fair value. (b) Financial instruments at amortised cost(c) Financial instruments at cost All financial 
assets measured at amortised cost, or cost, are subject to an impairment review. 

A gain or loss arising from a change in the fair value of a financial asset or financial liability measured at fair value shall be 
recognised in surplus or deficit. For financial assets and financial liabilities measured at amortised cost or cost, a gain or loss 
is recognised in surplus or deficit when the financial asset or financial liability is derecognised or impaired, or through the 
amortisation process. 

An entity shall assess at the end of each reporting period whether there is any objective evidence that a financial asset or 
group of financial assets is impaired. !f there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on financial assets measured at 
amortised cost has been incurred, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset's carrying amount 
and the present value of estimated future cash flows (excluding future credit losses that have not been incurred) discounted at 
the financial asset's original effective interest rate (i,e. the effective interest rate computed at initial recognition), The carrying 
amount of the asset shall be reduced either directly or through the use of an allowance account. The amount of the loss shall 
be recognised in surplus or deficit 

If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred on an investment in a residual interest that is not 
measured at fair value because its fair value cannot be measured reliably, the amount of the impairment loss is measured as 
the difference between the carrying amount of the financial asset and the present value of estimated future cash flows 
discounted at the current market rate of return for a similar financial asset Such impairment losses shall not be reversed, 

An entity shall derecognise a financial asset only when: (a) the contractual rights to the cash flows from the financial asset 
expire, are settled or waived; (b) the entity transfers to another party substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership of 
the financial asset; or (c) the entity, despite having retained some significant risks and rewards of ownership of the financial 
asset, has transferred control of the asset to another party and the other party has the practical ability to sell the asset in its 
entirety to an unrelated third party, and is able to exercise that ability unilaterally and without needing to impose additional 
restrictions on the transfer, !n this case, the entity shall: (i) derecognise the asset; and (ii) recognise separately any rights and 
obligations created or retained in the transfer. 

An entity shall remove a financial liability (or a part of a financial liability) from its statement of financial position when, and 
only when, it is extinguished - i.e.when the obligation specified in the contract is discharged, cancelled, expires or waived. 
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

1.4 Financial instruments (continued) 

A financial asset and a financial liability shall be offset and the net amount presented in the statement of financial position 
when, and only when, an entity:{a) currently has a legally enforceable right to set off the recognised amounts; and (b) intends 
either to settle on a net basis, or to realise the asset and settle the liability simultaneously. 

Cash and cash equivalents are measured at amortised cost. Cash includes cash on hand and cash with banks. Cash 
equivalents are short-term highly liquid investments that are held with registered banking institutions with maturities. For the 
purposes of the Cash Flow Statement, cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand and short term deposits held. 

Trade and other receivables are initially recognised at fair value plus transaction costs that are directly attributable to the 
acquisition and subsequently stated at amortised cost, less provision for impairment. All trade and other receivables are 
assessed at least annually for possible impairment. Impairments of trade and other receivables are determined in accordance 
with the accounting policy for impairments. Impairment adjustments are made through the use of an allowance account. 
Provision is made for bad debts for all debtors older than 90 days. 

Trade payables are initially measured at fair value plus transaction costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition and 
are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method. 

1.5 Tax 

No provision has been made for SA lncome Taxation, as the Museum is exempt from income taxation in terms of section 10 
( 1) ( cA) (i) of the Income Tax Act, 1962.

1.6 Inventories 

Inventories are initially measured at cost except where inventories are acquired through a non-exchange transaction, then 
their costs are their fair value as at the date of acquisition. 

Subsequently inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value on the first in first out basis. 

Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of operations less the estimated costs of completion 
and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale, exchange or distribution. 

The cost of inventories comprises of all costs of purchase, costs of conversion and other costs incurred in bringing the 
inventories to their present location and condition. 

When inventories are sold, the carrying amounts of those inventories are recognised as an expense in the period in which the 
related revenue is recognised. If there is no related revenue, the expenses are recognised when the goods are distributed, or 
related services are rendered. The amount of any write-down of inventories to net realisable value or current replacement cost 
and all losses of inventories are recognised as an expense in the period the write-down or loss occurs. The amount of any 
reversal of any write-down of inventories, arising from an increase in net realisable value or current replacement cost are 
recognised as a reduction in the amount of inventories recognised as an expense in the period in which the reversal occurs. 

1.7 Impairment of non-financial assets 

The entity assesses at each statement of financial position date whether there is any indication that an asset may be 
impaired. If any such indication exists, the entity estimates the recoverable amount of the asset. 

If there is any indication that an asset may be impaired, the recoverable amount is estimated for the individual asset. If it is 
not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of the individual asset, the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit to 
which the asset belongs is determined. 

The recoverable amount of an asset or a cash-generating unit is the higher of its fair value less costs to sell and its value in 
use. 

If the recoverable amount of an asset is less than its carrying amount, the carrying amount of the asset is reduced to its 
recoverable amount. That reduction is an impairment loss. 

An impairment loss of assets carried at cost less any accumulated depreciation or amortisation ls recognised immediately in 
surplus or deficit. Any impairment loss of a re-valued asset is treated as a revaluation decrease. 
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1.7 Impairment of non-financial assets (continued) 

An entity assesses at each reporting date whether there is any indication that an impairment loss recognised in prior periods 
for assets other than goodwlll may no longer exist or may have decreased. If any such indication exists, the recoverable 
amounts of those assets are estimated. 

The increased carrying amount of an asset other than goodwlll attributable to a reversal of an impairment loss does not 
exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset in prior 
periods. 

A reversal of an impairment loss of assets carried at cost less accumulated depreciation or amortisation. Any reversal of an 
impairment loss of a re-valued asset is treated as a revaluation increase. 

1.8 Impairment of non-cash-generating assets 

An entity shall assess at each reporting date whether there is any indication that an asset may be impaired, If any such 
indication exists, the entity shall estimate the recoverable service amount of the asset 

Entities are required to annually assess, by considering internal and external factors, whether there is an indication that a non� 
cash-generating asset may be impaired. If any such indications are triggered, the entity is required to estimate the recoverable 
service amount of that asset. 

A non-cash-generating asset will be impaired when its carrying amount exceeds its recoverable service amount The 
recoverable service amount is the higher of the non-cash�generating asset's fair value less costs to sell and its value in use. 

If the recoverable service amount of an asset is less than its carrying amount, the entity must reduce the asset's carrying 
amount to the recoverable service amount and recognise the impairment loss in surplus or deficit. However, if the asset is 
carried at a revalued amount, then the impairment loss should be treated as a revaluation decrease. After the impairment loss 
has been recognised, the entity must adjust the depreciation or amortisation charge to allocate the revised carrying amount 
over the remaining useful life of the asset. 

The reversal of the impairment loss is recognised in surplus or deficit unless the asset is carried at a revalued amount, in 
which case the reversal is treated as a revaluation increase. The depreciation or amortisation charge should also be adjusted 
after the reversal to allocate the revised carrying amount of the asset over its remaining useful life. 

1.9 Employee benefits 

Short-term employee benefits 

When an employee has rendered service to the entity during a reporting period, the entity recognise the undiscounted amount 
of shorMerm employee benefits expected to be paid in exchange for that service: 

• as a liability (accrued expense), after deducting any amount already paid. If the amount already paid exceeds the
undiscounted amount of the benefits, the entity recognise that excess as an asset (prepaid expense) to the extent
that the prepayment will lead to, for example, a reduction in future payments or a cash refund; and

• as an expense, unless another Standard requires or permits the inclusion of the benefits in the cost of an asset.

The expected cost of compensated absences is recognised as an expense as the employees render services that increase 
their entitlement or, in the case of non-accumulating absences, when the absence occurs. The entity measure the expected 
cost of accumulating compensated absences as the additional amount that the entity expects to pay as a result of the unused 
entitlement that has accumulated at the reporting date. 

The entity recognise the expected cost of bonus, incentive and performance related payments when the entity has a present 
legal or constructive obligation to make such payments as a result of past events and a reliable estimate of the obligation can 
be made. A present obligation exists when the entity has no realistic alternative but to make the payments. 
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1.9 Employee benefits (continued) 

Post-employment benefits: Defined contribution plans 

Defined contribution plans are post�employment benefit plans under which an entity pays fixed contributions into a separate 
entity (a fund) and will have no legal or constructive obligation to pay further contributions if the fund does not hold sufficient 
assets to pay all employee benefits relating to employee service in the current and prior periods, 

When an employee has rendered service to the entity during a reporting period, the entity recognise the contribution payable 
to a defined contribution plan in exchange for that service: 

• as a liability (accrued expense), after deducting any contribution already paid. If the contribution already paid
exceeds the contribution due for service before the reporting date, an entity recognise that excess as an asset
(prepaid expense) to the extent that the prepayment will lead to. for example, a reduction in future payments or a
cash refund; and

• as an expense, unless another Standard requires or permits the inclusion of the contribution in the cost of an asset.

Where contributions to a defined contribution plan do not fall due wholly within twelve months after the end of the reporting 
period in which the employees render the related service, they are discounted. The rate used to discount reflects the time 
value of money, The currency and term of the financial instrument selected to reflect the time value of money is consistent 
with the currency and estimated term of the obligation. 

1.10 Provisions and contingencies 

Provisions are recognised when: 
the entity has a present obligation as a result of a past event; 

• it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits or service potential will be required to
settle the obligation: and

• a reliable estimate can be made of the obligation.

The amount of a provision is the best estimate of the expenditure expected to be required to settle the present obligation at the 
reporting date. 

Where some or all of the expenditure required to settle a provision is expected to be reimbursed by another party, the 
reimbursement is recognised when, and only when, it is virtually certain that reimbursement will be received if the entity 
settles the obligation. The reimbursement is treated as a separate asset. The amount recognised for the reimbursement does 
not exceed the amount of the provision. 

Provisions are not recognised for future operating deficits, 

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised. Contingencies are disclosed in note 24. 

1. 11 Revenue from exchange transactions

Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable and represents the amounts receivable for 
goods and services provided in the normal course of business, net of trade discounts and volume rebates. 

Sale of goods 

Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when all the following conditions have been satisfied: 
• the entity has transferred to the purchaser the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the goods;

the entity retains neither continuing managerial involvement to the degree usually associated with ownership nor
effective control over the goods sold;
the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;

• it is probable that the economic benefits or service potential associated with the transaction will flow to the
entity; and

• the costs incurred or to be incurred in respect of the transaction can be measured reliably.
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1.11 Revenue from exchange transactions (continued) 

Rendering of services 

When the outcome of a transaction involving the rendering of services can be estimated reliably, revenue associated with 
the transaction is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the transaction at the reporting date. The outcome 
of a transaction can be estimated reliably when all the following conditions are satisfied: 

• the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
it is probable that the economic benefits or service potential associated with the transaction will flow to the
entity;

• the stage of completion of the transaction at the reporting date can be measured reliably; and
• the costs incurred for the transaction and the costs to complete the transaction can be measured reliably.

When services are performed by an indeterminate number of acts over a specified time frame, revenue is recognised on a 
straight line basis over the specified time frame unless there is evidence that some other method better represents the stage 
of completion. When a specific act is much more significant than any other acts, the recognition of revenue is postponed until 
the significant act is executed. 

When the outcome of the transaction involving the rendering of services cannot be estimated reliably, revenue is recognised 
only to the extent of the expenses recognised that are recoverable. 

Finance income 

Interest is recognised, in surplus or deficit, using the effective interest rate method. 

1.12 Revenue from non-exchange transactions 

Non-exchange transactions are transactions that are not exchange transactions. In a non-exchange transaction, an entity 
either receives value from another entity without directly giving approximately equal value in exchange, or gives value to 
another entity without directly receiving approximately equal value in exchange. 

An inflow of resources from a non-exchange transaction recognised as an asset is recognised as revenue, except to the extent 
that a liability is also recognised in respect of the same inflow. 

As the entity satisfies a present obligation recognised as a liability in respect of an inflow of resources from a non-exchange 
transaction recognised as an asset. it reduces the carrying amount of the liability recognised and recognises an amount of 
revenue equal to that reduction. 

Revenue from a non-exchange transaction is measured at the amount of the increase in net assets recognised by the entity. 

When, as a result of a non-exchange transaction, the entity recognises an asset, it also recognises revenue equivalent to the 
amount of the asset measured at its fair value as at the date of acquisition, unless it is also required to recognise a liability. 
Where a liability is required to be recognised it will be measured as the best estimate of the amount required to settle the 
obligation at the reporting date, and the amount of the increase in net assets, if any, recognised as revenue. When a liability is 
subsequently reduced, because the taxable event occurs or a condition is satisfied, the amount of the reduction in the liability 
is recognised as revenue. 

Unconditional grants received (Le. Grants received without any conditions attached) will be recognised as revenue equal to 
the fair value of the assets received for no consideration. 

Gifts and donations, including goods in kind, are recognised as assets and revenue when it is probable that the future 
economic benefits or service potential will flow to the entity and the fair value of the assets can be measured reliably. 

1.13 Comparative figures 

Where necessary, comparative figures have been reclassified to conform to changes in presentation in the current year. 

1.14 Unauthorised expenditure 

Unauthorised expenditure means: 
overspending of a vote or a main division within a vote; and 

• expenditure not in accordance with the purpose of a vote or, in the case of a main division, not in accordance with
the purpose of the main division.
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1.14 Unauthorised expenditure (continued) 

All expenditure relating to unauthorised expenditure is recognised as an expense in the statement of financial performance in 
the year that the expenditure was incurred. The expenditure is classified in accordance with the nature of the expense. and 
where recovered, it is subsequently accounted for as revenue in the statement of financial performance. 

1.15 Fruitless and wasteful expenditure 

Fruitless expenditure means expenditure which was made in vain and would have been avoided had reasonable care been 
exercised. 

All expenditure relating to fruitless and wasteful expenditure is recognised as an expense in the statement of financial 
performance in the year that the expenditure was incurred. The expenditure is classified in accordance with the nature of the 
expense, and where recovered, it is subsequently accounted for as revenue in the statement of financial performance. 

1.16 Irregular expenditure 

Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial year and which was condoned before year 
end and/or before finalisation of the financial statements must also be recorded appropriately in the irregular expenditure 
register. In such an instance, no further action is also required with the exception of updating the note to the financial 
statements. 

Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial year and for which condonement is being 
awaited at year end must be recorded in the irregular expenditure register. No further action is required with the exception of 
updating the note to the financial statements. 

Where irregular expenditure was incurred in the previous financial year and is only condoned in the following financial year, 
the register and the disclosure note to the financial statements must be updated with the amount condoned. 

Refer to note 26 for additional information. 

1.17 Budget information 

The Entity is typically subject to budgetary limits in the form of appropriations or budget authorizations (or equivalent). which 
is given effect through authorising legislation. appropriation or similar. 

General purpose financial reporting by entity shall provide information on whether resources were obtained and used in 
accordance with the legally adopted budget 

The approved budget is prepared on a accrual basis and presented by economic classification !inked to performance outcome 
objectives. 

The approved budget covers the fiscal period from 2014/04/01 to 2015/03/31. 

The annual financial statements and the budget are on the same basis of accounting therefore a comparison with the 
budgeted amounts for the reporting period have been included in the Statement of comparison of budget and actual amounts. 

Refer to note 27 for additional information. 

1.18 Leases 

A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. A !ease is 
classified as an operating lease if it does not transfer substantially a!I the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. 

When a lease includes both land and buildings elements, the entity assesses the classification of each element separately. 

Operating leases - lessor 

Operating lease revenue is recognised as revenue on a straight-line basis over the lease term unless another systematic basis 
is more representative of the time pattern of the user's benefit. 

Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging operating leases are added to the carrying amount of the !eased asset 
and recognised as an expense over the lease term on the same basis as the lease revenue. 
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1.18 Leases (continued) 

Operating leases - lessee 

Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term unless another 
systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern of the user's benefit. The difference between the amounts 
recognised as an expense and the contractual payments are recognised as an operating lease asset or liability. The asset or 
liability is not discounted. 

Any contingent rents are expensed in the period they are incurred. 

1.19 Borrowing costs 

Borrowing costs are interest and other expenses incurred by an entity in connection with the borrowing of funds. 

Qualifying asset is an asset that necessarily takes a substantial period of time to get ready for its intended use of sale. 

Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred. 

1.20 Related parties 

The entity operates in an economic sector currently dominated by entities directly or indirectly owned by the South African 
Government. As a consequence of the constitutional independence of the three spheres of government in South Africa, only 
entities within the national sphere of government are considered to be related parties. 

1.21 Events after reporting date 

Recognised amounts in the financial statements are adjusted to reflect events arising after the reporting date that provide 
evidence of conditions that existed at the reporting date. Events after the reporting date that are indicative of conditions that 
arose after the reporting date are dealt with by way of a note. 

1.22 Going concern assumption 

These annual financial statements have been prepared based on the expectation that the entity will continue to operate as 
a going concern for at least the next 12 months. 
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2, NEW STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

2.1 Standards and interpretations not yet effective or relevant 

2015 2014 
R R 

The following standards and interpretations have been published and are mandatory for the entity's accounting periods 
beginning on or after 01 April 2015 : 

Standard/ Interpretation: 

• GRAP 18: Segment Reporting
• GRAP 105: Transfers of functions between entities under

common control

Effective date: 
Years beginning on or 
after 
01 April 2015 

01 April 2015 

• GRAP 106: Transfers of functions between entities not 01 April 2015

• 

• 

• 

• 

under common control
GRAP 107: Mergers 
GRAP 20: Related parties 
GRAP32: Service Concession Arrangements: Granter 
GRAP108: Statutory Receivables 

3, INVENTORIES 

Consumable fuel (diesel, petrol) 
Village shop inventory 
Inventory on boat 
Books and posters 
Other 

01 April 2015 
01 April 2016 

01 April 2016 
01 April 2016 

Expected impact: 

Not Applicable 
Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 
Not Significant 
Not Applicable 
Not Significant 

311 186 
16 612 
11 723 

771 090 
50 367 

1160 978 

191 235 
15 318 
28 749 

784 214 
87 247 

1106 763 

The value of books and posters as at 31 March 2015 was written up due to the valuation carried out by an independent 
specialist valuator, M & H Valuation Services. The stock was written up by R3 875 (2014 - R67 269 stock write down). 

4. TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

Trade debtors 
Interest accrued 
Staff debtors 
Sundry debtors 
Prepaid expenses 

Fair value of trade and other receivables 

Trade debtors 

Overdue debtors have been excluded. 

Trade debtors consist of: 
Gross trade debtors 
Less provision for doubtful debts 
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52 844 
560 562 

56 911 
30 548 

280 818 

981 683 

36 013 

139 144 
(86 300) 

52844 

834 679 
499 764 

22 375 
56472 

265 093 

1678383 

7 76 167 

994 378 
(159 699) 

834 679 
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5 . CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 

Cash and cash equivalents consist of: 

Cash on hand 
Bank balances 

6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

2015 

2015 2014 
R R 

16 246 14649 
123 171 475 120 414 791 

1231 87 721 120 429 440 

2014 

Cost/ Accumulated Carrying value Cost I Accumulated Carrying value 
Valuation depreciation Valuation depreciation 

and and 
accumulated accumulated 
impairment impairment 

Buildings 34 559 638 (12 653 072) 21 906 566 34 559 638 (11 789 081) 22 770 557 
Plant and machinery 762 002 (543 055) 21 8 947 697 891 (510 4 35) 187 456 
Furniture and fixtures 6 413 248 (5 756 276) 656 972 6 589 657 (5 758 748) 830 909 
Motor vehicles 11270530 (9 789 194) 1 481 336 10 760 921 {9 197 235) 1 563 686 
Computer equipment 7 358 935 (5 701 861) 1 657 074 6 106172 (4 877 277) 1228 895 
Leasehold improvements 483 166 (483 166) 455 716 {263 252) 192 464 
Books 422 189 422 189 
Boats 32 886 031 (7 866 825) 25 019 206 32 655 999 { 4  522 016) 28133 983 

Total 94155 739 (42 7 93 449) 51 362290 91 825994 (36 918 044) 54 907 9 50 

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - 2015 

Opening Additions Revaluations Depreciation Impairment Total 
balance loss 

Buildings 22 770 557 (863 991) 21 906 566 
Plant and machinery 187 456 96 342 (63 473) {1 378) 218 947 
Furniture and fixtures 830 909 58 309 (218442) (13 804) 656 972 
Motor vehicles 1563686 509 610 (591 960) 1 481 336 
Computer equipment 1 228895 1363 423 (933 655) (1 589) 1657074 
Leasehold improvements 192 465 27 450 (219 915) 
Books 422 189 422189 
Boats 2 8  133 983 230 032 (3 344 809) 25 019 206 

54 907 951 2 28 5166 422189 (6 236 245 ) (16 771) 51 362 290 

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - 2014 

Opening Additions Depreciation Impairment Total 
balance loss 

Buildings 23 634 548 (863 991) 22 770 557 
Plant and machinery 164 219 73 509 (49 705) (567) 187 456
Furniture and fixtures 867 601 242 033 (284 681) 5 956 830 909 
Motor vehicles 2 227 084 (560 735) (102 663) 1 563 686 
Computer equipment 972 864 887 761 (599 796) ( 31 934) 1228 895 
Leasehold improvements 275 725 72100 (155 360) 192 465 
Boats 31 650111 (3 017 666) (498 462) 28133 983 

59 792 152 1 275403 (5 531 934) (627 670) 54 907 951 
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6. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (continued)

Revaluations 

2015 2014 
R R 

The entity's boats were re-valued on the 30th November 2012. The valuation was performed by an independent valuator 
(Tashoma property valuators and consultants). The revaluation surplus was credited to the statement of changes in net assets 
in the year of valuation. 

Library books were previously considered to be Heritage Assets and therefore not included in the financial statements. 
Subsequently, the valuation of heritage assets indicated that not all books are heritage and therefore should be recognised as 

Property Plant and Equipment. The books were valued by M&H Valuation Services on the 30th March 2015. The books were 
recognised in terms of Directive 7 deemed costs and recognised the effect in the revaluation surplus. 

Assets to the value of R35 288 (2014: R627 670) were written off during the current financial year, due to damage, 
obsolescence, theft or not verified during the asset verification process. Impairment reversals consists of assets to the value 
of R1 8 517 (201 4: R61 249) being recognised in current year as a result of RIM finding assets that were previously written off. 

CHANGE IN ESTIMATE 

In the current year RIM reassessed the useful lives of computer equipment, office equipment, boats, plant and machinery and 
intangible assets. Assets useful lives were extended or decreased by one, two or three years depending on the condition and 
expected future benefits that will be derived from the use of these assets. The change in accounting estimate effect will be 
accounted for prospectively in terms of GRAP 3. 

Statement of financial position - Net effect 

Computer equipment 
Office equipment 
Boats 
Plant and machinery 
Intangible assets 

Statement of financial performance - Net effect 
Depreciation 

7. INTANGIBLE ASSETS

Computer software 

Cost 

384 463 

Reconciliation of intangible assets - 2015 

Computer software 

2015 

Accumulated 
amortisation 

and 
accumulated 
impairment 

(278 497) 

2015 

93026 
50672 

(340 659) 
8007 
2292 

(186 662) 

(186 662) 

Carrying value 

105 966 

Opening 
balance 

175 048 
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Within 1 year 

93 585 
101 344 

(1979627) 
15 842 
(2 552) 

(1 771 408) 

1 584 747 

Cost 

376 867 

Additions 

7 595 

2 to 5 years Greater than 5 
years 

(5 952 950) 

(5 952 950) 

4 181 541 (5 952 950) 

2014 

Accumulated Carrying value 
amortisation 

and 
accumulated 
impairment 

(201 820) 175 047 

Amortisation Total 

(76 6 77) 105 966 
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7. INTANGIBLE ASSETS (continued)

Reconciliation of intangible assets - 2014 

Computer software 

8. HERITAGE ASSETS

2015 2014 
R R 

Opening Additions Amortisation 
balance 

133 577 104 458 (62 987) 

Tota! 

175 048 

According to the transitional provision, the entity is not required to measure heritage assets for reporting periods beginning on 
or after a date within three years following the date of initial adoption of the Standard of GRAP on Heritage assets. The policy 
has been adopted from 1 April 2012 and full compliance with the standard is achieved from 31 March 2015. 

Cost/ 
Valuation 

Arts and Artefacts 66 005 124 
Audio Visual 26 185 414 
Photographic 15 760 OOO 

Total 107 950 538 

Reconciliation of heritage assets 2015 

Arts and Artefacts 
Audio visual 
Photographic 

Reconciliation of heritage assets 2014 

Arts and artefacts 
Audio visual 
Photographic 

2015 

Accumulated Carrying value 
impairment 

losses 

66 005 124 
26 185 414 

15 760 OOO 

107 950 538 

Heritage assets which fair values cannot be reliably measured 

Historical paper boxes and files 

Cost I
Valuation 

66 005124 
26185414 
15 760 OOO 

107 950 538 

2014 

Accumulated 
impairment 

losses 

Opening 
balance 
66 005 124 
26 185414 
15 760 OOO 

107 950 538 

Opening 
balance 
66 005124 
26 185 414 
15 760 OOO 

Carrying value 

66 005 124 
26185414 
15 760 OOO 

107 950 538 

Tota! 

66 005 124 
26 185 414 
15 760 OOO 

107 950 538 

Tota! 

66 005 124 
26185414 
15 760 OOO 

107 950 538 107 950 538 

The following heritage assets cannot be reliably measured: Historical paper boxes and files. Robben Island Museum is a 
custodian to one of the largest archives of liberation struggle materials in the country. The boxes contain many unique 
materials chronicling the struggle for freedom, or to Robben Island and imprisonment under apartheid. For the financial year 
ending 31 March 2015, Historical paper boxes and files count was 15 725. Fair value cannot be determined reliably due to no 
active market for the items. 
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8. HERITAGE ASSETS (continued)

Revaluations 

Arts and artefacts 

2015 2014 
R R 

The effective date of the revaluation was 2015/03/31. Revaluations were performed by independent valuer, Mr Philip Powell. 

The method used to determine fair value is Open Market Value (OMV) principles, which refer to the Fair Value in accordance 
with accounting practice (GRAP). Where relevant the appraiser consulted with professional colleagues, specialists and 
advisors in determining the Open Market Value. 

The revaluation surplus relating to the Arts and Artefacts is as follows: 

Valuation 66 005 124 66 005 124 

Photographic 

The effective date of the revaluation was 2015/03/31, Revaluations were performed by independent valuer, Mr Philip Powell. 

The method used to determine fair value isOpen Market Value (OMV) principles ,which refer to the Fair Value in accordance 
with accounting practice (GRAP), Where relevant the appraiser consulted with professional colleagues, specialists and 
advisers in determining the Open Market Value. 

The revaluation surplus relating to the Photographic collection is as follows: 

Valuation 15 760 OOO 15 760 OOO 

Audio Visual 

The effective date of the revaluation was 2015/03/31, Revaluations were performed by independent valuer, Mr Philip Powell 

The method used to determine fair value is Open Market Value (OMV) principles ,which refer to the Fair Value in accordance 
with accounting practice (GRAP). Where relevant the appraiser consulted with professional colleagues, specialists and 
advisers in determining the Open Market Value. 

The revaluation surplus relating to the Audio Visual collection is as follows: 

Valuation 

9. DEPOSITS

Deposits 

26 185 414 26 185 414 

113 226 

Deposits were paid in respect of Transnet and the V&A Waterfront The short term portion of deposits are included in cash 
and cash equivalents. 
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10. TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

Trade payables 
Income received in advance 
Sundry payables 
Ticket sales refundable 
Accrued leave pay 
Accrued bonus 
Accrued expenditure 

Income received in advance represents ticket sales for tours after 31 March 2015. 

Fair value of trade and other payables 

Trade payables 

11. UNSPENT CONDITIONAL GRANTS AND RECEIPTS

Contracts planned to be completed within the next financial year. 

Opening balance 
Deferred income recognised 
Contingent grant received 

2015 2014 
R R 

14 102 894 
3 539 062 
1 588 520 

154 492 
3 544 727 
1 111 228 
1 941 652 

25 982 575 

14 102 894 

9 717 785 
3123 778 

136 619 
1 0 7  280 

3 611 958 
1047399 

1 381 891 

19126 710 

9 717 785 

14 445 375 29 672 341 
(14 445 375) (15 226 966) 

250 OOO 

250 OOO 14 445 375 

Robben Island Museum has three conditional grants: Signage Grant, Infrastructure Grant and the Integrated Conservation 
Management Plan (!CMP) Grant Revenue is recognised when expenditure is incurred in executing the Signage project, 
infrastructure related activities and the implementation of the ICMP. 

12. PROVISIONS

Reconciliation of provisions - 2015 

Opening Additions Utilised during Tota! 
Balance the year 

Provision for workmens compensation 119502 117812 (109148) 128166 

Reconciliation of provisions - 2014 

Opening Additions Utilised during Total 
Balance the year 

Provision for workmens compensation 412 394 109 939 (402831) 119 502 

The provision is calculated as a % of employees earnings per year. Information is submitted to the Department of Labour 
annually, who provides a statement of amount payable in respect of the provision raised. Based on history, the timing of the 
required payments are uncertain. 
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13. RISK MANAGEMENT

Financial risk management 

2015 2014 
R R 

The entity's activities expose it to a variety of financial risks: market risk (including currency risk, fair value interest rate risk, 
cash flow interest rate risk and price risk), credit risk and liquidity risk. 

The management of the entity have overall responsibility for the establishment and monitoring of the entity's risk management 
policies and procedures which have been established to identify and analyse the risks faced by the entity, to set appropriate 
risk limits and controls and to monitor adherence to limits, risk management policies and procedures and reviewed regularly 
to reflect changes in market conditions and the entity's activities. 

Liquidity risk 

The entity's risk to liquidity is a result of the funds available to cover future commitments. The entity manages liquidity risk 
through an ongoing review of future commitments. 

Cash is managed prudently by keeping sufficient cash in bank accounts. Cash is received from Government funding and 
several project funders. This cash is managed on behalf of the funders, and separate bank accounts are held for funders 
money as and when required. 

Credit risk 

Credit risk arises from cash and cash equivalents and deposits with banks, as well as credit exposures to customers, 
including outstanding receivables and committed transactions. Sales to customers are settled in cash or using major credit 
cards. All deposits are with reputable major banks. 

Aged debtors for debtors that are overdue but not impaired: 
30 days 
60 days 

Market risk 

7 138 
9693 

16 831 

30 653 
27 859 

58 512 

As the entity has no significant interest-bearing assets, the entity's income and operating cash flows are substantially 
independent of changes in market interest rates. 

31 March 2015 

Assets 
Bank balances 

31 March 2014 
Assets 
Bank balances 

Currency risk 

Floating 
interest 

0% -5.5% 

0%-4.9% 

Total 

123 187 721 

120 429 440 

There were no open forward exchange contracts at the year-end. The entity had no exposure to foreign currency at the 
reporting date. 

14. RENDERING OF SERVICES

Private and guided tours 
Robben Island Museum tour sales 
Cargo sales 
Hospitality, accommodation and management fees 
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925 292 1 250041 
80 420 466 67 642 873 

169 950 188115 
692 050 743 250 

82 207 758 69 824279 
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

15. FINANCE INCOME

Interest revenue 
Bank 

16. GOVERNMENT GRANTS

MTEF allocated DAC operational grant (unconditional) 
Deferred income recognised (conditional grants) 
DAC infrastructure (unconditional) 

17. EMPLOYEE RELATED COSTS

Basic salary 
Medical aid - entity contributions 
UIF 
WCA 
SOL 
Leave pay provision charge 
Other short term costs 
Defined contribution plans 
Travel, subsistence and other allowances 
13th Cheque payments 
Housing benefits and allowances 
Service rewards 
CCMA dismissals expense 
Relocation and recruitment costs 
Staff training 

18. DEPRECIATION AND AMORTISATION

Depreciation 
Amortisation 

Refer to Note 6 and 7 for further information on depreciation and amortisation respectively. 

19. FINANCE COSTS

Trade and other payables 
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2015 2014 
R R 

5 908 694 5 059 955 

65 414 OOO 61 586 OOO 
14 445 375 15 226 967 

16 590 720 

96 450 095 76 812 967 

47 393 529 45 629 736 
6 914 582 6 658 855 

403 154 422 430 
117813 119 502 
660 186 674 818 
466 365 2 019 346 
289 635 576 956 

5 190 631 4 851 930 
297 683 322 214 

3 299 875 7 043 887 
6 346 850 6 134 873 

6 750 
434 871 51126 
390 207 438 392 
584 473 580 653 

72 789 854 75 531 468 

6 236 245 5 531 934 
76677 62 989 

6 312 922 5 594 923 

842 272 
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2015 2014 
R R 

20. GENERAL EXPENSES

Advertising 399 574 464 393 
Auditors remuneration 1 690 236 1202 462 
Bank charges 1 853 921 1613563 
Business and advisory consulting fees 4 192 988 4 233 824 
Consumables 1 726 528 1436786 
Entertainment 4 500 
Fines and penalties 20 267 42976 
Internal audit 373 273 318 244 
Insurance 981 798 1012924 
Infrastructure and maintenance 3 801446 
Catering 267 091 317 660 
Hire of boats 38 230421 18 626 146 
Legal professional fees 2 595 289 2 477 060 
Heritage conservation cost 41 692 53631 
Medical expenses 66031 44 667 
Motor vehicle expenses 332 603 205 864 
Special projects 1 081 845 
Fuel and oil 11 191 892 5 231 911 
Printing and stationery 355 560 311 504 
Other administrative expenses 404412 447 442 
Agency and support / outsourced services 6 944 416 6 822 301 
Staff welfare 5 283 23670 
Communication 4 151 869 3 970 768 
Travel and subsistence 920 283 1 483 312 
Robben Island water and power 3 793 963 492284 
Assets expensed 35388 111 486 
Electricity 2 400 740 217 276 
Assets written off 16 771 129 208 
Boat expenses 6 450 632 5 413 607 
Education 206 224 69 860 
Exhibitions 181 695 1522868 
Heritage programmes 257 477 383 563 

Inventory write off 364 779 
Owned and leasehold property expenses 8 742 313 9 298 971 
Venue expenses 622 405 783 314 
Projects (EPP and GRAP 103) 1906019 661 324 

105 529 779 70 506 714 

21. REVALUATION RESERVE

Opening balance 125 848 289 126 346 751 
Change during the year 422 189 (498 462) 

126 270 478 125 848 289 

The revaluation reserve consists of the surplus from the revaluation of boats, heritage assets and books. 

Boats revaluation reserve 
Heritage assets revaluation reserve 
Books revaluation reserve 
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17 897 751 17 897 751 
107 950 538 107 950 538 

422 189 

126 270 478 125 848 289 
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

22. CASH (UTILISED) GENERATED FROM OPERATIONS

Surplus 
Adjustments for: 
Depreciation and amortisation 
Finance income 
Assets written off 
Movements in provisions 
Movement in deposits held 
Changes in working capital: 
Inventories 
Trade and other receivables 
Trade and other payables 
Unspent conditional grants and receipts 

23. LEASES

Operating leases - as lessee 

Minimum lease payments due 
- within one year
- in second to fifth year inclusive

Property rental lease expenses are represented by Jetty 1 rentals and office space. 

Minimum lease payments due (Office equipment rentals) 
-within one year

2015 2014 
R R 

5 522 938 5 536 937 

6 312 922 5 594 923 
(5 847 894) (4 952 353) 

16 771 129 208 
8664 (292 892) 

(113 226) 86684 

(54 215) (163 476) 
696 701 168 433 

6 855 862 4 486 300 
(14 195 375) (15 226 966) 

(796 852) (4 633 202) 

3 742 695 3 301 058 
2 989 303 2 382 422 

6 731 998 5 683 480 

263 217 482 564 

Office equipment leases comprises of photocopy machines and the coffee machine. Photocopy machine leases are 
negotiated for an average of five years and additional fees are payable based on the number of photo copies made during the 
period. The coffee machine lease is for 3 years. 

Operating leases - as lessor (Income) 

Minimum lease payments due 
- within one year
- in second to fifth year inclusive

1 030 991 
3158 608 

4189 599 

972 633 
4 189 599 

5162 232 

The entity leases out fixed property on two leases. The leases were classified as operating leases. The Docks Restaurant 
property is currently not being leased. The operating lease relating to Tigers Eye was renewed in the 2013/14 financial year-
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24. CONTINGENCIES

Contingent liabilities 
Uhuru Communications CC 
Lethulwazi Consulting Services CC 
Current period surplus 

2015 2014 
R R 

919 558 
360 015 

5 522 938 

6 802 511 

909 558 

5 536 937 

6446495 

Uhuru Communications CC: Litigation was instituted against Uhuru which resulted in Uhuru counter-suing Robben Island 
Museum for losses incurred from partnering with the Museum for the RI African Festival. 

Lethulwazi Consulting Services CC: A claim was instituted against RIM relating to a dispute over services rendered. 

A written request has been submitted to National Treasury in order to retain the current years surplus in terms of S 53(3) of 
the Public Finance Management Act. The outcome that Robben Island Museum will be required to repay the surplus is highly 
unlikely. 

Contingent asset 
Department of Arts and Culture 12 519 OOO 

The Department of Arts & Culture (DAC) intended to transfer the amount prior to year end in respect of capital works. Due to 
an error in processing the payment, the payment received was R12.5M short. DAC needed the necessary approval to roll over 
the amount from national treasury in order to transfer the shortfall in the new financial year. The amount was received in the 
2015/16 financial year. The amount received will be accounted for as an unconditional grant received. 

25. RELATED PARTIES

Related party transactions 

Department of Arts and Culture 
Unconditional grants received 
MTEF allocated DAC operational grant received (unconditional) 

16 590 720 
65 414 OOO 61 586001 

DAC is the controlling authority of the Museum. The following government grants were received from DAC for earmarked 
funds included in the medium term expenditure framework (MTEF). 

Conditional grants received from the allocated medium term expenditure framework (MTEF) for specific purposes. 

Operational grants received from the allocated medium term expenditure framework (MTEF) for operational purposes. 

Unconditional grants received to be allocated toward island infrastructure and maintenance purposes. 
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2015 2014 
R R 

26. IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE

Add: Irregular Expenditure� current year 29 179 

Irregular expenditure in the prior year amounted to R29 179. The expenditure is irregular as it is non�ompliant with laws and 
regulations (Internal Supply Chain Management practices were not followed). The expenditure has been condoned by council 
after year end on the 30th of May 2014. 

In addition, fruitless and wasteful expenditure of R253 398 (2014: R206 843) was incurred in the financial year. In 2015 a 
SAMSA penalty of R18 767 was issued for certificate compliance, a traffic fine of R1 500 was incurred and interest of R842 
was incurred from Transnet. In addition RIM was overcharged by R232 289 by a supplier for security services. !n 2014 penalty 
of R38 839 was charged by SARS and R4 137 by SAMSA as well as interest of R272 by Transnet. In addition RIM was 
overcharged by a supplier for R163 595 for security services. 

27. ACTUAL OPERATING EXPENDITURE VERSUS BUDGETED OPERATING EXPENDITURE

Variance explanations: 

27.1) The actual income exceeds the budget income by RO.Sm due to an increased number of visitors to the Island. 

27.2) The actual income exceeds the budget income by R16.4m due to the aggressive scheduling of tours to maximise al! 
opportunities and an increase in demand. 

27. 3) The actual income is less than the budgeted income by R0.119m. 

27.4) The actual income exceeds the budget amount by R0.4m due to the increased number of visitors. 

27.5) The actual income exceeds the budgeted amount by R2m due to RIM receiving an unplanned grant of R15.2m in the 
year. 

27.6) The actual amount exceeds the budgeted amount by R31m as a result of RIM recognising the remainder of the 
conditional grants previously received and receiving a unconditional grant of R16.6M which was not budgeted for. 

27.7) The actual expense is less than the budget expense by R1 .1 m, but was in line with budgeted expenditure. 

27.8) The budget amount exceeds the actual amount by R3.3m due to the reassessment of useful lives of the current RIM 
assets. This also resulted in RIM not having to replace as many assets as expected. 

27.9) The actual exceeded the budget by R0.0008m. 

27.10) The budget expense is less than the actual expense by R0.08m as no bad debts were budgeted for the current year. 

27.11) The actual expense exceeds the budget amount by R49.2m due to R14m worth of expenses incurred in respect of 
the ICMP and Infrastructure conditional grants. Hire of boats actual expenditure exceeded its budget amount by R35m 
for the year. 
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2015 2014 
R R 

28. EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT AND COUNCIL MEMBERS' EMOLUMENTS

Executive 

2015 Date appointed Basic salary Company Allowances Total 
contributions received 

S Mkhize- CEO 2010/11/01 1 198 327 354 669 152 569 1705565 
MC llale - CFO 2011/01/13 1057943 243 274 58 533 135 9750 
P Taruvinga - CHO 2013/09/01 741 114 219 422 97 368 1057904 

2 997 384 817 365 308470 4123 219 

2014 

S Mkhize - CEO 1 232 191 321 623 143 663 1 697 477 
MC llale - CFO 1 019 754 209 243 55 116 1 284 113 
P Taruvinga - CHO 389184 118 074 46 452 553 710 

2 641129 648 940 245 231 3 535 300 

Council members 

Appointment Resignation Total 2015 Total 2014 
date date 

SB Buthelezi 2012/09/01 56 522 25 281 
R Abdullah 2010/03/24 88 504 38 392 
S Webster 2010/03/24 49621 21 122 
MDada 2010/03/15 48 959 12 288 
MM Gasela 2010/03/15 2014/06/08 
MSGwavu 2010/03/30 
GM Masuku 2010/03/15 30 278 8 915 
SA Mogoba 2010/03/30 21104 4488 
N Motete 2010/03/15 2014/05/29 
LMpahlwa 2010/03/30 49492 20 066 
P Nefolovhodwe 2010/03/30 49081 10 111 
OB Nqubelani 2010/03/24 
MO Morata 2010/03/30 2014/03/31 

393 561 140663 

Audit Committee 

Appointment Resignation Total 2015 Total 2014 
date date 

TF Mosololi 2012/12/01 21 169 16 806 
JM Laubscher 2012/12/01 17 448 4 121 
TNM Ntshiza 2012/12/01 17 448 8243 
M Dada 2010/03/15 5 792 4480 
P Nefolovhodwe 2010/03/30 3 488 4480 

65345 38130 

Reimbursements 

JM Laubscher (travel expenditure) 12 262 4 575 
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Applicable during the 2014/15 Financial Year 

1. Background

This document was developed to give effect to the May 2002 amendment to the Treasury Regulations, whereby the 
following new requirement was set for public entities: 

''For purposes of material [sections 50(7 ), 55 (2) and 66(7) of the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA)J and significant 
[section 54(2) of the PFMAJ, the accounting authority must develop and agree a framework of acceptable levels of 
materiality and significance with the relevant Executive Authority in consultation with the external auditors." [Section 
28.1.5] 

Public entities are required to include the Materiality and Significance Framework in the Strategic Plan to be submitted 
to its Executive Authority. [TR 30.1.3] Further, the Materiality and Significance Framework must be detailed in the public 
entity's annual report. [TR 28.2.1] 

No definitions for the concepts "material" and "significant" are included in either the PFMA or in the Treasury Regulations. 
Accordingly, in compiling this framework, guidance was sought from, inter-alia "Framework for the Preparation and 
Presentation of Financial Statements" (issued by the International Accounting Standards Board) which defines "Materiality" 
in the following terms: 

"Information is material if its omission or misstatement could influence the economic decisions of users taken on the 
basis of the financial statements. Materiality depends on the size of the item or error judged in the particular circumstances 
of its omission or misstatement. Thus, materiality provides a threshold or cut-off point, rather than being a primary 
qualitative characteristic which information must have if it is to be useful." 

Further guidance was drawn from the International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 320, "Audit Materiality" (issued by the 
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board) on the Public Sector Perspective: 

"In assessing materiality, the public sector auditor must, in addition to exercising professional judgment, consider any 
legislation or regulation which may impact that assessment. 

In the public sector, materiality is also based on the "context and nature" of an item and includes, for example, sensitivity 
as well as value. Sensitivity covers a variety of matters such as compliance with authorities, legislative concern or public 
interest." 

The reference to "economic" decisions in the "Framework for the Preparation and Presentation of Financial Statements" 
is therefore, assessed as not being conclusive or wholly appropriate to a public entity such at the Robben Island Museum 
(RIM). 

Further, materiality can be based on a number of financial indicators. Detailed below is an indicative table of financial 
indicators of the type that is widely accepted in the accounting profession as basis for calculating materiality. 

Gross Revenue 0.25 -1% 

Gross Surplus 1 -2% 

Net Surplus 2.5 -10% 

Equity 2-5%

Total assets 0.5-2% 
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Applicable; being Grants received, ticket sales and interest income 

Applicable; being excess of grants over operating and capital expenditure. 

Applicable; being construction funding not applied during financial year. 

Not Applicable 

Applicable; being construction cost (plus capitalised research and development 
cost and office infrastructure.) 
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2. Broad Framework for Robben Island Museum

RIM will be dealing with this framework under two main categories, being quantitative and qualitative aspects. 

2.1 Quantitative aspects 

Materiality level 

The Museum assesses the level of a material loss as being 0.25% of estimated budgeted expenditure. 

Motivation 

It is recognised that different levels of materiality can be set for different classes of transactions. RIM has, however, taken 
the approach of setting a more conservative materiality level that will be used for all classes of transactions. 

Factors considered 

In determining the said materiality value as 0.25% of gross expenditure (operating cost plus capital expenditure), RIM 
took into account factors that include: 

Nature of RIM's business 

Revenue: Funding for the Museum primarily comprise grants received from the Department of Arts and Culture; own 
generated income from tourism activities (ticket sales) together with interest earned on investments in deposit accounts 
as well as grants from donors. 

Expenditure: Given the nature of RIM to be an entity mandated to construct and maintain physical structures and house 
intellectual property, preference is given to gross expenditure as basis of defining the level of materiality. 

Statutory requirements applicable to the RIM 
• RIM is a project funded by the Department of Arts and Culture; approval for its formation having been obtained in
terms of sec 38(1) (m) of the PFMA.

• The Museum has been listed as a PFMA Schedule 3A public entity.

• The Council of the Museum is required to execute the mandate in terms of the of the Cultural Institutions' Act.

The Museum accordingly elects to give preference to a lower level of materiality (i.e. closer to the lower level of the 
acceptable percentage range) due to it being so closely governed by various acts and the public accountability responsibility 
it has to stakeholders. 

The control and inherent risks associated with RIM 

In assessing the control risk RIM concluded that a materiality level of 0.25% of expenditure is appropriate and prudent. 
This assessment is based on the fact that a sound control environment is being maintained. In this regard cognisance 
was given to amongst other matters: 

• Proper and appropriate governance structures have been established that include a Management
Committee, CEO and CFO.

• CEO and CFO positions have been created with specific risk management responsibilities;
• An audit committee that closely monitors the control environment of RIM was established;
• The function of internal audit was outsourced to a firm of professional internal auditors; and
• A three year Internal Audit Coverage Plan, based on annual risk assessments being performed.

This is annually reviewed and agreed by the audit committee.
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3. RIM General Approach to Qualitative Aspects

Materiality is not confined to the size of the entity and the elements of its financial statements. 

The Museum recognises that misstatements that are large either individually or in the aggregate may affect a "reasonable" 
user's judgement. Further, misstatements may also be material on qualitative grounds. These qualitative grounds include 
amongst other: 

• New ventures that RIM may enter into.
• Unusual transactions entered into that are not of a repetitive nature and are disclosable purely due to the nature

thereof due to knowledge thereof affecting the decision making of the user of the financial statements.
• Transactions entered into that could result in reputational risk to RIM.
• Any fraudulent or dishonest behaviour of an officer or staff of RIM.
• Any infringement of the RIM's agreed performance levels.
• Procedures/processes required by legislation or regulation (e.g. PFMA and the Treasury Regulations).
• Unauthorised, irregular or fruitless and wasteful expenditure.
• Items of a non-financial nature, which would impact on the continued operation and deliverables of the Museum.

The policy contained in this framework will be appropriately presented in the Annual Report of the Museum as required. 

Definitions and Abbreviations 

Accounting Authority: Robben Island Museum Council 

Executive Authority: Department of Arts and Culture 

Entity: Robben Island Museum 

PFMA: Public Finance Management Act (Act 1 of 1999 as amended by act 29 of 1999) 

Treasury Regulations: Public Finance Management Act, 1999: amendment ofTreasury Regulations in 
Terms of Section 76 as published in Government Gazette No. 7372 

4. Detailed/Specific RIM Responses to Requirements

4.1 RIM Response to Fiduciary duties of the Accounting Authority Requirements 

The accounting authority must (c) on request, disclose to the Executive Authority responsible for that public entity 
or the legislature to which the public entity is accountable, all material facts, including those reasonable discoverable, 
which in any way influence the decisions or actions of the executive authority or that legislature. 

None 

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 

Any fact discovered of which the amount 
exceeds the determined materiality figure 
as calculated under par 2.1 
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1. Any item or event of which specific
disclosure is required by law

2. Any fact discovered of which its omission
or misstatement, in the Council's opinion,
could influence the decisions or actions of
the executive authority or legislature.
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4.2 RIM Response to Annual Report and Financial Statements Requirement 

General/Principal Requirement (PFMA section 55) 
The annual report and financial statements referred to in subsection (1) (d) must (a) fairly present the state of affairs 
of the public entity, its business, its financial results, its performance against predetermined objectives and its financial 
position as at the end of the financial year concerned: 

(a) include particulars of:

(i) any material losses through criminal
conduct and any irregular expenditure and
fruitless and wastefur expenditure that
occurred during the financial year:

(ii) any criminal or disciplinary steps taken
consequence of such losses or irregular
expenditure or fruitless and wasteful
expenditure;

(iii) any losses recovered or written off;

(iv) any financial assistance received from
the state and commitments made by the
state on its behalf; and

(v) any other matters that may be prescribed.

1. Losses through criminal conduct: any
loss identified.

2. Losses through irregular, fruitless, wasteful 
expenditure: Wnere combined total exceeds
the planning materiality figure used by the
external auditors for the year under review.

All identified losses through criminal 
conduct will be disclosed. 

4.3 RIM Response to Information to be submitted by Accounting Authority Requirement 

General/Principal Requirement (PFMA section 54) 
Before a public entity concludes any of the following transactions, the accounting authority for the public entity must 
promptly and in writing inform the relevant treasury of the transaction and submit relevant particulars of the transaction 
to its executive authority for approval of the transaction: 

(b) participation in a significant partnership,
trust, unincorporated joint venture or similar
arrangement.

A cut-off figure of Rl 0000 as this will be 
consistent with asset management policy 
of writing off assets which are less than 
RSOOO in full. 

(c) acquisition or disposal of a significant Qualitative aspect is more relevant
shareholding in a company.

(d) acquisition or disposal of a significant Qualitative aspect is more relevant
asset.

(e) Commencement or cessation of a
significant business activity.

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 

Qualitative aspect is more relevant 
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Any participation, outside of the approved 
strategic plan and budget. 

Any acquisition or disposal, outside of the 
approved strategic plan and budget. 

1. Any asset that would increase or decrease 
the overall operational functions of the
Museum, outside of the approved strategic
plan and budget.

2. Disposal of the major part of the assets
of the Museum.

Any business activity that would increase 
or decrease the overall operational functions 
of the Museum, outside of the approved 
strategic plan and budget. 
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1. Introduction

Outstanding Universal Value of Robben Island World Heritage site 

Robben Island was inscribed on the World Heritage List as a cultural landscape in December 1999 under criterion (ii) 
and (iii) based on "the triumph of human spirit over great adversity and hardship". Robben Island was used at various 
times between the 17th century and the 20th century as a prison, a hospital for socially unacceptable groups, and a 
military base characterised by World War II military structures around the island. Its buildings, and in particular those 
of the late 20th century maximum security prison for political prisoners, testify to the way in which democracy and 
freedom triumphed over oppression and racism. The stark and functional maximum security prison of the Apartheid 
period began in the 1960s. The symbolic value of Robben Island lies in its somber history, as a prison and a hospital 
for unfortunates who were sequestered as being socially undesirable. This came to an end in the 1990s when the inhuman 
Apartheid regime was rejected by the South African people and the political prisoners who had been incarcerated on 
the Island received their freedom after many years. 

Management Authority of Robben Island World Heritage. 

The management authority for the property rests with the Robben Island Museum Council with delegated authority for 
the day-to-day management and conservation matters residing with the Chief Executive Officer. Robben Island Museum 
Council accepted being re-appointed as the Management Authority of Robben Island Museum World Heritage site in 
2013 in terms of section 7 of the World Heritage Convention Act, 49 of 1999. The appointment is effective until 2018. 
The Management Authority is now implementing the 2nd Integrated Conservation Management Plan (2013-2018). 

2. State of Conservation Report: 2014/15

This report summarizes the progress made in the implementation of the 2nd ICMP by the duly appointed Management 
Authority. The period under review coincides with the appointment of most Senior Managers to effectively administer 
Heritage and Research Department, Marketing-Tourism Department, Public Heritage and Education Programmes 
Department. These departments had gone for years without qualified senior managers to guide the implementation of 
programmes and activities in order to maintain the outstanding universal value of the site. 

Performance in 2014/15 

The implementation of the 2nd ICMP has mixed results as shown in the attached table based on the implementation 
plan of the 2nd ICMP. The analysis categorizes performance under the following categories; completed projects (yes), 
completed projects but continuing in the outer years of the ICMP (yes and recurring), incomplete projects and being 
carried forward (partial), projects not done (no), projects to be implemented in outer years of the ICMP (pending) and 
projects deferred permanently (suspended). 

Review of the 2nd ICMP; 2014/15 

Pending Suspended 
5% 1% 

The above reflects that only 14% of the set targets were achieved, while 12% of recurring targets were also implemented 
bring the total to 26%. This performance is below 24% of the overall targets of the ICMP, which is now left with two 
years of implementation. Most of the targets have not been met (37%) due to the fact that some should be implemented 
in the remaining outer years of the 2nd ICMP, with 6% pending and 1 % suspended. This scenario is attributed to 
inconsistent funding for the ICMP, which is acknowledged under challenges faced in the period under review. 
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3. Management Effectiveness Tracking Tool for the Island

DEA developed the Management Effectiveness Tracking Tool (METT) as a way of monitoring the management effectiveness 
in WHS of South Africa. As such each Management Authority is expected to complete tlie tool and submit to DEA. The 
results are critical in identifying areas requiring serious attention from the Management Authority, and should not be 
used as a performance measurement tool. RIM completed the trial run of the tool as requested by DEA in November 
2014 and the results are shown in the table below. 

1 .1 . Legal status 3 3 100% 

1.2. Protected Area Regulation 3 3 100% 

1.3. World Heritage Boundary demarcation 3 3 100% 

1.4. Biodiversity Resource Inventory 3 3 100% 

1.5. Heritage Resource Inventory 3 2 67% 

1.6. Buffer zone 3 3 100% 

Supplementary item 7 4 57% 

Subtotal 25 21 84% 

Comment: RIM needs to improve heritage resource inventory, especially built environment. 

2 .1. Protected Area Design 3 33% 

2.2. Conservation Development Framework (CDF) 3 2 67% 

2.3. Land use and water planning outside of the WHS 3 2 67% 

2.4. Integrated Management Plan 3 3 100% 

2.5. Site Management Plan 3 2 67% 

2.6. Legal Agreements 3 0 0% 

2.7. State of Conservation of the WHS 3 2 67% 

2.8. Tourism Development Plan 3 3 100% 

Supplementary item 6 2 33% 

Subtotal 30 17 57% 

Comment: RIM needs to improve on planning frameworks for the site with particular emphasis on protected area design, conservation 
development framework and state of conservation. 

3 .1. Research and Monitoring Programme 3 3 100% 

3.2. Human Resource capacity 3 2 67% 

3.3.Current Budget 3 33% 

3.4. Security of budget 3 33% 

3.5. Income 3 2 67% 

3.6. Law enforcement 3 2 67% 

3 .7. Research Budget 3 0 0% 

Supplementary item 5 20% 

Subtotal 26 12 46% 

Comment: RIM needs to improve on resourcing heritage programmes and activities, an area identified as one of the main challenges 
threatening the implementation of the ICMP. 
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4.1. Annual plan of operation 3 3 

4.2. Annual report 3 3 

4.3. Annual financial plan 3 3 

4.4. Biodiversity Resource Management 3 3 

4.5 Heritage Resource Management 3 2 

4.6. HR Management 3 1 

4.7. Administrative systems 3 2 

4.8. Operational equipment & infrastructure 3 2 

4.9. Maintenance of equipment and infrastructure 3 1 

4.10. Education and awareness programmes 3 1 

4.11. Landowners / Neighbours relationship 3 3 

4.12. Advisory committee / forum 3 0 

4.13. Community partners 3 3 

4.14. Commercial tourism and hospitality 3 1 

4.15. Industry Cooperation 3 3 

4.16. Collections Management Plan 3 1 

4. 17. World Heritage Site Performance Evaluation 3 2 

Supplementary item 9 2 

Subtotal 59 36 

I 
I l..""l•lltHII 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

67% 

33% 

67% 

67% 

33% 

33% 

100% 

0% 

100% 

33% 

100% 

33% 

67% 

22% 

61% 

Comment: while RIM is consolidating and enhancing processes, maintenance of equipment and infrastructure, collections and HR 
needs attention to improve the overall implementation. 

5.1. Visitor facilities 3 2 67% 

5.2. Ecological condition assessment 3 3 100% 

5.3. Heritage condition assessment 3 2 67% 

5.4. Protection systems 3 2 67% 

5.5. Economic & social benefit assessment 3 2 67% 

5.6. Sustainable development activities/projects 3 2 67% 

5.7. Tourism outputs 3 2 67% 

Supplementary item 4 3 75% 

Subtotal 25 18 72% 

TOTAL SCORE 143 104 73% 

Comment: RIM has in the financial year under review improved on outputs. Project management should be enhanced to maintain 
the level of outputs. 
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4. Challenges under the period of review

The implementation of the 2nd ICMP in 2014/15 has faced the following challenges; 

i. Resolving the UNESCO 2011 recommendations

The Management Authority was pre-occupied with implementing the above recommendations to ensure that the 
site is removed from the discussion agenda of the World Heritage Committee, as well as being placed under reactive 
monitoring missions. Therefore, priority in 2014/15 focused on resolving the recommendations, alongside implementing 
the 2nd ICMP at full throttle. 

ii. Lack of skills and capacity within the support structures

Though some vacancies were filled in 2014/15, the rest of critical positions in the heritage cluster, in particular for 
Estates (Built Environment & Municipal services) and Mayibuye, were not filled due to lack of funds. Furthermore, 
RIM is undertaking a reorganizational review of the institution which also makes any further recruitments very difficult 
in a already over bloated structure, which may be changed soon. The combination of these factors has serious 
implications on performance delivery and will undoubtedly impact on the implementation of the ICMP going forward. 
Also, one the newly recruited Senior Manager left the organisation half way into the financial year. 

iii. Financial constraints for programmes and activities

The current funding model is in such a way that budget lines are adjusted according to projected national inflation 
index, and not necessary responding to the actual needs of the 2nd ICMP or as informed by cost drivers of projects. 
Projects are also considered on case by case basis which makes it difficult to plan implementation with certainty. 
Also, the revenue flow and pattern for RIM is cyclical in that it's seasonal and dependent on the ferry operation, 
which rarely operated smoothly in 2014/15. The constant breakdowns of RIM-owned ferries, including the necessity 
to suspend running the largest ferry, resulted in hiring private boats. This implies a decline in revenue generation 
with serious consequences financial support that can be given to the ICMP. Without an adequate baseline budget 
for the ICMP, some programmes were suspended and deferred to the next financial year (2015/16). Most projects 
have been deferred to 2015/16 due to unplanned prioritisation of hiring private ferries and supporting municipal 
services (electricity generation, water desalination and sewerage systems). While alternative funding has been sourced 
for some programmes, e.g. from National Department of Tourism (NOT), partner-programmes with Freedom Park 
Trust, Department of Correctional Services and many others, financial support remains inadequate and the budgeting 
model needs a review. This is further complicated by a heavily constrained and inadequately skilled human resources 
base existing within RIM (refer to item 2). 

iv. Transfer of Built Environment Maintenance from Department of Public Works to RIM (2013/14) and back to DPW
(2014/15)

During the period under review, all outstanding projects relating to the built environment (including the restoration 
of the blue stone quarry site) were transferred from Department of Public Works to RIM only at the end of 2013, 
when it became clear that DPW had failed to maintain the island. This was reported in the UNESCO 2011 report 
and also raised by the Office of the Public Protector in South Africa in November 2013. However, this transfer had 
no financial support from, which placed a burden on RIM and caused a reprioritization to support municipal services. 
In 2014/15 DAC indicated that DPW would return to resume duty on the island under a Tripartite Agreement 
comprising DAC/RIM/DPW. This created transitional problems from November 2014 as parallel processes were being 
undertaken by DPW/COEGA and RIM. The unresolved governance issues leading to the relationship between RIM 
and DPW breaking down in the past took a long time to be resolved, and at the detriment of implementing maintenance 
programmes. 
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5. REVIEW OF THE IMPLMENTATION PLAN OF THE 2ND ICMP

Below is the progress report on the implementation of the ICMP in 2014/15 

Table 1: Actions to Implement the Operational Management Plan (OMP) 

1.1 Appoint appropriate heritage Immediate 2013-2018 CHO 
conservation expertise to fulfil I the 
role of Chief Heritage Officer (CHO), 
responsible for the effective 
implementation of heritage 
protection measures and 
interpretation projects 

1.2 Appoint appropriate project High Immediate coo 

management expertise to fulfil( the 
role of Chief Operations Officer 
(COO) and establish a Project 
Management Unit (PMU), working 
across RIM as an integrating factor 
and implementation mechanism 

1.3 Appoint business development High 2013 Unit 
specialist for events and conferences 
development and establish a 
Business Unit 

1.4 Strengthen working relations and High 2013-2018 Working 
communications with RIM relations 
stakeholders and partners through 
conducting a well facilitated inter-
departmental stakeholder workshop 

1.5 Review of institutional framework, High 2013 Single SLA 
gaps, opportunities and establishing 
a clustered service level agreement 
(SLA) with DAC, supported in 
function by SAHRA in terms of 
development guidance, and DPW 
in terms of municipal level service 
provision, etc. 

1.6 Conduct Organisational Review High 2013 Report 
internally within RIM 

1.7 Review DPW Capital Projects High 2013 Report 

CHO was appointed in September 
2013 on a three year contract and 
is responsible for the implementation 
of the 2nd ICMP. Annual budget is 
recurring until end of contract. 

No appointment made yet, and RIM 
is undergoing an organizational 
restructuring, and this matter will be 
resolved by the end of 2015/16 
financial year. 

A Senior Manager for Marketing and 
Tourism was appointed on a three 
year contract in Apri I 2014 and is 
responsible for special events and 
conferences development. An 
adaptive re-use programme for the 
island is being developed. Annual 
budget is recurring until end of 
contract. 

RIM has renewed and entered into 
formal agreements with several 
institutions during the period under 
review. These include the following 
MoUs; 
• Tourism Stakeholder meeting
(March' 2015)

A draft MoU exists between RIM 
and SAHRA for heritage 
management, and will be finalised 
in 2015/16. 

Tripartite Agreement binding DAC, 
RIM and DPW on infrastructure 
management has been finalised. An 
SLA between DPW and COEGA has 
been signed to service RIM as a client 
co funded by both DAC and DPW 
in line with respective mandates 

Service Provider to conduct skills 
audit and restructuring has been 
appointed, and completion is 
targeted for 2015/16 

The DPW Capital projects were 
reviewed and funding made 
available for 2015/16 under the 
Tripartite Agreement binding RIM, 
DAC and DPW. This will be 
reviewed on an annual basis. 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Partial 

Partial 

Partial 

Yes 
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Establish the Robben Island High 2013 Forum Consultative Forums are being 
Consultative Forum established by RIM and these are 

being approached in a thematic way 
to inform an integrated Consultative 
Forum for RIM by 2015/16. The 
following thematic forum have been 
established; 
• Research Agenda Forum

(March 2015)
• EPP Reference Group
• Tour Operators Forum

(March 2015)

Commission the compilation of a Immediate 2013 Report Not yet developed, but will be part 
Development Plan to unify efforts of the Infrastructure and Marketing-
and prioritise special projects Tourism Development Plan 

earmarked for 2015/16. It appears 
as if elements of the development 
plan are also contained in the new 
business model of RIM. 

Commission the compilation of a High 2013 Report Not yet done due to transitional 
Built Environment Conservation challenges from DPW to RIM, and 
Manual currently from RIM back to DPW, 

and this is coupled with lack of 
adequate staff for this function within 
RIM. Recruitment stalled by salary 
structures not accommodating 
specialized skills. 

Commission the compilation of a High 2013 Report Revised Collections Policy & 
Collections Management Plan Procedures manual completed, 

including a section on GRAP103. 
This policy will be approved in the 
first quarter of 2015/16 

Commission the compilation of a High 2013 Report User asset management plan and 
User Asset Management Plan project plans compiled for 2014/15 

and these are updated quarterly. 
Function now transferred back to 
DPW. 

Infrastructure Maintenance Plan High 2013 Report Facility management contract 
partially implemented in the 
2014/15. The 2015/16 plan will 
incorporate an infrastructure 
maintenance plan to be developed 
by DPW/COEGA. 

Appoint the necessary built Immediate 2013 Maintenance Recruitment of a built environment 
environment specialist for specialist has stalled due to salary 
immediate maintenance needs, until grading problems and plans are 
the Facilities Maintenance Contract under way to head hunt for that 
has commenced individual within the financial means 

of the institution. In the interim a 
contract project manager has been 
appointed to support the Facilities 
Manager who was appointed in 
October 2013 on a three year 
contract. 

Formalise and commence the Urgent 2013-2018 Maintenance The facility maintenance contract 
Facilities Maintenance Contract will be finalised and implemented 

in 2015/16 by DAC/RIM/DPW-
COEGA 

Partial 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Partial 

Partial 

Partial 
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1.17 

1.18 

1.19 

1.20 

1.21 

1.22 

1.23 
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Power distribution upgrade and Medium 2013-2014 Upgrade RIM commissioned a condition 
operation assessment through LCCPM and 

recommendations are in place. The 
power distribution upgrade will be 
implemented in 2015/16 by 
DPW/COEGA 

Repair and maintenance to Water Medium 2013-2014 Maintenance Repair and Maintenance of Water 
and Sewage Services and sewerage services were done in 

2014/15 with the membranes being 
replaced and water quality is being 
monitored on a regular basis. A 
condition assessment of the plant 
recommended that a new cost 
effective plant should be installed 
in 2015/16 by DPW/COEGA 

Re-establishment of the Mayibuye Immediate 2013-2018 Access PENDING and the matter has been 
Archives at more accessible location brought to the attention of the 
that is feasible. Tripartite Committee comprising 

DAORIM/DPW and options will be 
explored going forward. 

Archive Inventory development into High 2013 Database GRAP 1 03 - Heritage Assets register 
National Treasury requirements: completed and all items valued 
Phase 1 

Establish Greenstone Collections High 2014-2016 Database Greenstone has been replaced by 
Management Electronic Database D-space electronic database in line

with best practice guided by the
South African Digitization Initiative
funded by the NRF

Install Fire Protection and Climate High 2013 Protection The water sprinkler system in the 
Control at Mayibuye Archive system Audio Visual, Historical Papers and 

Photographic sections still needs to 
be replaced with a gas fire 
suppressant system to avoid water 
damage in case of a fire. Climatic 
control system has not been installed 
due to potential relocation. This 
matter is being discussed with UWC 
in the context of the space required 
for the Mayibuye Archives. 

Umatic Tape Collection transfer to High 2013 HD format Procurement process has been very 
higher definition format to preserve comp I icated as tenders were 
film footage required - Process currently under 

review 

Establish a Cultural Landscape Immediate 2013 CLM Unit The Cultural Landscape Management 
Management Unit that can archive Unit will be established in 2015-17 
all RIM reports and establish a fully and as part of implementing the 
functional GIS facility, making recommendations of the research 
information easily accessible for the agenda workshop held in March 
purpose of research and project 2015. 
planning and implementation 

Partial 

Yes & 
recurring 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Partial 

No 
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1.24 Establish a Project Management Unit Immediate 
that can monitor and assess all 
projects, in terms of heritage 
conservation research, education, 
and/or tourism project 
implementation, in order to 
strengthen information system to 
inform adaptive planning and 
organisational re-orientation 

1.25 Establish Performance Management Immediate 
System (PMS), which is linked to 
project management and allows for 
easy access to financial and 
performance indicators, in order to 
plan more time effectively 

1.26 Assess the Murray Bay Diesel Storage High 
Tank and identify the way forward 

1.27 Further establish Disaster High 
Preparedness within RIM, keeping 
safety a primary concern 

1.28 Implement the Bluestone Quarry High 
project (pending review) 

1.29 Implement the Old Power Station High 
(pending review) 

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 
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2013 PMU 

2013 PMS 

2013 Report 

2013-2018 Programme 

2013-2015 Seawall 

2013-2018 Archive 
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Pending and subject to organisational No 
review. There maybe need to expand 
capacity of this PMU if number of 
targets to be monitored is increased. 

PMS was established in 2014/15 and Yes 
is being implemented by RIM. All 
Senior Managers were trained in 
implementing the PMS. 

A condition assessment was made Partial 
and a concept document produced 
in 2014/15. The sludge was removed 
from the holding tank but other 
improvements (e.g. calibration of 
diesel reader, new dip stick, new 
diesel hand pump etc) are underway 
and expected to be completed in 
2015/16. 

A Disaster Risk Team was established Partial 
in 2014/15 with a view of 
coordinating the development of the 
Integrated Disaster Risk Plan for the 
site as a whole. A service provider 
will be appointed to assist. RIM has 
submitted fundraising documents on 
the project and is waiting for 
responses from potential donors 

Environmental Impact Assessment Partial 
(EIA), including Heritage Impact 
Assessment was conducted and 
submitted to SAHRNDEA in 
2014/15. DEA is still in the process 
of considering the EIA. DAC did not 
budget for this project in 2015/16 
and this has been tabled before the 
Tripartite Committee comprising 
DAC/RIM/DPW. 

Decision was taken to rather have Suspended 
one consolidated and dedicated 
collections/archival facility on the 
mainland. Maintaining two 
collections facilities would be too 
costly. The delays that occurred in 
implementing the Old Power Station 
Plan for storage on the Robben Island 
site also add to the escalation of 
renovating the building. This will be 
now linked to the alternative space 
for Mayibuye Archives. 
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1.30 Implement the Limestone Quarry High 2013-2015 
project (pending review) 

1.31 Review the Outrank Project Medium 2013 

1.32 Review the Zinktronk Project Medium 2013 

1.33 Review World War 2 Relics Project Very Low 2013 

Table 2: Actions to Implement the Interpretation Plan (IP) 

2.1 Establish an Interpretation 
Committee 

2.2 Review and improve Public Heritage 
Education Programmes 

2.3 Review and update public education 
materials 

2.4 Establish partnership with the 
Education Department towards 
inclusion of Robben Island in the 
school curriculum, increasing 
exposure of RI to school-going youth 

2.5 Establish partnerships with tertiary 
institutions and review and enhance 
the African Heritage Management 
Studies programme 

ROBBEN ISLAND MUSEUM 

High 2013 

High 2013 

High 2013 

High 2013-2014 

High 2013 
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Facilities This project will be implemented Pending 
once approved by the 
DAC/RIM/DPW in the outer years 
2016/17 or 2017/18. 

Report Nothing done yet but will be Pending 
considered under the proposed 
Adaptive re-use of the Island 

Report Nothing done yet but will be Pending 
considered under the proposed 
Adaptive re-use of the Island 

Report Nothing done yet but will be Pending 
considered under the proposed 
Adaptive re-use of the Island. 
Consultation with Armscor is 
ongoing and this has been handed 
over to DPW/COEGA. 

Committee Heritage and Research Department Partial 
has commenced the process of re
introducing the interpretation 
committee by engaging Public 
Heritage Education Department on 
the reviewed tour guiding manual. 
The Committee will be established 
in 2015/16 as proposed or part of 
the Robben Island Consultative 
Forum. 

Programme PHED programmes were reviewed Yes 
in line with the New Business Model 
of RIM in 2014/15 and this will be 
a continuous process. 

Materials PHED educational materials were No 
not updated in 2014/15 but this will 
be implemented in 2015/16. 

Partnership An exploratory meeting with Partial 
Department of Basic Education was 
held in September 2014 in order to 
establish the modalities of RIM-DBE 
partnership. This relationship 
expected to be finalised in 2015/16. 

Partnership RIM did not establish formal Partial 
partnerships with the tertiary 
institutions; 
• RIM and UWC are revising the
current MoU to ensure optimum,
fair and equitable opportunities and
responsibilities in the agreement.
This will be finalised in 2015/16
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Ensure that RIM staff receives High 2013-2018 Trained staff A new Tour Guiding Manual is now 
heritage management training, in place with a standard and holistic 
including participate in exchange narrative. 
visits • All Tour Guides will be inducted

in 2015/16.
• Exchange visits are possible due

to financial limitations

Monitor and evaluation the impact High 2013-2018 Report Progress on the impact of 
and effectiveness of the education interventions is being monitored and 
interventions evaluated through quarterly reports. 

Some interventions have been 
suspended due to financial 
limitations, and therefore could not 
be monitored. 

Establish the Wall of Remembrance High 2013-2014 Exhibition The project has not started yet, since 
Project, as unifying project in RIM there is no funding allocated, and 

has been rescheduled to 2015/16 
subject to funding being made 
available. 

Establish visitor orientation facilities High 2013-2014 Facilities Heritage and Research department 
and an exhibition spaces with the has revived the prison precinct 
assistance of former prisoners, to document which was developed 
allow the retention of cultural from EPP reference group projects 
heritage, especially intangible and as means of conserving memories 
the preservation of the authenticity of the prison though exhibitions and 
of the visitor experience. The improved narratives. Implementation 
exhibition space should allow for is now scheduled for 
further interpretation from a wider 
perspective and various points of 
view and prepare visitors for an 
intimate visit with former prisoners 

Exhibitions Projects (G-Section High 2013-2018 Exhibitions 1. New MSP Exhibitions (E-Section
Exhibition and DVD, Universal exhibition's completed and the
Access Policy, New MSP Exhibitions, electronic version/copy is ready
NMG Courtyard Exhibition) for production and installation as

soon as funds are made available
in 2015/16.

2. 4 APMHS Students Exhibitions
were hosted in 2014/15 (Leprosy,
From Robben Island to Marikana,
Jonny Gomas and Labour
exhibitions),

3. Other exhibitions included; a view
away Exhibition, Slavery Route
Exhibition, the Mandela 27
Exhibition and 'International
Committee of Red Cross
Exhibition.

Stikland Pilgrimage Project High 2013 Memorial This first phase of this project was 
(Research, Memorial Design, completed in March 2013; and has 
Construction, Unveiling, Filming, since been suspended due to lack 
DVD Production) of funds. The phase on detailed 

interpretation of the memorial 
remains incomplete. 

No 

Partial 

No 

No 

Yes and 
recurring 

No 
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Conduct Research and Document High 2013-2018 Material In 2014/15 the analysis of the EPP 
Memories of EPPs in accordance reference group material was carried 
with EPP Reference Group Projects out through the production of 

thematic audio visual DVD ( E, G) 
and currently about to start the 
Kitchen reference group subject to 
funding being made available in 
2015/16. 

Establish a heritage training institute High 2013-2018 Training Nothing done as yet 
on Robben Island, renowned as an facility 
excellent learning centre for heritage 
management 

Table 3: Actions to Implement the Visitor Management Plan (VMP) 

3.1 A good map and brochure must be High 2013 Brochure Due to budgetary constraints RIM 
available to visitors who make Marketing could not print the maps. However 
enquiries about the tours or visit the a generic brochure with relevant 
NMG. These should include visitor information was printed in 
information about Jetty 1, the 2014/15. This map project will be 
Mayibuye Archive and the Nelson only implemented in 2015/16. 
Mandela Gateway exhibitions 
programme. Designated areas can 
be defined on Robben Island maps 
of visitor facilities like information 
centres, resting areas, refreshment 
stalls and toilets for instance 

3.2 Make full use of the Auditorium as High 2013-2014 Facility The auditorium is being used for 
an orientation and interpretation pub I ic education heritage 
space, including showing programmes but this is below 
documentaries and also informing envisaged optimal usage. 
people of the Mayibuye Archive 

3.3 Investigate appropriate software and High 2013 VM system The visitor statistics are analyzed 
hardware technology and systems through the booking system/web 
to provide visitor numbers and tickets platform. Instantaneous ferry 
patterns instantaneously based on schedules are being updated on 
sales and prior to their arrival, as email to all relevant stakeholders. 
well as provide instantaneous There are limitations on 
presentation of changes in ferry understanding visitor profiles and 
schedules to visitors, for instance exploratory searches on flexible 

platforms are being undertaken. 

3.4 Focus on making debriefing High 2013 Product This will be incorporated in the 
information and space available for product extension through EOI in 
visitors, in terms of some form of the financial year 2015/1 6. 
narrative for the return journey from 
Robben Island 

3.5 Position information kiosks and High 2013-2018 Kiosks This has been partially implemented. 
information staff at, or close to The existing Information Desk is 
NMG, during busy times close to the NMG entrance with 2 

info officers always mending the 
desk. Plans are under way to 
consider kiosks and Jetty one as extra 
information centres during peak 
season 

Partial 

Pending 

No 

Partial 

Partial 

No 

Partial 
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Provide for signage to NMG, as well High 2013 Facilities The optimization of the NMG 
as demarcated areas for embarking Building in 2015/16 will incorporate 
and disembarking to separate arrivals the signage for all visitor designated 
from departures spaces. However, boarding areas at 

NMG are clearly marked and easily 
accessible. 

Conduct tourism impact assessment, High 2013 Report Not done and the Zonation Plan 
considering use zones on Robben project is scheduled for the 2015/16 
Island financial year. It will identify all use 

zones and carrying capacity of the 
sites opened to the public. 

Limit impact of long stay visitors High 2013-2018 Reduced Draft Residency Policy was 
and residents on short-stay visitors, impacts developed in 2014/15 and it is 
like establish a Residents Policy and pending approval by Council in 
Procedures, especially in terms of 2016/17 
heritage management training to 
residents on Robben Island 

Link Jetty 1 into the tour product High 2013 RI experience Currently, PHED is working with the 
and investigate the viability of link Marketing Department to incorporate 
providing for a small boat ride Jetty 1 as part of the tour product, 
between M-berth at NMG including the dates when boats are 
and Jetty 1 cancelled in which tourists can still 

have visitor experience without going 
over to the Island. To be implemented 
in conjunction with the EOI in 
2015/16. 

Plan diversification of the Robben High 2013 Report The current training ofTour Guides 
Island experience with the tour is designed in accordance with the 
guides and the EPPA multi-layered story of Robben Island 

in which, by telling almost all layers 
of the RI history, the experience is 
diversified. New Tour Guiding 
Manual is now in place. 

Prison guides to be trained in basic High 2013-2015 Trained staff The proposed training ofTour Guides 
conservation and security and in so will include aspects of First Aid and 
doing be able to multi-task, as well use of radios, which are already 
as be skilled in First Aid and be being used by Tour Guides 
equipped with kits and radios, for 
instance 

Develop a continuity plan and back High 2013-2015 Report The current Tour Guiding Training 
up arrangements for prison guides Manual - and the entire training 
and their legacy programme - is designed to phase 

out the current scenario of having 
Prison Guides and General Guides 
- the system that is being phased in
is to ensure that all guides are trained 
similarly and have the same standard 
training, thereby ensuring continuity.

The division of visitor groups into High 2013 Sm al I groups The Marketing Department and 
smaller sizes of around 20 be Education Department are yet to 
implemented develop and package new products 

to allow visitors numbers to be 
reduced to 20 per guide. However, 
the current ferry schedule has 
implications and this is compounded 
by limited staff in view of the 
budgetary constraints posed by an 
over loaded structure. 

Partial 

No 

Yes 

Partial 

Partial 

No 

Partial 

No 
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3.22 

3.23 

3.24 

3.25 
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3.27 
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The development of a standard for High 2013-2014 Standard The currentTour Guide training 
the �resentation of heritage on programme is intended to 
Rob en Island, making use of standardize Robben Island narrative 
available interpretative expertise and and interpretation. The is a plan to 
technology introduce walking tours, an APP and 

street view of the island as part the 
new visitor experience 

Provide visitor orientation, arrival and High 2013-2015 Facility A draft concept document was 
waiting sriace. Sfiaces should develobed in 2014/15 focusing on 
specifica ly be a located at Murray's the har or precinct which specifies 
Bay harbour for orientation, wellness how the Murray Harbour should be 
checks; especially on bad sea weather used to increase visitor experience. 
days when there are seasick passengers 

Clearly define a plan for visitor High 2013 Report Not yet done and will be part of the 
infrastructure upgrades EOI on adaptive re-uses as from 

2016/17. Currently signage on the 
island is beinf revamped through
the support o National Department 
ofTourism and this will be continued 
in 2015/16. 

Apply for necessary authorisation High 2013-2015 Approvals Applications have been submitted 
i.t.o. EIA and HIA application and to SAHRA and DEA for permits in 
present necessary documentation 2014/15 and this will be a 
to DEA and SAHRA for all proposed continuous process in outer years. 
new or upgrades of facilities

Plan interpretation facilities at the High 2013-2014 Report Once the Blue stone Quarry project 
Bluestone Quarry is restored on the approval of the 

Tripartite Committee, interpretation 
facilities will then be planned. 

Plan and construct the High 2013-2014 Report Not yet done and will be part of the 
platform/boardwalk at the Limestone overall product reconfiguration of 
Quarry to provide visitor safety the island in the outer years and as 

consolidated through the EOI in the 
outer years 

Plan and construct resting areas and 2013-2014 Facility Nothing done yet and will be 
toilet facilities for various tour implemented as part of the EOI in 
options the outer years of the METF 

Renovate Guest House High 2013-2014 Facility Guest House will be renovated in 
2015/16 

Renovate Mess, Kitchen and Medium 2013-2014 Facility Mess Kitchen will be renovated in 
Landscaping linked to Female Asylum 2015/16 

Renovate Prison Sports Field and Medium 2013 Facility The Prison Sports field will be 
Tennis Courts renovated in 2015/16 

Implement options to make Robben High 2013-2015 Facility The existing facilities will be 
Island accessible to people with upgraded to cater for people with 
special needs special needs in 2015/16. 

Each ferry should have either audio High 2013 Facility Nothing done yet on the ferries though 
eiuipment/audio visual equipment, tailor made DVDs are being produced 
w ich is able to play RIM approved in preparation of this service once new 
materials about the Island ferries are procured. 

Establish caterin\facilities in three High 2013-2016 Facility Nothing done but will be considered 
main areas being ehind the Visitors as part of the EOI in 2015/16 and 
Centre at Murray's Bay harbor, MSP 2016/17 
Din in� Hall and Alpha 1. RIM Shops
sel I re reshments. 

Original prison library to be Medium 2016-2018 Facility Nothing done yet but will be 
converted into a readinJi considered as part of product 
room/internet cafe. The ining room enhancement in the outer years of 
itself can also be used as resting this ICMP 
space, coffee bar, water kiosk and 
information kiosk for visitors 

No 

Partial 

Partial 

Yes and 
recurring 

No 

No 

Pending 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Partial 

No 

No 
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Promote and market the RIM brand High 2013-2018 Marketing In progress and at various platforms 
to local and international target e.g. INDABA 2014
markets through cost effective 
marketing and promotional tools 

Investigate and implement ways in High 2013-2018 Marketing Currently being Implemented 
which to enhance RIM's national through partnerships with National 
profile through strategic links with Department ofTourism, South 
other institutions and government African Tourism and Cape Town 
departments Tourism. 

Create awareness of RIM's High 2013-2018 Marketing Profiled in the new website and other 
significance in line with the ICMP, marketing platforms such as the 
through profiling RIM's core Google street view. 
programmes and calendar year 
events, as wel I as others 

Align Marketing and High 2013-2018 Marketing In Progress, through appointment of 
Communications strategy with the the PR & Communications in 
Improved Visitor Experience September 2014 

Enhance tourism product High 2013-2018 Products In progress, an MOU with NDT 
development together with other currently is being finalized where 
stakeholders and potential partners they will support RIM financially on 

Digital Marketing and Training. 

Visitors should be met by hospitality High 2013-2018 Trained staff From March 2015, the Tour Guides 
staff at NMG and by tour guides at are being trained in line with the RI 
Murray's Bay harbour standardized narrative and RIM's 

New Business Model 

Ferry crew must be trained in High 2013-2018 Trained staff Nothing done yet and this will be 
hospitality services and customer part of service excellence training 
care. They can take responsibility in the outer years of this ICMP 
for information sharing, ensuring 
comfort, particularly for those 
physically challenged, 
communicating with the tour guides 
on the Island and on the return 
journey issue visitor survey cards, 
well as ensuring a clean and 
function ferry between journeys 

Implement a local and international Medium 2013-2018 Programme RIM will develop a new marketing 
programme to ensure visitation in strategy in 2015/16. Current 
winter periods campaigns focus on internationals 

that travel throughout the year. 

Find other ways to attract visitors Medium 2013-2018 Report Nothing done yet and will be part 
during low season of the new marketing strategy in 

2015/16. 

Conduct interpretation research and 2013-2018 Workshop Not yet done 
training with tour guides to diversify 
the presentation of the heritage of 
Robben Island 

Implement MSP, Bluestone and High 2013-2014 Tours Not yet done 
Limestone Quarry Interpretation 
tours and provide walking options. 
Jetty 1 and NMG exhibitions can be 
linked to the various tours, or be 
available as separate options 

Yes and 
recurring 

Yes and 
recurring 

Yes and 
recurring 

Yes and 
recurring 

Partial 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 
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Plan for self-guided visits should be High 2013-2014 Tour Not yet done 
available on trails, with adequate 
information in a brochure and 
provision for resting spots and toilet 
facilities, for instance 

Timetable of guided visits should be Urgent 2013 Timetable Not yet done 
clear and accessible and meeting 
points for departure of guided visits 
should be well defined 

Shuttle services to run according to Medium 2015-2018 Shuttle Not yet done 
schedule along the main road of service 
Robben Island, Interpretative Routes 
and parked at designated stops such 
as Dining Hall of MSP, Murray's Bay 
Harbour and Sobukwe Complex, 
for transporting self-guided visitors 

Focus on offering events and High 2013-2018 Report Not yet done 
conferences, as wel I as other 
specialised tours 

Enhance the overall visitor High 2013-2018 Service Ongoing training of Info Staff 
experience through effective and leveraging on training programmes 
well-coordinated customer service from NDT. 

Conduct surveys on visitor High 2013-2018 Surveys Ongoing visitor survey loaded on 
experience, profiling information the website. Stakeholder surveys 
and feed into planning and done annually. 
marketing 

Table 4: Actions to Implement the Natural Environment Management Plan (NEMP) 

4.1 Establish a Robben Island High 2013 Committee Environmental Advisory Committee 
Environmental Advisory Committee will be established in the 2016/17 

financial year 

4.2 Establish communication High 2013 Procedure All the events to take place on the 
procedures for the RIM site are scanned by the RIM 
Environmental Management Unit Environmental Management Unit 

to ensure that possible impacts are 
identified and mitigated 

4.3 Establish working relationships with High 2013 Working RIM has officially partnered with the 
management partners relationships Department of Agriculture, Forestry 

and Fisheries and University of 
Stellenbosch, discussions are 
currently underway to partner with 
Department of Environmental Affairs 
and University of Cape Town. 

4.4 Institute mobile signage for no-go High 2013 Signs The signage on the site is being 
areas to protect seabirds and improved; more than 130 signs will 
shorebirds be installed in 2015/16 especially 

to protect sea and shoreline birds. 

4.5 Institute speed humps and redirect High 2013 Speed humps The signage is being improved and 
traffic during bird breeding season, the traffic is being redirected away 
to protect African penguins, a from where birds are breeding. The 
threatened species feasibility of speed humps is being 

investigated with RIM's Transport 
and Built Environment Units. Speed 
humps not in place yet 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Partial 

Partial 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Partial 

Partial 
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Establish a Mapping Project and a High 2013-2015 Map The Zonation Plan project is 
Zonation Plan in the CLM Unit scheduled for the 2015/16 financial 

year. 

Investigate ecotourism opportunities Medium 2014 Report EOI has been made requesting the 
as a diversification option for visitor public to express their interests on 
routes the services they would like to see 

offered by RIM to tourists, this 
includes ecotourism opportunities. 
Being implemented in the outer years 
of the ICMP. 

Investigate an environmental Medium 2013-2014 Report New service providers/contractors 
education and awareness campaign working on site are inducted and 

monitored. Moving forward, the Unit 
will establish an environmental 
education strategy for the entire 
organization in 2015/16. 

Design firebreaks and maintenance High 2013 Fire breaks The firebreaks and maintenance 
management plan with stakeholders management plan were maintained 

in 2014/15 with the support City of 
Cape Town . 

Develop an Alien Plant Control, Medium 2013 Report The programme for alien plant 
Rehabilitation and Vegetation control and vegetation disposal is in 
Disposal Programme place; however, site rehabilitation 

plan must still be devised. 

Fire-fighting training for High 2013 Trained staff Basic Fire-fighting training has been 
environmental management and offered to the Environmental 
other RIM staff Management staff. RIM is currently 

forging partnership with the City of 
Cape Town to assist in training more 
staff members. 

Protect African penguins and other High 2013 Protection RIM is a member of the Department 
seabird habitat under relevant of Environmental Affairs (Ocean and 
legislation. the Coast) Biodiversity Management 

Plan for African Penguins Steering 
Committee. RIM hosts Earth watch 
research and protection activities on 
African Penguins. 

Make a decision on management High 2013 Report Data (i.e. census, desktop study) is 
of large herbivores and on this basis being collected on the big herbivores 
establish a Herbivore Eradication to inform the plan moving forward. 
Plan/Herbivore Management Plan 

Establish a Game Fowl Management Medium 2014 Report Desktop studies are being conducted 
Plan and engagements with stakeholders 

are also being done to inform the 
plan. 

Establish a Feral Animal Eradication Medium 2014 Programme No Feral Animal Education 
Programme Programme has been established 

Establish a Small Indigenous Animals Medium 2014 Programme Tortoises, insects and marine birds 
Monitoring Programme are being monitored. There is a need 

for a baseline study to establish all 
faunal species of the site. 

No 

No 

Partial 

Yes and 
recurring 

Yes and 
recurring 

Yes and 
recurring 

Yes 

Yes and 
recurring 

No 

No 

Yes 
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4.17 Formalise partnerships to address High 2013 Compliance A memorandum of understanding 
illegal marine living resource monitoring was signed with DAFF. There is no 
exploitation illegal harvesting of marine living 

resources within the one nautical 
mile (buffer zone) of the site. 

4.18 Address coastal impacts at Murray's Medium 2013-2015 Report This is an ongoing project; the sand 
Bay harbor due to sand accretion dune is being attended to through 

sand trapping. The Murray's Harbor 
is being surveyed by South African 
Council of Geo-sciences and annual 
surveys are being scheduled to 
inform decision making in the near 
future. 

4.19 Commence monitoring of RIM Medium 2013-2015 Report The alternative energy feasibility 
energy use and produce a study is scheduled for the 2015/16 
Sustainability Strategy financial year. 

4.20 Compliance with the World Heritage High 2013-2015 State of RIM attended all Site Managers 
Reporting Cycles (National/WHC Conservation Forum in 2014/15 as part 
level) Reports/Site compliance for South African World 

Managers Heritage Committee protocols. RIM 
Forum submitted the status report on 

Monitoring and Effectiveness 
Tracking Tool (METT) to DEA for 
compliance purposes. Progress 
reports on the ICMP were also 
submitted to DEA in 2014/15, 
including reporting in the Annual 
Performance Report for 201/15. 

Approval of the State of Conservation Report 

Submitted by: Mr. Pascall Taruvinga Position: Chief Heritage Officer Date: 30/03/2015

�-· -Signature: -----�--Ja-+--

Approved by: Dr Sibongiseni Mkhize Position: Chief Executive Officer Date: 30/03/2015

Signature: --i�
--

--------

For and on behalf of the Management Authority of Robben Island Museum and World Heritage Site 
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